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ABSTRACT

This study demonstrates that The Excursion j-s more
carefully and elaborately structured than the critics
would have us believe. Chapter One shows that criticism
has either belaboured the poem's alleged lack of struc-

tural unity; or hâs treated the poem as a compendium of
I{ordsworthts philosophy. Not only have critics failed
to understand the poemts "towering and intricate structure" (J. S. Lyon), but also most agree with Mary Moorma,n
that "The Excursion fails as a poetic unity." Chapter
in the teeth of the critical consensus,
that The Excursion is a Romantic epic which possesses

Two demonstrates,

almost every major ,generic convention of "inneï form"
Wordsworth's quite orthoand "outer form," and fulfils

for epic. Chapter Three investigates
a hitherto unnoticed liturgica"l pa.ttern, a series of
rites, formulas, and gestures, derived fromthe liturgy
of the Church of. England, and so arranged as to give
the reader the impression that he has experienced an
Anglican CommunÍon service in its essential entirety.
Wordsworth's use of the liturgicat pattern in The Excursion constitutes his ansvier to deism; reflects his rev-

'dox requirements

erence for the Church and her two sacred books, the

ii
'.tsable .'and The Book

of

Common

Prayer; and mirors hj-s

own

spì-r-ifual- st'vuggfe after the' chag-rin of the T'rench RevoI¡¡f,jon. Chapter Four a-nal-yzes the topographical pattern,
t:he reJ-at j.onship between the mi-nds of the wayf arers,

.qrecially

the mind of the Solitary, and. the poetic l-and.scape. This pattern ill-ustrates, through his responses
to topogra"phy, ho¡v the Solitary's fractured rapport with

SLature is partially

healed

The three patterns dovetail to form Wor¿sworth's

boldest and most ambitious þoetic structure- The Excursion
is l[o:rdsworth!s attempt to present Romantic man as epic
,hero, ChrJ-stian wayfarer, and nature-Iover. The epi-c
pattern establishes. the genre in which the poet is
rsy6¡'Ling, giving form to a4d justifying his new heroic
t'lreme of the hol-y consulnmation between the mind of man
a¡d Nature. The liturgical and topographical patterns
'both confirm a:rd enhance the moral and religious.func-

tions of the epic pattern. The former Christianizes
the epic pattern; the l-atter erpand.s it to include the
qui-:ntessential reciprocity between "the individual Mind"
and "the external- World. "

the first

to my Parents,
and wisest of my teachers
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INTRODUCTION

In tg4g, D€ Selincourt published the fj-fth volume
of The Poetical, Works of l/i]liam Wordsworth ' âD annotatedandcollatededitionofTheExcursion;andin1950,
poem' The
Lyon wrote the only full-length study of the
been in"sources and analogues" of The Excursion have
vestigated by Robert Daniel;1 and its style has been
)on Hens Luy .2 Nevertheless , much critical
work remains to be done on The Excursion

'

The history of the criticism of The Excursion'
reviewed. in Chaþter One, shows that too many critics

have dismissed the poem as a second-rate product of
of
Wordsworth's twilight yeaÏs, and as not deserving

attention. Crj-tics, f or the most part '
than
have read. the critiques of the poem more carefully

much critical

thepoemitself.Consequently,manystri-ctures'someor
themwhollyuntenable,havebeensanctifiedbyrepetj-tion. Even the few who have read' the poem carefully
havebeeninfluencedbythewidespreadandrecurrent
in
censure that The Excursion is severely deficient
This study demonstrates that The
structural integrity.
poem'
E>r-curs:çn is a uniquely and lntricately structured
having as otganizing principles three large patterns:
epic, liturgical,

and topographical '

2

chapter Two argues that The Excursion is a Romantic
epic, which evlnces almost every major convention and
device of traditional epic. lvordsworth modifies the

epic to suit the exigencies of
his adaptive epic. The catabasis, for instance, is no
longer a physical descent into the underworld; 1t is now
an imaglnative response to the Pastor'S "Authentic epielements of traditional

also how much the
nature of epic heroism has changed; here it comprises a
desire to love God, to live in charity with one's fellowmen, and to commune meaningfully with Nature. While epic
d.evices and conventions have changed, the function of
epl-c remalns unaltered. .The Excursion discharges a moral
function, creates a comprehensive picture of the time in
taphs. "

The Excursion illustrates

which it was written, and seeks to depict man in his fulNESS.

chapter Three ana-1yzes the liturgical pattern, the
ord.onnance of certain rites, formulas and gestures derived from an Anglican Communion servj-ce. Not all the
elements of such a service are present in the poem.
Wordsworth employs certain ones and organizes them to
give the reader the i-mpression .that he has experienced

an Anglican Communion service in its essential entirety.

within the framing erements of a confession and a benediction, there are prayers of thanksgiving, a homi_ly,
Comf ortable Words, a .,Eucharist , àfr agape, and a recessj.onal hymn. The liturgical pattern defines the spiritual progress of the Christian Solitary. The use of
this pattern embodies Wordsworth's answer to deism,
mirrors his personal spirltual struggle, and reflects
his faith in and reverence for the church of England and
her two sacred books, the Bible and The Book of Common
Prayer
Chapter Four investigates the topographical pattern,

the arrangement of the wayfarers' imaginative responses
to the poetic landscape. In this pattern, IVordsworth
uses, aspects of the poetic landscape, especially topography, to mark the spiritual progress of the Solitary.
His journey begins in a vale that has neither beauty nor
prospect. His momentous decision to quit hls "ce11" for
the fir,st time is made on a "rocky knoll." His excursion
ends on a "grassy sIopeil that commands a panoramic view

of the Lake of Grasmere and the surrounding hills.
The
change in physical prospects suggests the enlarging of
the sensibilities of the Solitary. The excursion across
two valleys of the Lake Country'is a spiritual journey

4

during which the Solitary can partially heal his fractured rapport with God, soci-al man , and Nature.
This study demonstrates that The Excursion is much
more intricately and meticulousry structured than the
crj-tics would have us believe. The sophisticated struc-

ture refrects wordsworthts ambitious poetic intention
of depicting Romantic man as epic hero, christian wayfarer
and nature-1over. The anarysis of these three patterns
gives The Excursion greater meaning and importance in
the Wordsworth canon. The Excursion is Word.sworth's
attempt to indite an epic, to present a theodicy of
Christlan values, and to dramatize his most persistent
poetic theme--the essential reciprocity between the individual mind and the external world. The Excursion may
possess a more sophisticated structure than any other
poem of lVordsworth's. Consequently, it deserves more
detailed critica.l analysis than it has received thus far.
This study is the beginning of such a. crj-tical anatomy.

5

Notes

ï

ntroduct ion

1 Robert W. Daniel, '?The Reviews of Wordsworth's
Excursion, " Diss. Yale L949.
I

" DoR Hensley, "Wordsworth and a New llythology:
StylistÍc
Analysis of The Excursion," Diss. Univ. of
A

Wisconsin L964

CHAPTER

ONE: A HISîORY OF THE CRITICISM OF THE EXCURSION
Wordsworth publlshed The Excursion on August

When

- he brought to a temporary end more than seventeen years of desultory composition. For the next thirtyone years he kept revising the text, accommodating the
10,

1814,

1

strictures and suggestions of reviewers and friend.s.2
Some three months before he published The Excursion,
Wordsworth wrote to his friend, the reverend Francis
Wrangham:

A Portion of a long Poem from me will see the
light ere 1ong. I hope it will give you pleasure. It 1s serious, and has been written with
great labour.3

It is hard to know exactly to what extent Wordsworth was
satisfied v¿ith The Excursion in L874. It appears that it
pleased him tnore than did the first draft of The Prelude,
of which he wrote to

Beaumont

on June 3, 1805:

I had looked forward to the day as a most happy
one; and I was indeed grateful to God for giving
me life to compl.ete the work, such as it is; but
it was not a happy day for me. I was dejected
on many accounts; when I looked back upon the
performance it seemed to have à dead weight about
it, the reality so fa"r short of the expectation;
it was the first long labour that I had finished
and the doubt whether I should live to write the
Recluse and the sense which I had of this Poem
being so far below what I qeemed capable of executiñg, depressed me much.4
tl

7

Wordsworth's relief

and-confidence on finishing The Excur-

sion are expressed in a letter to Poole:
My poetical labours have often suffered long

interruptions; but f have at last resolved to
send to the Press a portion of a poem which,
if I live to finish it, I hope future times
will- "not willingly let die. " These you know
are the words of my gteat predecessor, and
the depth.of my feelings upon some subjects
seems to justify me in the act of applying
them to myself, while speaking to a friend
. .5

In the accompanying sonnet to the Earl of Lonsdale,
Wordsworth, while admitting that The Excursion is "imperfect" though not "premature," confidently hopes
that his

poem may I'prove

a

monument. "

of his contemporaries, The Excursion was
Reading the manuscript before it was pub-

T'o some

just that.
lished, Lamb ecstatically wrote to Wordsworth: "Iit]
is the noblest conversational- poem I have ever read-a day in Heaven. "6 To the anonymous reviewer for the
liberal Monthly Magazine (Jan. 30, 1815), it was "one
of the best poems of the àge."T James Montgomery, who
preferred poems on a large scaIe, declared The Excursion
to be "incomparably the greatest and the most beautiful
work of the present age of poetry , tt and all else is
"feeble in comparison. "8 Southey ,ina

letter to

I
Townshend, paid tribute to Wordsworth's genius by stati-ng

"it is by the
side of Milton that Wordsworth will have his station
awarded him. "9 Crabb Robinson was also extravagant in
his praise: I'I do not hesitate to pJ-ace the poem among
the noblest works of the human intellect, a-nd io *u one
tha"t The Ercursj-on is a major reason

why

of the most delightful. "10 Aubrey de Vere rated The
Excursj-on as one of "the three great poems of the Ags."l1
Keats on two separate occasions termed the poem t'one of
"
ACTOSS
the three things to rejoice at in this Age. ,,L2
the Atlantic, Emerson found the poem "dull, t' but was
nevertheless overjoyed on reading it:
The Excursion awakened in every lover of Nature
we saw stars shine, w€ felt
æIing,
the awe of the mountains, we heard the rustle of
the wind in the grass, and knew agaì-n the inef fable secret of solitude. It was a gteat ioy.
It was nearer to Nature than anything we had beHere was no poem, but here was
fore
poetry, and a sure index of where the subtle
muse was about to pitch her tent and find the
argument of her song. It was the human soul j-n
these ages striving for a just publication of

itself.

13

The Excursion also had its detractors.

A month

after the publicatj-on of The Exçgrqion, The New MontLtU.
Magazine, "founded as a conservative antagonist of the
14
censured the poem. The lack of
@"*=

I
dispassionate criticÍsm on the part of the reviewer is

evident from the opening sentence:
Mercy upon the reader, and stil1 more upon the
reviewer ! for it seems this ponderous volume is

only the prelude to two others of an equal size,
and similar materials. The race of metaphysicalpoets was supposed to have been long extinct;
but a wight, more formidable than Cowley, has
risen in the person of Mr. IVordsworth; who now
ascends into the airy region of metaphysj-cal
mysticism, and next plunges lnto the depths of
cabalistic darkness, without relieving the reader by amusement or information.lS
The metre of the poem is described as "a hobbling kind

is dismissed with
^
Not much is tenable in this

of measure," and the poem itself
one-sentence parapnrase

review; but it is the forerunner of other

damaging

reviews.

Jeffrey's infamous review te1ls us more about the
reviewer than it does about The Excursion. The opening
sentence, "This will never do," is rea11y a climax to the
long feud between Jeffrey and the Lake Poets.16 In his
remarks on lVordsworth's Prefaces. Jeffrey reveals his
bias against the new poetry that was replacing tlnat of
Dryden and Pope:

L0

His first essays we looked upon in a good degree as poetical paradoxes,--maintained experimentally in order to display talent, and court
notoriety;--and so maintained, with no more serious belief in their truth, than is usually
generated by an ingçÐious and animated defence
of other paradoxes.''

.

Jeffrey cavils at Wordsworth's choice of low1y characters,
and blames his long "habits of seclusion" for causing the
poet to waste "so many precious gifts at the altar of
those paltry idols which he has set up for himself among
his lakes and mountains.r' He admits, grudgingly, that
there "is a good deal of fine description in the course
of't The Excursion, and that there is "a very great number of single lines and images, that sparkle like gems
in the desart, and startle us with an intimation of the
poetic po\ryers that 1ie buried in the rubbish that has
been heaped around them." Jeffrey, who in an earlier
review had described the "Immortallty Ode" as "beyond
d.oubt, the most il1egib1e and unintelligible part of the
" dj-smisses Wordsworth a"nd The Excursion
with characteristic disdain: "The case of Mr. Ylordsworth,
we perceive, is notv manifestly hopeless; and we give him
up aS altogether incurable, and beyond the power of critPoems

of

icism. "

1807,

11

Though Jeffrey's review adversely affected the wid-

ening reputation of the poet and the widespread acceptance
of the po"*,18 it did not destroy The Excursion 's reputation. It would have taken much mor.e to d.o that'. Southey,

writing to James Hogg in December 1814 concerning the
putative censure of his poem, Roderj-ck, chastises
Jeffrey: "I despise his cond.emnation and I defy his
malice. He crush the Excursion! ! ! TeIl him he might as
1q
easily crush Skiddaw."'o Others, including ColerÍdge,
weïe to join in the outcry against the "Aristarch ."2O
Byron added his dissatisfacTo Jeffrey's vitriol,
tion with The Excursion in poetry and prose. In the
relatively unknown review of the Poems of 7807, he
praises Wordsworth's trstrong and sometimes irresistible
appeals to the feelings, " the natural and unaffected
"native elegance" of many of the poems, but he "regrets
that Wordsworth wasted. his genius on so many trifling
, ..2I
i_ 1^__
less appreciative of The Excursion.
He is
suoJecrs.',
He celebrated his condemnation of the poem in his oftenquoted couplet : "A d.rowsy , f rowsy poem, call ' d the
,Excursio[,,/ Writ in a manner whichtis my aversion"
In a reply to Blackwood's
(Don Juan, III. xciv).

Magazíne, he dilated on

his couplet: "there is un-

L2

doubtedly much natural talent spilt over The Excursi-on:

but it is ra.in upon sands--where it fal1s without ferWho can understand him. Let those who do,
til1zing.
make him intelligible ."22
In 1825, John Wilson as Christopher North in
Blackwood's Magazine denounced The Excursion as "the
worst poem, of any character, in the English Language."23
Six years later he toned down his wilful denunciation.
The Excursion, Wilson writes, affords "room for the dis-

play of Mr. \{ordsworth's very original genius, which delights in description of all that is grand and beautiful
. and is on all such occasions, truly creative. "
He wishes that "a11 those exquisite pictures had been by
themselves, without the cumbrous machinery of the clumsy
plan. " He does not deem it a great poem' because of its
lack of signÍficant structure:
Mr. Wordsworth cannot conceive a mighty pIan.
His image is of the first order; but his into
tellect does not seem to me to belong
the old school, commanding and comprehensive.
His mind has ma.ny noble visions, but they come
and go, each in its own glory; a phantasmagorial
procession, beautiful, splendid, subl-ime, but not
anywhere forming a who1e, oD which the speg}ator
can gàze, entranced by the power of unity.¿+

l-3

John Stuart Mi1I, for

the rediscovery of Wordsworth's
poetry lvas a turning-point in his life, t'found littIe" in
The Excursion in his first reading of the poem, and did
not read. it a second time.25 George Eliot found. repayment t'for going to the end" of The Excursion in "an occasional f ine pass ag¿.r'26 rt does not seem that she was
parti-cu1arly impressed by the poem.
whom

Contemporary Criticism

For greater critical insight into The Excursion we
must leave behind the generalized and. discursive opinj-ons
the isolated and scattered comments of Emerson, Wj-lson,
Montgom€ry, Jeffrey and others, and turn to the literary
figures of Wordsworth's day.
The first

of these to review The Excursion was
Charles Lamb, to whom Wordsworth had sent à copy of the
poem before its publication.2T His review was, in his
to Wordsworth, "the prettiest piece of prose I
ever wrote." However, Gifford, the editor of The
Quarterly Review, had revised and ruined the original,
changing, a.ccordj-ng to Lamb, "every _waxm _expression
to a nasty cold one.r' Lamb opens his critique by
words_

statin$ that The Excursion "is in itself,

a complete

1,4

and legitimate production" rather than merery a" "d.etached. portion of an unfinished poem,,, as the prefatory

letter says. Most critics have since viewed the poem
as complete i-n itself . Lamb recognizes that the poem
is of a "did.actic nature, and not a fabl-e or story.rl
But he is quick to add that',it is not iantine in stories
of the most interesting kind," such as "The Ruined
cottage" and the solitary's own story. Lamb is the first
to notice--what others have echoed--that 'ithe prevailing
charm of the poem" is that "the dialogue is carried on

in the very heart of the most romantic scenery which the
poet's native hilIs courd supply." Lamb consid.ers the
fourth book "the most valuable portlon of the poem, because of its moral grandeur,r' its wide "scope of thought
and a long train of 1ofty imagery,', its "personal.appeals,"

and its versification.

He is the first

critic to correctly anal-yze the purpose of Book rv, which in his words,
"is to abate the pride of the catculating understanding,
and to reinstate the imagination and the affections in
those seats which modern philosophy has l-aboured but roo
successfully to expel them."28 Towards the end of his
essay, Lamb anticipates and answers Jeffrey,s objection
to lfordsworth's choice of the pedlar as his moral spokes-

15

man. correctly, he argues that wordsworth's plan required
a character in humble life to be the chief organ of philosophy. He draws an apt analogy with Piers prowman, and
suggests to those who are offended by the poet's choice
that they might "substitute silently the word. palmer, or

Pilgrim, or any l-ess offensive designation.,, perhaps
the mos_t important contribution that Lamb makes to the
criticism of rhe Excursion is his description of the basis
of Wordsworthts system in the poem. Few, if àfry, have
described it more simply and accurately:
To a mind constituted like that of Wordsworth,
the stream, the torrent, and the stirring leaf
--seem not merely to suggest associations of deity, but to be a kind of speaking communj.cation

with it
In his poetry nothing Ín Nature
is dead. Motion is synonymous with life
the visible and a"udible things of creation present, not dim symbols, oÍ curious emblems, which
they have done at all times to those who have
been gifted with the poetícal- faculty; but revelations and quick insÍghts into the life within
üs, the pledge of immortality
(p. 827)
This faith in Nature Lamb terms "a sort of liberal
Quakerism" or a "kind of Natural Methodism" (p. 828).
Some sixty years 1ater, Pater echoed Lamb's reading of
Word.sworth's svst u .29

T6

2, 1814, Hazlitt finished his three-part
review of The Exc.r.""iorr.30 His initiat encomium indicates
a favourable review: "In po\ryer of intellect, in lofty
On October

concepti-on, in the depth of feeling, at once simple

and.

sublime, which pervades every part of it, and which gives
to every object an almost preternatural and preterhuman

interest, this work has seldom been surpassed.r' But he
regrets that "the subject of the Poem" is not "equal to
the genius of the Poet,'r and that the skil1 with which
the poet has chosen his materials does not accord with
the power he exerts over them. His comparison between
The Excursion and its setting is very suggestive:
'The Poem of the Excursion resembles the country

in which the scene 1s laÍd. It has the same
vastness and magnificence, with the same nakedness and confusion. It has the same overwhelming, oppressive power
We are surrounded
by ihe constant sense and superstitious awe of
the c'.ollective power of matter, of the gigantic
and eternal forms of Nature, on which, from the
beginning of time, the hand of man has made no
impression
All is left loose and irregular in the rude chaos of aboriginal nature.
(pp. 111-12)

This alleged lack of structure in The Excursion has
since been a constant in the eriticism of the poem.
Haz:-ítt continues bv deif ying Wordsworth's mj-nd: "His

L7

nind. is, as it were, coeval with primary forms of things
. and his imagination owes no allegiance but to the

elements" Cp. LLz). He describes The Excursion as "less
a poem on the country, than on the love of country, " and
as "not so much a description of natural objects, âs of

the feelings associated with them, not an account of the
manners of rt'ral lif e, but the result of the Poet's reHe moves on to discuss the poet's
flection on it."
philosophy as evinced in The Excursion:
only sympathizes with those simple forms of
feeling, which mingle at once with his own
idenþity, or the stream of general humanity.
To him the great and the small are the same;
the near and the remote; what appears, and
ryhat only is. The cornrnon and the permanent ,
like the Platonic ideas; are his only realities. (p.113)
II"e

.

He continues by commenting on ltordsworthts I'intense

egotism," an influential notion he passed on to Leigh
Hunt, Shelley, and Keats. This "intense egotism," as
Hazl-Ítt sees .it, rrswallows up everything" so that the
Pastor, the Recluse and the Pedlar are three persons
in one. It destroys the dramatic sense for it "resists all change of character, all variety of scenery,
all the bustle, machinery and p.antomime of stage, or
of real life" (p. 11-3). So inimical is this "intense

18

egot j-sm"

that it causes the poet 's

mj_nd

to prey upon it-

se1f.

fn the second part of the review, Haz]-j-tt discusses
the form of the poem. He regrets that wordsworth had not
given to his work "the form of a philosophical poem altogether, with occasional digressions or allusions to particular instances" (p. 113). Much of the narrative and
description would have been "better in plain prose as
notes in the end" (p. 113). He finds the treatment of
the French Revolution one of the most interesting parts
of the poem, but cannot share "the author's optimism
about the triumph of virtue and liberty" (p. 119).
In the third pa.rt of his review of The Excursion.

Hazlitt begins by postulating that there are two cr-asses
of poetry, "the poetry of imagination and the poetry
of senti-ment." Aecording to Hazlitt, the former ',consists in callJ-rrg up images of the most pleasing or
striking kind," whil-e the latter "depends on the strength
of the interest which it excites in given objects."
Poetic excell-ence is achi_eved when these rwo are combined. wordsworth's powers of feering are of the highest
order, argues Ha,zl-itt, but he is deficient in "fanciful
invention. " There is the "inner power of poetry" but not
its "outer form. " What Hazl-itt is speaking of here is

19

not the poet's lack of the constructive fa"culty but the
absence of the "pomp and decoration and scenic effect of
poetry." Instead, Hazl-i-tt continues, Wordworth takes the
simplest objects and "adds to them a weight of interest
f rom the resources of his own mi-nd. " the result is an
trextreme simplicity"

of style and subject characterized
by "subtle and profound" sentiments.
Though Hazl.-itt càrr sympathize with the poet's "attachment to groves and fields, " he cannot equally admire
the inhabita"nts of the country. Against these he launches
into a philippic that does his review disservice. His
comments have no basis j-n fact and Seem to be a venting
of personal spleen:
All country people hate each other. They have
so Iittle comfort that they envy their neighbours the smallest pleasure or advantage and
nearly grudge themselves the necessarj-es of
They had rather injure themselves
11fe
lgnorance is
than cblige anyone else
is inignorance
always Lrad enough, but rustic
tolerable. (pp. 122-23)
His patrician contempt continues as he compares rural
folk to "insects," and "flies,r' and labels them as
"seIfish." This "theory" of country life, Hazl-ítt avers
1s based on "close observation," and confirmed by Word.sworth's poetic accounts. Such vitriolic charges were

20

in 1815 by William A1len in the Philanthropist.3l
A11en Seems to understand Word.sworth's poetic intentions
better than Hazlitt. A1len writes:
ans\ryered

With respect to the other alleged characteristic incongruities of mental endowment and lowborn origln, these too may be easily reconciled
unless any should. be found hardy enough to assert that genius and talents are the exclusive
rights of education and rank; that the gems of
wisdom are only to be found united with the
baubles of art and circumstance; that physical
a.nd mental capacities are not one and the same
.32
qualities in þrince anC ped'Iar
Not surprj-singly, Hazl-itt finds the stories of the whig
and Jacobite, and of sir Alfred lrthing most enjoyable.
writing some three years later, Hazl-itt delj-vers a
much less favourable review of The Excursion in his lecture, "OrI the Living Poets. "33 He denies Wordsworth
t'to"the constructive faculty,t' and states that he is
taIly deficient in the machinery of poetry. I' The Excursion, he continues, stands "stock-sti11" like Robinson Crusoe's boat stuck fast in the sand. Seven Years
later, iil The Spirit of the Age, his estimate of The
Excursion is even lower:
The Excursion, we believe, fe1l still-born from
was something abortive and
æhere

clumsy, and. ÍIl-iudged in the attempt' It was
long and laboured. The personages for the most
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part, were low, the fare rustic: the plan
raised expectations that were not fuIfilled,
and the effect was like being ushered into a
stately haI1 and invited to sit down to a
s¡;lendid banquet in the conpany of clowns, and
with nothing but successj-ve courses of appledumplings served up. It was not even touiours
perdp"Lx (Works , XI , p. 91)
should remember that even before 1825 personal animosity against Wordsworth had begun to impair Hazlitt's
We

critica.l impartiality

towards the poet.34

Another contemporary who had. much to say about The
Excursion j-s Thomas De Quincey. Although he met Words-

worth for the first time in 1807, and had developed a
strong interest in his poetry seven years before, his
qtr
criticism comes in 1845.,ro Much of his f irst critical
essay of a formal kind deals with The Excursion. De
Quincey begins by commenting on \{ordsworth's theory of
poetic diction. This, he argues, was "the original obstacle to the favourable impression of Wordsworthia"n
poetryt' (p. 296). Publishing the Preface to the second
edition of his Poems was, in De Quincey's view , àf egregious blunder on the part of the poet: "Nothing more
injudicious was ever done by man" (p. 296). He believes
with Coleridge, from whom he may have derived this idea,
that Wordsworth should have explained himself more

clearly in the Prefàce, because the phrase "the very
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language of men" cannot be taken at face value.

His

practice in "Laodamia," in his "Sonnets," and in The
Excursion falsifies the claim that the language of
poetry should be "the very language of men," Dê Quincey
asserts, He proceeds to defend Wordsworth's poems from
Hazlitt's charge that they are wholly deficient in the
passions associated with "marrying IorJ giving in marriage." IVordsworth, De Quincey argues, stuck to what
he knew best, and all poets have done this. He shows
us that he understands something of Wordsworth's poetic
practi-ce when he says:
But whosoever looks searchingly into the characteristic genius of 'lVordsworth will see that
he does not willingly dea"I with a passion in
its direct aspect, or presenting an unmodified
contour, but in forms more complex and oblique,
and when passing under the qhadow of the secondai'y passion. (p . 301)
Before addressing himself to The Excursion he defends
Wordsworthts choice of subjects "and the mode of treating
them.

t'

De Quincey finds that as regards its opening The

Excursion "seems to require a recast. " The "inaugurating
story of Margaret ," he continues, t'is in the wrong key,
De Suincey's
and rests upon a false basis" (p.344).

practical-,

almost forensic, cast of mind wonders why the
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the Wanderer did not offer Margaret a guinea to allay her
poverty. He demands factual data rather than poetic truth
it seems. De Quincey concludes hÍs remarks on this tale
by recommending that the poet, "if he retains energy for
such recasts of à laborious work,r' excise it I'from its
connexion with The Excursion, I' for "nothing in the following book d.epends upon this narrative" (p. 308). This
view Arnol-d some thirty-five years later re-echoed.
De Quincey finds the story of the Solitary "grand
and impassioned,--not creeping by details and minute

touches, but rolling through capital events, and uttering pathos through great representative abstractions"

(p. 308). The narrative, however, collapses rÌot because
of lts'structure, but because of "the fate of this fine
tragic movement. " the Solitary's disappointment is unequal to what De Quincey ca11s "the grandeur of the
first

motives. "

He defends the French Revolution be-

cause after the Reign of Terror, "ã mere fleeting and

transitional phasis, " "happier days have descended upon
France" (p. 311).
To De Quincey there are two defects which interfere greatly with the "scheme" and "movement" of The
Excursi-on. One is the L'undulatory" course of the poem;
it wanders "into topics yielding a very humble inspira-
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tion and not always closely connected with the presiding
theme" (p. 313). The other defect lies in the colloquial
form whlch the poem sometimes assumes. "Philosophical
discussi.ons, " De Quincey argues, "should not be conducted

if it is, then the result must be an indecorousness between the theme and its expression. De Quincey
feels that future generations will read. The Excursion in
'rparts and fragments" and never as a whole poem. Words-

by talking";

worthrs f ame, he adds, will rest not on Thè Excursi-on,
but on the shorter poems which scintillate "with gems
of far profounder truth.r' He ends his review by praising l[ordsworth's sympathy and by acknowledging his
place as the greatest meditative poet, challenged only
by Shakespeare.
of the great dlsappointments in the history of
the criticism of The Excursion Ís the paucity of comOne

ments on the poem from Coleridge.

In a. letter to Wordsworth, he promises to review the po"r.36 That review so
eagerly awaited by his friend never saw the light of day.
In this l-etter, nothing really specific or condemnatory
is saj-d concerning The Excursion. Coleridge admits that
when he read the poem his "expectations were disappointed. "
These words recall Word.sworth's on the first draft of The
Prelude. Coleridge thought that the "excell-encies of the
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of so high a cIass, "
that iL was impossible to say whether it was inferior to
The Prelude. It was impossible also, ift Coleridge's

poem [The Bxcursion] were so many and

words, to assert "any flagging of the writer's own genius. "
coleridge's disappointment arose from his comparison
of The Excursion and. The Prelude (recited to him in Jan-

uary; 1807), and from a" comparison of The Excursion and
the plans he had co-authoreC for "The Recluse. " He had
looked forward to "The Recluse, " as the first and only
true PhilIosophical] Poem in existence" and "expected
the Colors, Music, imaginatiúe Life, and Passion of Poetry [with] the matter and arrangement of Philosophy
1)1
. . "'' He also expected the poem to haye a "grand didactic swe1l on the necessary identity of à true Philosophy with true Religion. "38 Instead, what he read
was a poem which, iri Wordsworthts words, attempted "to
put the commonplace truths, of the human affections
especially, in àn ínteresting point of view; a,nd ra-ther
to remind men of their knowledge, as it lurks inoperative and unval-ued in their own minds, than to attempt
to convey recondite or refined truths. "39
Later in the Biographia Literaria, he discusses
Wordsworth's poetry with occasional references to The
.40
In this poem he f inds examples of what
-Fjxcurslon.
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he considers "defectst' of lVordsworthts poetry. There
is, according to Coleridge, à sense of i-ncongruity between passages. A "matter-of-factness" is another d.e-

fect-, and he quotes a specific passage of The Excursion
to illustrate this defect (III. 50-73). Such minute
painting seems laboured and painted by fancy rather than
the imagination (p. 102). There is also an implied inappropriateness in the choice of subject in The Excursion:
"For all the passages in this narrative the story of the
Wanderer's boyhood might have been far more apprqpriately
and. with far greater verisimilitude told of a poet in the
character of a poet" (pp. 108-9). There is as well a disproportion of feeling for and knowledge and value of the
object described. Agaln this defect is found in The Excursion. The Excursj-on also exhibits an incongruity of
style and. "a species of ventriloquism" (p. 109);4L botn
defects arÍse from Wordsworth's undue predilection for
the dramatic form" (p. 109).
Some seventeen years later in Table Talk, h€ repeats his estimate of The Excursion: "I cannot help regretting that Wordsworth did not first publish his thirteen books on the growth of an individual mind--superior
.42

as I think, upon the whole, to The Excursion."-critical consensus has consecrated thj-s feeling.

The

Cole-
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ridge also reviews what the joint plans were for

"The

Recl-uset':

Then the plan laid out, and I believe, partly
suggested by me, was that Wordsworth should
assume the station of a man in mental repose,
one whose principles were made up, and so prepared to deliver upon authority a system of
philosophy. He was to treat man as man, --a
subject of €y€, ear, touch, and taste,'in contact with external nature, and informing the
senses; then he was to describe the pastoral
and other states of society, assuming something
of the Juvenalian spirit as he approached the
high civilization of cities and towns, and
opening a melancholy picture of the present
state of degeneracy and vice; thence he was to
infer and reveal the proof of, and necessity
for, the whole state of man and society being
subject to, and illustrative of, a'redemptive
process in operati.on, showing how this idea
reconciled all the anomalies, and promised
future glory and restoration. (pp. 188-89)

This was too grandiose a poetic scheme to be reaLj-zed
even by the man who, in Coleridgets words, "possessed
more of the genius of a great phllosophic poet than any
man I ever knew, of as I believe, has existed in England

since Mltton. "43 Like De Quincey, h€ believes that The
Ruined Cottage should be.published separatelV, but his
estj-mation of that poem is far greater than De Quincey's:
. one of the most beautiful
"ft would have formed
poems in the language."44
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Sadly, this is all Coleridge has to say on The
Excursion. Of all Wordsworth's contemporaries, he was
most eminently qualified by his kindred genius, his
critical acumen, and his intimate knowledge of the poet
and his work, to write a profound, balanced analysis of
The Excursion. As they stand, hls scattered comments on
the poem amount olfy to a very generalized criticism, fàr
less specific than those of Lamb, Dê Quincey, and. Uaåfitt
fi-gures, âs far as they were
free from personal rancour against Wordsworth, genuinely
attempted to evaluate The Excursion by esthetic standards. Along with the poemts "system,'t they were conThe Romantic literary

cerned with its structure, its sty1e, and its complete-

ness and legitimacy as poetry.

They also discussed the

appropriateness of Wordsworth's alleged indecorousness of

mixing grand thoughts with trivial objects, and questioned
the efficacy of his dramatic technique or "ventriloquism"
in The Excursion. Unfortunately, the criticism of none
was sufficiently specific or sustained to provide a penetrating analysis of the artistic merits of The Excursion.
The critical foci of Lamb , Hazlitt, and Coleridge and
others, however, Itrere to prove the basis of the most
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balanced studies of the poem in the twentieth century.

Victorian Criticism
Victorian critics addressed themselves to a task
that did not face their Romantic counterparts: that of
establishing Wordsworth's place among English poets.
When Arnold published his essay in L879, lVordsworth had
already been dead for twenty-nine years, and his reputation had peaked and. ebbed. Most critics, "IVordsworthj-ans" or not, attempted to give him his due as the greatest poet since Milton. Some, like Brooke and Stephen,
emphasized so1e1y the poetrs philosophy; others, like
Arnold and Morley, focused mainly on lVordsworth's poetry and discounted his philosophy.
Some three months after Wordsworth's death, David
Masson, Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature
at the University of Edinburgh, attempted to analyze
the poet's contribution to English intellectual life
and to ascertain his place among the poets of England.4S
Masson finds three prominent characteristics of Words-

worth's poetry--an extreme sensibility to, and accurate
acqua.intance with, the changing phenomena of external
nature, a general intellectuaL vigour, and "the exquisite
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propriety and delicacy of sty1e, his easy and perfect
mastery over the element of language" (p. 59)' Dilating on the last characteristic, Masson'writes: "Very
few poets have been more admirable masters of poetic
metre: no versification is more c1ear, various and
f1exib1e, or more soothing to the ear , than that of
Wordsworth" (p. 73), There are, however, defects such

as a want of humour: according to Masson, there is "no
real mirth, no rich sense of the comic" (p. 65). As
well, Wordsworth lacks "energy, fire, impulse, intensity
and passionr' (p. 68). Masson add.s that for I'aIl his
[Wordsworth's] pathos, à11 his clearness of vision,
there were sorrows of humanity, h€ never touched, Têcesses of dark moral experience he could not pierce or
irradiate" (p. 68). While Masson praises the "very
high" and I's.?rene" intellect of the poet, hê regrets
that he l-acks "a vast or prodigious" one like Coleridgets. It{asson concludes his essay by stating that it
is by the sonnets, "among the finest and most sonorous
things in our language," "in conjunction with his Excursion (or, as we may now say, rtThe Recluse") that his
great name will lre most surely perpetuated" Cp. 74)
.

Great as his name is, though, l'{asson

adds

, h€ does not
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stand atop Parnassus, but on the upper slope of the

mountain.
In 1864, J. C. Shairp wrote a' laudatory essay entitled "lvordsworth: The Man and the Poet ."46 According to Shairp, there was around the beginning of the
nineteenth century a "ne\ry and changed spirit, " two
manifestations of which were the French Revolution and
:

the poetry of word.sworth. The Ruined cottage, sha"irp
cl_aims, is the f inest example of lfordsworth's blank
verse, and there is in it "depth, pathos pure and profound" (p. 69) , and "the echo of a soul, the most càpacious, tender, and profound, that has spoken through
mod.ern poetry" (p. 69). Shairp devotes a few pages to
The Excursion, but regrets that he cannot discuss it
"aS its importance demands. " He finds in The Excursion
a theme "worthy of the great philosophic poem, which
Wordsworth proposed to himself" (p. 66). To him the
Solitary is àn estimable charactet drawn from real life.
h€ finds, "are beyond all others sustained. in, interest, and perfect in style, " forming in
themselves "a noble poem, fu11 of deep insight into the
heart, of attractive portraits of eharaetet, and of

Books vI and vII,

tender and elevating views of human destiny" (p. 68)'
Though the blank verse of The Excursion-, and of The Prel-
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.ude is often "tediously prolix" (p. 69), and employs
iltoo profuse a use of long-winded Latin words, to the

neglect of the mother Saxon" (p. 70), Shalrp sees it
at its best in the Wanderer's account of his boyhood,
the description of the Langdale Pikes, the Solitaryts
history of himself, Books VI and VIII, and the story
of Margaret. He ends his discussion of the poem with
an i-nteresting comment of the change in literary tastes
It seems strange to look back to the outcry
that was long made against the employment of
a pedlar as the chief figure of the poem.
That this should now seem to most quite natural, or at least noways offensive, may serve
to marli the change in literary feeling which
Wordsworth himself did so much to introduce.
(p. 77)
For Shairp, Wordsworth will always be remembered as "a
revealer of things hidden, the sanctifier of things
common, the ì-nterpreter of new and. unsuspected relations,
the teacher of
the opener of another sense in men
truths hitherto neglected or unobserved, Iand] tfre awakener of men's hearts to the solemnities that encompass
them" (p. 7t):

fn 1876, Leslie Stephen published his famous essay
on WordSworth's ethics .47 Anticipatlng Beatty, Rader
and Stallknecht

, Stephen d.iscusses Wordsworth's philo-
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sophical system. He sees Wordsworth not primarily as a
poet, but as a "prophet and a moralist" (p. 256). He is
a "true philosopher" whose poetry, amongst all others,
"Tetains íts power" when "we are making our inevitable
passages through the Va1ley of the Shadow of Deathil
(p. 256). Stephen states that the poet's philosophical
theory "depends on the asserted identity between our
childish instj-ncts and our enlightened reason" (p. 263).
lTordsworth's doctrine of nature, Stephen argues, "means
a.Iove of wilder and grander objects of natural- scenery:
a passion for the 'soundi.ng càtà:^act,'the rock, the
mountain, and the forest, the preference, therefore, of
the country to the town, and of the simpler to the more
complex forms of social life" (p. 266). In his brief discussion of The Excursion, Stephen sees the Solitary as
represent ing

the anti-social lessons to be derived from
Instead of
communion with nature
learning the true lesson from nature by penetrating its deeper meanings, he manages to
feed "Pity and. scorn and melancholy pride" by
accidental and fanciful analogies, and sees in
rock pyramids or obelisks a rude mockery of
(p . 266)
human toils.
The purpose of The Excursion "and of Wordsworth's poetry

in general is to show how the higher faculty reveals

a
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harmony which we overfook when, with the SotitârY,

we

'skim âIon1; the surfaces of things"' (p. 267). For
Stephen, "the final answer to the Solitary is
embodied in a series of narratives, showi-ng by example
how our spiritual vision may be purified or obscured"
(p. 267). Stephen ends his essay with a tribute to the
poet:

It was his aim, hê tells us, "to console
the afflicted; to add sunshine to daylight by
making the happy happier; to teach the young
and the gracious of every age to see, to think,
and therefore to become more actively and securely virtuous;" and high as was his aim, he
did much towards í,ts accomplishment. (.p. 284)
Stephen's essay prompted perhaps the most famous
of Victorian essaJ¡s on Wordsworth--Matthew Arnold's

preface to his edition of Wordsworth's poems in 1879.48
Arnold's premise is that Wordsworth has not "obtaj-ned

his -.:.deserts" : he is "not fully recognized at home;
he is not recognized at all abroad" (.p. 40). As far as
Arnold is concerned, "Wordsworth seems
' to have a
body of poetical-'work superior in po'vver, in interest, ifl
the qualíties which give enduring freshness, to that
which any of the others [poets since Milton] has 1eft"
(p. 41). Bearing Stephen's thesis in mind, Arnold counters: r'The tr{ordsworthians are apt to praise him f or the
I
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wrong things, and to lay far too much stress upon what

they call his phÍIosophy" (p. 48). His remarks on The
Excursion r:eftsst' Jef f rey's opinion : '!The Excursion
abounds with philosophy, and ,therefore The Excursion is

to the lVordsworthian what it never can be to the disinterested lover of poetry--a satisfactory trvork" (p. 48)
He singles out two passages from The Excursion as exam-

ples of the absence of poetic truth
tDuty exists,r says Wordsworth, in The Excursion;
and then he nroceeds thus-Immutably survive,
For our support, the measures and the forms,
Ifhich an abstract ïntelligence supplies,
Whose kingdom is, where time and space àTe
not.
And the.Wordsworthian is delighted, and thinks
that here is a sweet union of philosophy and
poetry. But the disinterested lover of poetry
will- feel that the l-ines carry us really not a
step farther than the proposition which they
would interpret; that they are a tissue of elevated but abstract verbiage,, alien to the very
nature of poetry. (pp. 48-49)
The very things that Montgom€ry, Crabb Robinson and

De

Vere loved are what Arnold deprecates. In the 'lfanderer's

utterance on "One adequate support / For the calamities of
mortal life exists,r' Arno1d finds no poetic truth, "the
kind of truth we require from a poet, and in what Words-
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worth is. rea1Iy strong'r (pp. l-09-10), Premising that
ÏIordsworth's poetry at its best is 'ras inevitabl-e as
Nature herself, " Arnold sees The Excursion as Wordsworth's deliberate attempt to find style: "In the
Excursion we have his style, âs an artistic product of
his own creation; and although Jeffrey completely failed
to recognize real greatness, he was yet not rffrong in
saying of the Excursion, as a work of poetic style:
tThis will never do"'(p. 52). In such poems as "Michael, tt
I'The Fountain," and "The Highland Reaper' Arnold f inds

a unique balance of "profound truth of subject with profound truth of executlon." P*t. The Excursion and The
Prelude, Arnold adds, "his poems of greatest bulk , àTe

by no means his best work" (p. 42) . Arnold concludes
his preface by rejecting the usual Victorian view of
Wordsworth as a solitary bard uttering prophetic truths
about man and nature . To Arnold, rtl[ordsworth is something more than the pure and sage master of a- small
band of devoted followers,, and we ought not to rest sat-

isfied until- he is seen to be rvhat he is--one of the
chief glories of EnglÍsh Poetry" (p. 55).
Arnold's essay provoked a spirited reply from Swinburne in LBB6.49 Swinburne takes exception to Arnold's
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claim that when "the year 1900 is turned, " the first
names in poetry will be Byron and Wordsworth. I[hile
Swj-nburne finds much to praise in Wordsworth, he finds
littIe of esteem in Byron. Wordsworth is "the poet of
suffering, and of sympathy with suffering" (p. 131).
He considers both The Excursion and The Prelude fail-ures, though the latter is superior to the former: "I
would not dispute the verdict which should assert that
a leaf of the Georgics would outpoise in value the whole
of the Excursion, with nine-tenths of the Prelude thrown
in as makeweight" (pp. 150-51). He disagrees with Lamb,
Coleridge, Hazl-itt, and most critics when he asserts
that The Ruined Cottage is a failure:
"Its idyllic effect is not heightened but impaired by the semi-dramatic
form of narrative--a form so generally alien to Wordsworth's genius that its adoption throughout so great apart of the Excursion would of itself suffice at once to
establish and to explain the inferiority of that poem to
the Pre1ude" (p. 132)
He reminds us that "a verv considerable'portion" of Wordsworth's poetry is "very bad,"
but adds tha.t he was "the heroic poet of his age." He
concludes his essay by placing Wordsworth a little
lower
than either Shelley or Coleridge on Parnassus.
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In 1881 Frederic Myers wrote a short biogr:aphy of
.cu It is in effect much more than tha.t; it
lYordsworth.-is a balanced introduction to the life and the work of
the poet . Hj.s discussion of The Excursiôn, though not
specific, is quite suggestive. Interestingly enough,
he j-s the first critic to use the word 'epic' to describe the poem: "Judged by ordinary standards the Excursion appears an epic without action; and with two
heroes, the Pastor and the Wanderer, whose characters
are identical" (p, 89). Myers finds much that is excellent in The Excursion, but states tnat Wordsworth is

far more successful in his shorter

poems:

The long poem contains indeed, magniflcent
passages, hut as a whole it is a diffused
deScription of scenery which the poet has
elsewhere caught in brÍghter glimpses; a.
diffused statement of hapes and beliefs that
haye crystaflised more exquisitely el-sev¡here
round moments of insplrÍng emotion. The
Excurs:Íon in short has the drawbacks oTla
ãfüactTc-poem compared with the Lyrícalpoems; but judged as a didactic poem, it has
the adyantage of containing teaching of true
and permanent value. (pp. 89-90)

Although The Excursion, according to Myers; is occupied

with such "severe and prosaic.themesrl as child labour
and national education, it contains rrpassages Itrrat]

rank

among

the poetfs highest flights"

(p, 94) . Myers
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closes his discussion of The Excursion by a"rguing that the
judgement of reviewers at the time of publication influ-

the lasting success of'the poem.
In 1888, John Morley published an edition of W'ordsworth's poems arranged in .chronological order, 51 tnus
enced

at least a part of Caird's recommendation
made.one year before.52 rn his prefatory essay, Morley,
like Arnold, d.iscounts the poet's philosophy: "It is
best to be entirely sceptical as to the existence of a
system and ordered philosophy ín Vlordsworth" (p. 1xv)
ÞÍor1ey states that the special gift of the poet "lies
in the extra-ordinary strenuousness, sinceri-ty and insight with which he first id.ealises and glorifles the
fulfilling

.

vast universe around us, and then makes of it, not a
theatre on which men play their parts, but an animate
presence, intermingling with our works, pouring its
companionable ¡-'pirit about us, and breathing grandeur
upon the very humblest face of human 1ife" (p. 1xv).
The Prelude he finds lacking in "the musical; harmonious,

sympathetic quality which seizes us in Rousseau's Confessions, " and he doubts whether it will ever be popular.

the other hand he considers The Excursion "the .performance where we best see the whole poet, and where the

On
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poet most absolutely identifies himself with his subject,,
(p. lxiii).
He deems the Solitary's description of his
search for this ancient friend and his vi-sÍonary experience an example of Wordsworth's "peculiar power at its

height" (p. lxiil).
'rThese one hundred and seventy 1ines,"
he adds, "are like the landscape in which they are composed; you can no more appreciate the beauty of the one

by a single or a second perusal, than you ean scamper
through the vale on the box of the coach" (p. lxiii).
He considers Wordsworth's prolixity and didaeticism rtdefects, " and finds .that the poet is deficient "in clear
beauty of form" (p. lxvi).
He ends by asserting that
if the end of poetry be a search for "composure deep
and.pure, and of self-government in a far loftier sense
than the merely prud,ential," then Wordsworth stand.s
aLone among the poets of his time.
Victorian critics of Wordsworth were divided. into
separate camps: there were those who emphasízed the
poet's philosophy, and those who focused on the poetry.
Neither camp seemed to appreciate that it is misguided.
to separate, in Wordsworth, the philosopher from the
poet. Stephen
not see that, without his mastery
.could

of the poet's cyaft, IVordsworth would simply be a tenth-
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rate philosopher. Ar:nold, too, did not und.erstand
clearly as Bradley that:

as

His Ilfordsworth's] poetry is immensely interesting as an imaginatíve expression of the same
mind which, iû his day, produced in Germany
great philosophies. His poetic experience,
his intuitions, his single thought, even his
large views, correspond in a striking wâV,
sometimes in a startling wâv, with ideas methodically developed by Kant, , Schelling, Hegel,
Schopenhauer.

S3

Neither camp could see, as Coleridge did, that the relationship between poetry and philosophy is one of rrlu=.
It
no man was ever yet a grear
itu'â;l.¡ enhancement
poet without being at the same time a profound philo:

sopher ."54

fn spite of the efforts of Arnold, Morley, and
others, "" the oyerwhelming impression is that Victorian
critics saw lVordsworth as a bard, a seer, a philosopher,
'ra master and sage, " rather than as a poet . His philosophy exerted on Victorian poets a far greater. influhh

ence than his "exquisite propriety and delicacy of style

his easy and perfect mastery over the element of language. "

Both camps did very little detailed. artistic criticism; most critiques were generalized, and dealt with

:i.'.
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the effect of Wordsworth's poetry on the reader. The
Excursion, to them, was first and foremost a.o*o"ã*
of Wordsworthts philosophical "system." The poem's
style and structure were largely ignored and their critÍcaI comments were less specif.ic than those of the
Romantic men of letters.
Twent

ieth-Century Crit ic.ism

Criticism of The Excursion in the twentieth century
begins in 1916 with the publication of G. M. Harper's
biography of Wordsworth.S6 Harper is quite sympathetic
to The Excursion, though not blind to its faults. He
begins his discussion by echoing Wilson's stricture concerning Wordsworth's inability to create a large unified
poetic plan (p. 22O). In The Excursion thls weakness is
ì

as a whole
evident, according to Harper: "@
has not in itself that unity which doubtless the projected work would have had, and which The Prelude, taken
by itself, actually has". (p. 221-) . As for characterization, Harper argues that Wordsworth is "unfaj-r to the
poor Solitary,)' and weakens the dramatic effect of his
poem by making his recluse "a man of straw" (p. 228),
This Harper'considers the major defect of the poem.
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There are as well "defects of sty1e" (p. 229), and the
poem is 'rbâdly named" (p, 23O). But all other alleged

defects haye little weight, Harper asserts. The d'efects
are "far outnumbered and outweighed by features of beauty
and manifestations of .wisely directed power" Cp. 230).
In this Harper shares Coleridge's estimate of The Excursion; Ilor Harper, The Excursion is preeminently the
poen of the Lake Country, for in "no other work of Tlordsworth or anyone else has the life of a particular 'nook
of English ground' been portrayed with more distinctness
and poetic truth" (.p. 23O). Besides being singularly
rj-ch in varlety, "The Excursion is no less than The Prelude a commentary on the Revolution." This, for Harper,
is of great biographical moment. He ends his discussion
of The Excursion by briefly reviewing its reception among
Wordsworth's contemPoraries.

six years later, Arthur Beatty, analyzing wordsworth's
indebtedness to Hartleianism, writes quite sympathetically
of The Excursiorr. ST H"- d'"-erns The Excursion "a poem of reconstfuction of the normal life of the world on the ruins
Ãa
of the Reyolution" (,p. 18)."" In both The Excursion and
The Prelude, according to Beatty, "Wordsworth looks forward into the future and envisages a new world of thought

ÅÀ
++

and feeling

and a new poetic practice" (p. 18).

He answers Harper's objection to lfcrdsworth's ending The

Excursion where he does, bV stating what others have

missed: "It is no accident or oversight that the Solitary does not attain Hope within the limits of the poem.
Wordsworth j-s not preaching a doctrine here so much as
narrating the results of experience" (p. 234). Correctly
)
arguing that the theme of The Excursion, like that of The
Prelude, is the growth of the imagination, he sees the
Solitary as f¿sl<ing in the ilhigher faculty of imagination"
and being forced to exercise the fancy (p. 243). The
Solitaryrs weakness, according to Beatty, is that "he
depends on the false conclusions of the reasoning power

--conclusions which he himself has not tested, and which
lead to false hopes, because they close passages through
which the.ear converses with the heart" (p. 250). He
argues tha-t the stories of The Excursion "are an integral part of the poem, giving rise to the philosophical
discussJ-on, or arising out of it, and illustrating it"
(p. 255). His discussÍon of The Excursion is from a
philosophical standpoint, but in closing he remarks,
'lwe must keep in mind that he [Wordsworth] was a. conscious artist, who quite deliberately chose how he
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mlght write" (p. 276).
From two sympathetic crj-tics of The Excursion who

judge the poem on its own merits rather than comparing

it invidiously with The Prelude, w€ come to the influential critique of Herbert Read (L930),59 He opens
his discussion of The Excursion by agreeing with Arnold's means of improving Wordsworth's reputatlon as a
poet (p. l-19). For Read, The Excursion "has no unity
at all. It is a collection of moral anecdotes strung
togetheï by à literary device of almost childish naivety. Wha"t dramatic structure is in the poem is quite
unconvincing" (p. 166). He argues, but fails to support, that "The Excursion was animated by the wrong
kind of energy. Its sentiments were not poetic at all,
but moral; it vras grounded not in immediate sensation,
but on ratiocinati-on" (p. 155). After the great decade,
Read continues, "Wordsworth had so frustrated his feelings that he was no longer capable of sustained poetic
expression" (p. 156). As far as Read is concerned The
Excursion "f ails on two scores: it f ail-s becau.se it
has no convincing structure, no visual or allegorical
unity; and it fails because it has not sufficient verbal harmony or felicity to justify it in any less uni-
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fied conception" (P. 156). The Excursion, Read adds,
fails as great poetry because it l-acks both "the dramatic or visual, and. the verbal or aural't'modes which
"the highest poetry unites" (p. 156). It is unfortunate
that Read does not attempt to show exactly how and why
The Excursion fails as a poetic unity.
In 1933 Fausset, like Read, takes a" somewhat psychoanalytical approach to word.sworth's poetry, attempting to explain the poet rs d.ecline af ter about l-807.60
Fausset sees Wordsworth as "a potential- mystic who
failed to complete himself at a crucial- point, 'failed
to pass from the state of childhood and boyhood when
the spiritual is inevitably a condition of the natural
to a" creative maturity when the natural should be as
Hence, when
inevitably a condition of the spiritual.
his natural forces began to decline, h€ not only ceased
to grow imaginatively, but began to die" (p. 8). About
The Excursion, Fausset is less condemnatory than Read.
On the protagoni-sts of the poem he writes, "The Solitary is the disillusioned and embittered man who retired at Racedown. The lVanderer is the poet of Grasmere who bel-ieved that he recovered his integrity.

Pastor is the later moralist and pietist

into

whom

The

the
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poet through his fatal compromise inevitably degenerated" (p. 307). Fausset sees both 1'he Prelude and The
Excursion as attempts by Wordsworth "to convince himself that the fissure in his being had been closed,
and to show how it had been closed" (p. 3L4)'. The disease that caused the fissure in his being is, according
to Fausset, personified in the solit ary . In the description of the domestic bliss of the solitary and his
wife, Fausset discerns some of the poet's ardour towards his approaching marriage. suggestively, h€ intimates that the "blooming Lady" of the poem was Annette,
not Mary Hutchinson (P. 315).

In 1-950, Lyon published the f irst and only fult^1
Deploring the fact
l_ength study of The Excursion. "*
that such critics as Beatty and Harper "treated the poem
incÍd.enta1ly," Lyon undertakes his study "with the intention of providing a general introduction for the serious reader who wishes to tackle The Excursion as a
poem rather than a source for biographical data or for
quotations used in some other connection" (p. viii).
Lyon approaches the poem in the belief that
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despite its many flaws, it is an important
focal point in Wordsworth's poetical develocment, deserving much closer attention than
it has had in the past; that it is the most
complete and honest statement that has come
down to us of the psychological problems
posed. for an Englishman by the failure of the
French Revolution; and that a better grasp of
the facts about the poem, a fuller understanding of its meaning, and a more thorough familiarity with the qualities of its poetic style
than have hitherto been possible will make it
easier to evaluate and more enjoyable to read.
(p. viii)
Lyon begins his study by outlining the reputation

of The Excursion. He draws attention to the main reviews,
though he does not discuss them in any great detail. The
chapter, however, provides the reader with a good idea of
the fortunes of The Excursion. It should be supplemented
Smith's An Estimate of William Wordsworth62 and by
Beiman's The Romantics Reviewed. Chapter Two, entitled
rfThe History of The Excursion, " is a useful and detailed

by

essay on the composition on the poem, from its beginning

in L795 when lines 871'-976 of Book I were written to its
Helen Darmany revisions during the poet's lifetime.
bishire, in her review of Lyonts book, warns the reader
of a few inaccuracies concerning the "ambiguity about
titles'r in Wordsworth's corresporrd..rr"".63
In Chapter Three Lyon endeavours to come to terms
with the structure of The Excursion. He discusses the
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four principal streams of eighteenth-century literature
which meet in the poem, the long blank-verse didactic
poem, the philosophical d.ialogue, the short verse narrative of humble life, and the funeral elegy Cp. 3A)'64
This is a well-documented chapter, and gives the reader
a sound idea of the tradition in which Wordsworth was
working. In this chapter, Lyon becomes the first critic
to avoid merely suggestive remarks and to attempt to
anaLyze the structure of The Excursion.
Chapter Four is the most useful sectj-on of Lyonts
stud.y. Here he analyzes the varioué strands of the poet's
heterogeneous philosophy. He discounts attempts by criAA

tics l-ike Beatty and Campbel1"" to Ímpose metaphysical
motivation on the "fr.ank simplicity" of the stories of
The Excurs:,lon (p. 83), and concludes that Wordsworth in
these stories provided his own moral explanations.
His final chapter on the style of The Excursion is
disappointing in that it really does not advance our
understanding of the style of the poem beyond the somewhat obvj-ous fact that there are "flowery circumlocutions" and a preponderance of latinate words. Lyon's
cataloguing of words and phrases is tiresome, though he
does pay some attention to sentence length, imagery and
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sl_mIl.es.

Piper in The Active Universe CL962) devotes two
chapters to the influence of The Excursion on Romantic
writers such as Keats, Shelley, and to a lesser degree,
Byron, and on such Victorian authors as Ruskin and
.66
Piper sees The Excursion as having two
Browning.""
separate parts, the f irst,

written between 1-797-99,
"containIing] a religion of personal salvation through
Nature, " being the part that influenced Keats, She11ey,
and Byron. The other part written between 78O2-L2 discusses "the application of that system to society and
attempts to reconnect it with the established church"

(p. 149). This latter part contained ideas of great
importance to the Victorians. The facets of Wordsworth's philosophy, Piper argues, that had the greatest and. most immediate effect on English poetry "were
those which asserted that there was an active principle
in each natural form and in the whole of nature, that
through the power of the Imagination the poet in contemplating the forms communes with thj-s spirit" (p. 159).
Piper a"dds that though Wordsworth was not the originator
of the belief in the inevitability of progress as presented in The Excursion, he "was for the younger writers
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its chief preacher" (p. 183). Keats!s conception of
beauty, itt Piper's view, was influenced by The Excursion,
and Shelley's mature beliefs, though they owed much to
Godwin and Plato, "rested ultimately on ideas which he
ad,opted from The Excursion and in these ideas he had
complete trust" (p. !96). Piper concludes his discussion.by asserti-ng that The Excursion is among the greatest Romantj-c achievements in large-scaie poetry (p. 203).
In his prize-winning study of Wordsworth's poetry
en
(1964),"' Hartman attempts to treat The Excursion fairly,
though his opening sentence recalls the sweeping cen-

sure of Jef f rey:68 ?rOne must admit that to read itq
nine books is u *r="irr.fy depressing experience, and it
is hard to think of a correction for that despondency"
(p. 292). Such a remark belongs more appropriately to a
quick review than to a serious study. Attempting to
understand the structure of The Excursion. Hartman sees
the poep closely associated with the Georgics; both
IVordsworthrs and Vergil's poems are "devo j-d of action

in the ordin.ary sense" (p. 298). More useful Ís Hartman's discovery of à literary resemblance between the
despairing Solitary on one hand and the Red Cross Knight
Adam and the poet of The Prelude, oh the other, àI1 of
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are victims of despondency (p. 360). Like Bea.tty
and Ïlarper, Hartman sees the Solitary's illness as an
unhealthy imagination (p. 308).
Endeavouring to show that in Wordsworth's great-

whom

est poetry there is always a positive correlation between the visionary and the visual, Hartman argï.es that
in The Excursion there is a separation of the vÍsionary
and the visual, and that in this work the poet is t'fIeeing from vision" (p. 294). Vision in The Excursion,
Hartman contj-nues, "is always with suffering, whether
conceived in joy or in painr' (p. 294). But he does
not take into account the mountain-top experience of
ttblended holiness" of Book IX. Hartman's most suggestive comment in his essay is that Books VI and VII
form, to use his words, "an involuntary parody of the
epic nekya or descent to the dead" (p. 296). Exactly
why these books are an "involuntary parody" of an epic
device is never taken up. Ttrough Hartman's book has
his chapter on The
won much pralse from the criti"",69
Excursion is quite disappoínting.
Mary Moorman's broad sympathy is everywhere eyident in the second volume of her definitive biography
of Wordsworth (1965).70 In The Excursi-on she f inds
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the descriptions of landscapes I'inimj-table and often
strangely moving" (p. 181), âtr evaluation echoed by
Noyes more recently (7973).77 For Moorman, The Excursion is à "novel without a hero" (p. 182), and in
it Wordsworth lacked ilthe inspiration of à constant
and rewarding theme, such as had been the 'growth of

his own mind,r which gives fascination and. unity to
The Prelude" (p. 182). Moorman adds that The Excursion fails as a poetic unity, but remains "a monument
to l\iordsworth's unchanging concern with man as a 'mora1
being, I suffering and mourni-ng indeed, but rnot without
hope,' and with dignity bestowed upon him that was a
perpetual reminder of 'that imperial palace whence he
camet" (p. L82).
f n his stud.y of l{ordsworth's poetry containing two
chapters on The Excursion (1966), 72_Bernard Groom begins
by agreeing with Arnold that "The Ruined Cottage" should
be discussed separately, and that it has no organic connection with the general plan of The Bxcursi-on. He f inds
portions of The Excursion looseJ-y connected with the main
purpose of tlre poem (p. 105 ) , and it "is thus a" seri-es of
poems, descriptions, and. upi=oO.= , expressing the mind of

l[ordsworth in middle 1if e, mainly through the medium of
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the Wanderer and the Pastor" (p. 106), He agrees with
most criti:s that Book IV is "the greatest piece of sustained writing in the entire rryork" (.p. 105), and like
Lamþ and Beatty, he finds Books VI and VII of immense
interest. To these he devotes .his second chapter.
Their variety precludes monotony (p. a22), and rnany of
the stories therein exemplify Wordsworth's conception
of what an epitaph should be, "'truth hallowed by love-the joint offspring of the worth of the dead. and the
affection of the living"' (p. 725). Groom ends his
analysis of The Excursion by stating that when the
variety and harmony of these epitaphs are taken into
account., "they wiIl be recognized as an admirable
achievement in the art of poetry" (p. l.25),
Enid Wêlsford in her study of Wordsworth's Sa1isbury Plain Poems (1966), of which sixty-seven pages
are devoted. to The Excursiorr, T3 attempts to d.ef end the

against Read's influential allegation that The
Excursion "has no unity at all.'r Though she finds the
and à certain inspeeches too long, the plot trivial,
decorousness in a Miltonic style adapted to a" luncheon
party or picnic supper, Welsford nevertheless feels
that Read "misunderstood the nature of the literary
poem
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device by whÍch the moral anecdotes are strung together"
(p. 80). The unity of the literary deyice, Welsford

eontinues, "is not. the unity of an eventful action, nor
the unity of a closely knit argument, by the unity of a
significant pattern which the verse preface
can
help us interpret" (p. 80). She sees this pattern as
"delineated by contrasts and correspondences, Iand] by
verbal and visual Ímagery related to the scenj.c background
." (pp. 80-81). She discusses with greater
insight than anyone else the significance of sunshine
and. shadow in The Excurs i.on,74 and. attempts to discover
à "significant pattern" behind the poet's emblemism:
if we focus the poem aright by attending not
" o
merely'to the bare bones of the plot, but also to lhe
carefully planned symbolic patterning of it; then we
can see that The Excursion has structural unity and coherent thought as well as fine poetic passages; and is
very much more than 'a collection of moral anecdotes
strung together by a device of almost childish naivete "'
(p. 1-32). Unfortunately Welsford does not reaI1y show
how the embl-emism informs a significant structural
pattern in the poem; but her comments are perhaps the most
suggestive ever made vis-à-vis the structure of The Excurs10n,
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In 7978 The Wordsworth Circle devoted an enti-re
issue to The Excu'rsion.75 Eight essays carry on the work
of Lyon, Groom and Welsford, who have treated the poem as
mere than a mere repository of Wordsworth's philosophy.

article Kenneth Johnston discusses the evolution of the SolitàTy, and the difficultÍes the poet
experienced. as he attempted to portray the Solitary as
fn the first

a- Job-like figure, whose problem is olu of regainÍ-ng
rather than retaining tartn.76
Annabel Patterson's article convincingly shows
that a georgic pattern does exist within The Excursion.
Tbe poem, she argues, is ?'Wordsworth's attempt to rewrite the Georgics for his own generation" Cp. 145).
The praise of the country life,, the fervent patriotism,

TT

the over didacticism, and the 'happy manr formula are
all "sign[s] of georgic intention'l in @
(p. 145).
In an excellent article Geoffrey Durrant analyzes
the tree and plant imagery in Books Vf, VII and VIII.78
The trees are embl-ems of human lif e, and as the emblemism becomes stronger, they represent "thé very structure
of society--the family, the vi11age, and even the Church"
(.p. 159). In an unconvincing essay David Smith d.is'cusses
the Wander,er's silence during the last three hundred

and
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eighty-one 1j-nes of the po"rn.79

Smith attempts to

show

"that here is an internal conflict of sorts in the lfanderer as the poem ends
that his final silence betokens observance of the faet, Iong known to him, that
the power of the imagination to reach out beyond its
possessor is crucially limited" (p. 163). This contra:
d.icts the meaning of the tVandererts upbringing and the
mountain-top experience the pilgrims share in Book IX,
Stuart Peterfreund, who collected these articl-es
for this issue of The lVordsworth Circle, has written à
very suggestive article on the Miltonic influence on
The Excr""iorr. 8o He f ind.s that The Excursion 'reverses
the movement of the concluding lines of Paradise Lost in
which Adam and Eve move eastward out of Eden" (P . 1,74) .
The westward movement of The Excursion is towards pLaces
of human ruin. Peterfreund sees the l{anderer as "Wôrdsworthrs naturalj-zed version of ldiltonrs Archangel Michael
and the Pastor as Wordsworth'S.rrnaturalized yersion of
Rapha"el" (p . 775) .

Such comments seem f anciful,

f or,

though Wordsworth echoes Ìi{ilton in many lines of The Ex-

cursion, he is not writing a personal yersi.on of Paradise Lost. However, Peterfreund's suggestions. of epic
intent on Wordsworth's part in The Excursion are stlmu-

It
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lat ing

.

Barbara Gates discusses in her essay the function

of providential history in The Excursion. 81 The \vanderer's affirmation of providential history, according
to Gates, ftcontrasts with the young poetrs use of the
past in The Prelude" (!. 178). Whereas the hero of
The Prelüde "ultimately opts to look beyond collective

events to nature and to love for personal salvation," the Wanderer "uses history to illuminate the prehuman

sent, and to teach others 'to draw the line
that d.ivides / CaIamity, the chastisement of
From the injustice of our brother men"' (p.
In "The Bltter Language of the Heart, "

of eomfort
Heaven/

178).

Jim Borck

discusses the main reasons whv Wordsworth was forced to
retreat from "epic structure and Christian philosophv"

Ín The Excursion (p. 1-82).82 As Borck views the poem,
there is an unresolved tension between the naturalistic
language of eighteenth-century poetry and lVordsworth's
attempt to describe the mind of man, What the poet does
lndeed describe is the "medial region" between the ex:
ternal world and the mind of man. Because the links
between the external world and the mind of man are for*

ever broken, Borck sees The Excursion as demonstrating
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a nineteenth-century poet has great difficulty in
writing Ch::istian epics" (p. 187) .
ïn the final essav of this collection. Peter Mclnernv
discusses the "natural wisdom" sf"The Ruined Cottà8a," and
makes some valuable comments on the þoetts use of landscape in both The Prelude and. The Excursiorr. 33
'rho\ry

Twentieth-centurv criticism has advanced our knowledge of The Excursion much more than that of the Romantic and Victorian Ages. Critics of this century have
looked longer and harder at. The E>icursion than previous

critics.

They have gone beyond the broad, discursive

of Romantic and Victorian critics, and haye
analyzed, itr a specific and sustained manner, the structure añd sty1e, and to a much lesser extent, the imagery
of the poem. We might say that whereas the criticism of
the nineteenth century was largely descriptive, twentiethcentury criticrsm of The Excursion hás been, in the main,
analytic.
One notj-ceable feature of much twentieth-century
criticism of Wordsworth's poetry j-s the comparative neglect of The Excursion. Many important studies of Wordsworth's poetry either give token mention of The Excursion
or completely pretermit it. David Ferry's The Limits' of
comments
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R4

Mortality,"*
*o..r=

subtitled "An Essay on Wordsworth's Major
not mention The Excursion even once; while

David Perkins, in his two books on Word.Sworth, SS a,ccords

merely incidental treatment. Harold Bloom, in
The Visionary corpu.rry,86 f inds it more appropriate to

the

poem

take refuge in the strictures of Hazli-tt than to say
-87
something original about The Excurslon. Both Raderand Sta[fknecht,88 in their lnvestigation of Wordsworth's
philosophy, treat The Excursion only cursorily:
British critics, by and large, have been more sympathetic to The Excursion and more willing to discuss
its artistj-c merits than their Amerj-can counterparts.
ao
Jones , "" I[elsf ord, Ivfoorman, Piper, Hough, and Knight
have avoided the melodramatic statements of Hamilton
and Hartman, and. have treated The Excursion fairly,
though not aclequately. It is hard to ascertain the
reason for this difference between British and American
critics, but one senses that it has something to do with
the feeling of national pride that Arnold experienced. in
connection with Wordsworth's poetry
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Summary

The foregoing review

of the history of the criticism

of The Excursion reveals the changing nature of the cri.tiques. For many years after its publication and as late
as 1922, The Excursj-on was treated as merely an expression
of Wordsworthrs philosophy. For this critical trend there
are at least two reasons. One is that after the two
Prefaces and the poems of Lyrical Ballads readers, âs
Crabb Roþinson reminds us, were eagerly awaiti.ng ; comprehensive statement of the poet's philosopfry.90 Secondly,
in the prefatory letter to The Excursion, Wôrdsworth in-

advertently sanctloned such an'approach to his poem,

when

he wrote:

It is not the Authorrs intention formally to
announce a system; it was more animating to him
to proceed in a different course; and if he shal1
succeed in conveying to the mind clear thoughts,
11veIy images, and strong feeling, the_ Reader
will have no difficulty in extricating the system
for himself
Readers, eager to discover the poet's philosophy and

by Wordsworth's mention of his 'rsystem," ignored the fact that he found it "more animating to .
encouraged.

ì

proceed in a different

course." That different course
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was, it seems, the poet's attempt With the encouragement
of Coleridge to combine poetry and philosophy. Too much

of the early eriticisrn of the poem negl-ects the poetry
of The Excursion, while focusing almost exclusively on
its philosophy. If the meaning of The Excursion is to be
comprehended., eriticism will have to take into account the
significant relationshlp between the poemrs form and. its
content.
There were, to be sure, critiques that touched upon

the structure of the poem; but there were no sustained
attemptstoana1yzeitsartistiemerits't[Iatwefind
instead are mainly generalized, sometimes quite suggestive, comments on such el-ements as style, unity and
imagery. Lamb broaches the subject of the completeness
of The Excursi-on, but does not investigate his allegation.
Likewise Hazlitt's

the structuring of the poem
are left undefj.ned. De Quincey finds no connection between Book I and the,,rest of the poem, but does not demonstrate in any critical way the lack of uni-ty. Both
John lVilson and R. H. Hutton find that Wordsworth is
deficient in the constructiúe faculty. Whereas \Tilson
finds this deficiency in the longer poems, especially in
comments on

.

The Excursion, Hutton finds that the lack of structure
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is evident throughout Wordsworth'= *o"k".91
Such scattered'but evocative comments rvere to prove
the basls of a new' critical approach to The Excursion , àf
approach based on the premise that The Excursion is a work
of art whose esthetic merits should be analyzed and apprecj-ated. This did not happen in the Victorian Age, for
then Wordsworth was consj-dered a bard, a seer, and a prophet, and The Excursion his chief organ of philosopfty.92
Though lr{atthew Arnold dea-lt a severe blow' to the
general acceptance of The Excursion, he makes possible
a just crltical approach to the poem. He suggested that
the poem be l-ooked at, as a poem. He found 1t woefully
lacking in poetic merit and roundly censured it, but at
the same time he aferted crj-tics to the possibili-ty of
dealing with the massive poem differently.
In 1950 the most important critique of The Excursj-on
appeâred. Lyonfs study'is really a landmark and a.
turni-ng-point in the history of the criticism of The
Excursion. It is the first study to treat the. poem as
a work of art. The importance of Lyon's study is indicated by the heartening fact that most critiques since
then have continued his approach and established it as
fruitful and balanced. He has succeeded in getting
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critics to view The Excursion aS a major work of Wordsworthrs that is stilI to be anaLyzed in depth and with
understanding of the poet's intentions.

criticlsm of The Excursion has come a long
way. We are no longer inclined to pralse. it as extravagantly as Keats, Lamb and others did; nor are we apt
to condemn it as outright as Jeffrey and Byron did.
The Excursion is not only Wordsworth's longest poem,
but a1so, âs several critics have noted, his most
93
i ---i !-. of'The Excursion
The structural complexíty
amþ1tLous.
comprises three large patterns: an epic pattern, a liturgical pattern, and a topogra.phicat pattern. An anal-ysis of these patterns,ought to put to rest the be}lef,
wid.espread among Romantic and Victorian critics, and still
found, that Wordsworth lacks the constructive fa.cu]ty,
especially in The Excursion. Though it may be an exaggeration to use the Solitary's words, "Fantastic pomp of
" ' to describe The Excursion, the poem is more
StructuTe, ..94
carefully and elaborately structured than critics would'
The

have us believe
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CHAPTER

The Excursion

TIVO: THE EPIC PATTERN

is demonstrably epic¡ it is a Romantic

epíc that celebrates the exquisite reciprocity between
the mind of man and external nature. Its matter and
theme are quite new, though thematically 1t is a development of the Dantean and Miltonic epics. Although it
adapts conventional devices to its specific purposes,

as

I shall show 1ater, it shares a" structural affinity with
many epics. It possesses such prescriptive devices as
an invocation to the Muse, an eplc question, an in medias
res beginni-ng, a combined catabasis and neEya,, àî epic
catalogue, and a journey of ordeal. It evinces as well a.
traditional

encyclopedism, presents a pattern of

human

behaviour that is arguably heroic, and, like most epics

since Vergil, discharges a moral function. Its matter,
styIe, and purpose are serious and lofty
All literary genres have changed over the. centuries,
but none more than the epic. By its very nature the
epic is given to change. Inherent in the epic is a
paradox--it seeks to perpetuate a venerable tradition,
yet at the same time it seeks to challenge and change
that very tradition.. Furthermore, because it seeks,
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other things, to present a comprehensive picture
of the age in which it is written, the epic has changed
arnong

as much as the ages have. Its chameleonic drraractet
has frustrated prec.ise definition,

though there have been

numerous attempts to define this most prestigious 1it-

erary genre. 1

While most critics

still

continue to discuss epic
in terms of "form" and "content, " it seems more profitable to analyze the genre in terms of its "inner form"
and j-ts "outer form." According to Wel1ek and Warren,
ilGenre should. be conceived, we think, âs a grouping of

literary works based, theoretically, upon both 'outer
form' (specific meter or structure) and also upon 'inner
formr (attitud.e, tone, purpose--more crudely, subject
o

and audience)."o The "ou.ter form" of epic, then, will
comprise the traditj-ona1 devices that have eharacterized

the epic since Homer. These devices are the invocation
to the Muse, the in medias res beginning, the flashback
technÍque, the catabasis or descent into the und.erworld,
the nekya or meeting with the dead, the epic catalogue,
epic ma,chi-nery, and the journey of the hero, who against
great odds, wins the day. Most epics possess some of
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these devices; perhaps only two, the Aeneid and Paradise

Lost, possess all of them. The Iliad does not present
a signif icant journey âs, sâV, the Aenei-d and the Odyssey
do; neither does it exhibit a catabasis and a nekya,
which first appear in the eleventh book of the Odyssey.
While Paradise Lost bristles with epic machinery, The

Divine

Comedl¡

and Jerusalem Delivered have none.

The

"outer form" of epic, then, ffiây contain all the abovementloned structural- devices; usualIy, however, it contains only some. The conventions are arranged so as to
give the work a dj-scernible epic structure that resembles
in actual form and in experiential reality the works that
we have come to eaIJ- epics. By "experientíal rea.Iity," I
mean t'he exper j-ence one has reading

the epic.

It is the

sense that an action, vast, auspicious, and humanly sig-

is unfolding before our eyes
The "innejl form" of epic comprises an attempt to
see the world in a new wâV, a traditional encyclopedism,
a pïescriptive heroism, and a significant moral lesson.
The epic poet is obliged by the exigencies of. the genre
to present in his poem à standard of human conduct that
is heroic. 'Heroic' is L loaded term and can'be misleading in this context, for in the minds of many it conjures up visions of the Red Cross Knight, of Odysseus, of
nificant,
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AchilIes, and of other demigods battling with superhuman
strength prodigious antagonists.. But such a definition
is obsolete, to say the least. Heroism, should be defined
as any behaviour that is admired and. ought to be emulated,
according to the standards of the age in which the epic'
is written. f,n Wordsworth's day, recovering one 's equilibrium after the chagrin over the aftermath of the
French Revolution, and attempting to regain confidence
in oneself, in social man, in the benevolence of Nature,
and in God's goodness in a troubled., tempestuous age constituted
to many a form of heroic conduct. In this new age with
its emphasis almost totally on the inner man, recovery
from inimical despondency seems a viable heroic theme.
The ep'ic hero is an all-too-human hero trying to come to

grips with "the weight of all this unintelligible wor1d,"
and. in so doing torging a new.standard of heroism.
In his struggle the hero shows others how they may
dea"l with their own problems. His conduct becomes
a"

sort of moral- norm for all, established to be emulated..
In this respect the epic contains a significant moral
lesson. Whereas Homerrs epics seem amoral to our âge,
the epic since Vergil has been overtly tendentious.
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this is the way critics have viewed the epic.
According to H. T. Swedenberg Jr. (1944), nearly all English scholars of \{ordsworth ! s time agreed that "the epic
was a poem based on fable, designed to teach high moral
c
lessons."" Undoubtedly, Wordsworth subscribed to epic
didacticism,,for he considered all his poetry didactic.
Historically,

to Sir George Beaumont, he writes, 'tf wish to
be considered as a Teacher, or as nothlng."4
The epic springs from an auspicious conjuncture in
the poetts life, a moment to which all his poetic endeavours, his political actions, and his social experiences
have conduced. This moment, âs Frye puts it, is "the
crisis of his life. "5 The epic poet realizes that he is
In

a" letter

and that there are

working within a venerable tradition

certain prescriptive demands of this self-imposêd vocation.
He knows that his creation calls upon him to task his
talents to thej.r limit and to present a personal yet com\

prehensive picture of the human situation.

It is the
crowning glory of his 1ife, the achievement that sums up
not merely his career but also the times in which he
lived. For by its very nature the epic is enóyclopedic,
affording a graphic verbal picture of the milieu tlnat
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produced artist

and artifact.

Finally the eplc poet hopes
that the lnditing of a successful eplc will win him j-mmortality and a place on Parnassus beside the laurelled Homer
and Vergil.
To Wordsworth such success ïi/as important, Like

many

great poets, hê considered the writing of an epÍ-c poem an
important part of "the task of [his] life."6
fn 1805 he
wrote to Beaumont, expressing the hope that time rvould
allow him "to bring [The Recluse] to a conclusj-on, and to
write further a narrative Poem of the Epic Kind."7 Whatever the reasons, the "moral and Philosophical Poem"8 remained unfinished. Perhaps there was indeed a measurable
decllne in poetic power as Coleridge and others have aro
gued."
Perhaps the plan was too mighty for Wordsworth
or any other poet to real-i-.ze. Perhaþs, as Batho suggests,
his eye-trouble was too severe to allow him long periods
of great concentration.lo Most reasonably, it was a
combinatj-on of all these factors. Wordsworth, perhaps
sensing that his goal of completing "The Recluse" first
and then writing an epic poem would never be realized,

concentrated his efforts on making The Excursion--the
second part of "The Recluse"--the epic, the writing of

which he deemed an essential portlon of "the task of [hisJ
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li-f e. " lYhen he wrote to lVrangham in April 1814 that

The

Excursion "was serious
. and written with great
labour,"11 he knew how carefully he had. structured the
poem.

Critics, however, have not been able to discern
much structural unity in the poem. Furthermore, ro one
has been willing

to'grant epic stature to The Excursion.

Lyon, for instance, argues that The Exôursion partakes
of the four principal streams of eighteenth-century
poetry: "the long blank-verse didactic poem; the philosophical dialogue; the short verse narrative of humble
Iife, separate or in framework; and. the funeral elegy."L2
He doès not consider it an epic, although he does mention
that Wordsworth may have "been attempting to achieve
some degree of epic unity" in The Excursion (p. 135).
This epic tendency, Lyon adds, "would seem to be indirectly supported by the presence of Homeric similes and other
classical and neoclassical stylistic traits, but there is
no further evidence to support it and it must remain
speculation't (p. 135)
Karl- Kroeber, in an lnteresting d.iscussion of Word.s-

worth's narrative art, argues for the epic quality of The
Prelude, but is unwilling to grant that generic stature
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to The Excursion. 13 He does concede, hortrever, that ,
"taken aII in all, The Excursion is more like The Prelude than like The Seasons or The Task" (p. 104). He
also admits that The Excursion "asserts the validity
of the poetic vision as the profoundest of revelations,
as the truth to which all else must appeal for confirmation" (p. 110). But "The Excursion pretends, âs it
were, to be literal epic, a realistic account of how man
may fortify his mind" (p. 111); it fails to be genuine
epic because "as a whole the poem is not animated by à
narrative impulse" (p. 109). Since true narrative
is Kroeber's first touchstone of epic, he excludes The
Excursion from the companv of epics.
Brian Wilkie, too, while granting the thematic similarity between The Prelude and The Excursion, does not
consider the latter an .pi..14 For Wilkie, where The
Excursion fails in epic stature is in method rather than
in theme. He continues: "the method of The Excursion
is discursive rather than narrative and therefore could.
never be considered epic unless the term were unreasonably broadened, narrative method being one of the few
things which epic theorists have agreed to demand of the
epic" (p. 77)-
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of Kroeber and Wilkie, neither The Divine Comedy nor The Faerie Queene could be
considered epics. For Abercrombie reminds us that in
Judged by the criteria

"a11 the poems which the woild has agreed to call epics
there is a story told, and well told.: But Dante's poem

attempts no story at all,

and Spenser's, though it

tempts several, does not tel1 them very well

at.'t

1Ã
(p. 52).^" Foerster al-so remi-nds us that in the Romantic Age the distinct preference for the lyric a"nd for
the immediacy of drama resulted in a diminished importance of narrati-r..16 There was also a transfer from
action and plot to the expressJ-on of emotion. Wordsworthrs remarks on his general poetic purpose àTe ger-

mane here:

f have also informed my Reader what this purpos-o will be f ound principally to be: namely
to illustrate the manner 1n which our feelings
and i-cleas are associated in a state of excitement. But speaking in less general language,
it is to follow the fluxes and refluxes of the
mind when agitated by tþg great and simple affections of our nature.r/
He adds that what distinguishes his poems from the pop-

ular poetry of the day is "that the feeling therein developed gives importance'to th1 action and situation
and not the action and situation to the feeling."18
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This transfer from action and plot to the expression of
emotion meant that if epic were to survive, it had to be
altered. In The Excursion, lfordsworth does not make plot
bear the burden of meanÍng; he internalizes the plot and
describes the nature, functi-on and history of the mind
of

man.

Vogler is another critic who does not consider The
Excursion an upi..19 For him, The E4çursael does not
possess the qua,lity of the vision tha"t The Prelude does,
and so cannot be cal-led epic:

"Neither The Excursion
nor Jerusalem is a direct fulfillment of the creative
power of the imagination to remake the world; instead
those poems return to survey the fallen and. fragmented
world that The Prelude and Milton had pushed to the
brink of regeneration" (p. L7). Similarly, Carl Wood- ! rrmr- ^ ñ--- 1--:
re grant ing rrthat
"þ_Þ1999, l ike Byron ' s
Don Juan, seems to be of the epic genre," sees "re
.

rr-ng

,20

wnl

its back on epic and epic
form" (p. 194). Annabel Patterson sees The Excursion
as falling within the Vergilian georgic traditiorl.21
For her, The Excursion J-s "Wordsworth's attempt to rewrite the Georgics for his ov/n generation" (p. 1"45).
Excursj-on [as] turnline]

But she agrees with Lyon, Kroeber, Wilkie, Vogler,'and
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lYoodring when she categorically asserts, l?I{hatever The

Recluse might have been, The Excursion (unlike The Pre-

lude) is not a Romantic epic of the

mind, or even
part of one" (p. 1-45). For Annabel Patterson, it seems,
the terms tepic' and tgeorgic' are mutually exclusi-ve;
she does not consider that a georgic pattern could 1ie
harmoniously within an all-encompassing eplc structure.
H. T. Swedenberg Jr. has discussed the epic tradihuman

I

tion Word.sworth inherited.22 He sta"tes that, while the
French critics did not agree on the telos of the epic,
nearly all English scholars concurred that the epic was
designed to teach high moral lessons. While the epic

poet ü/as expected to entertain, he could not lose sight
of his high moral purpose. Swedenberg further comments

that all French and English criti-cs were one with Aristotle in believing that the epic must possess artistic
unity, unity of acti.on, and unity between the episodes
and the main action. John Dryden and many eighteenthcentury critics argued forcÍbIy that a modern epic
"should be based on Christian matter and peopled by the
machinery of Christian origin."23

Coleridge, contemplating the epic poem that he never wrote, agreed with

Dryden, but restricted the subject even further:
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The description of Jerusalem is the only subject
now remaining tor an epic poem; a subject which,
like Milton's FalI of Man, should interest all
Christendom, âs the Homeric War of Troy interested all Greece
Here there would be the
prophecies--the
completion of
termination of the

first revealed national-religion under the violent assault of Paganism, itself the immediate
forerunner and condition of the spread of a revealed mundane religion; and then you would have
the eharacter of the Roman and the Jertr, and the
awfulness, the completeness, the justice. I
schemed it at twenty-five; but alas ! venturum
expectat.24

Disappointingly, Wordsworth has left very little
In the Preface to the Edition of
comment on the epic.
1815, hê gives us one of his two comments on epi-c.
Speaking of narrative poetry, the class to which epic
belongs, he writes:
Of this C1ass, the distinguishing mark, is,
that the Narrator, however 1iberally his
speaking agents be introduced, is himself the
source from which every thing primarily flows.
Epic poets, in order that their mode of composition may accord with the elevation of their
subject, represent themselves as singing from
the inspiration of the Muse, Arma virlm que
cano; but this is a fiction, in modern times,
õT sfigfrt value: The Iliad or,the Paradise
Lost would gain little in our estimation by
EãÏng ciraunTeci.2õ

turns the narrati-ve mode in a lyrical
direction. Though lVordsworth himself assumes this fictional posture in the Prospectus to "The Rec1use," 1t
Word.sworth here
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a spontaneous gestuïe rather than the studied reaction to 'the stylistic, exigencies of the egie.
fn an undated letter to Robert Southey, author of
du1I tedious hlstorical epics, lVordsworth again expresses
hi=.opinions on the epic, this .time more clearly and more
seems

sigVuif Í-cantly:
My opinion in respect to epic. poetry is much
the samq as that of the.critic whom Lucien Bona-

parte has quoted in his preface. Epic poetry,
of the highest class, requj-res in the first place
an action with a grand train of consequences; it
next requires the intervention and guidance of a.
being superJ-or to man, what the critics , I believe
call machinery; and 1ast1y, I think with Dennis
that no subject but a religious one can answer
the demand of the soul in the highest class of
this species of poetry. Now Tassors is a religious subject, and in my opini-on a most happy
one; but I am confidently of the opinion that the
movement of Tasso's poem rarely corresponds with
the .essential character of the subject; nor do
I think it possibte that , written in stanzá.s, it
should. The celestial movement cannot, I think,
be kept up, if the sense is to be broken in that
despotj-c manner at the end of every eight lines.
Spenser's stanza is infinitely finer than the
ottava rima but even Spenser's will not aIlow the
ffic rnovement as exhibited by Homer, Vergil, and.
Milton. How noble is the first paragraph of the
Aeneid in point of sound, compared with the first
stanza of the Jerusalem Delivered! The one rvinds
Fathers enterwith the majes@
ing the Senate House in solemn procession; .and
the other has the pace of a set of recruits shuffling on the dri11-ground, and receiving from the
adjutant or dri1I-serjeant the command to halt
every ten of twenty steps.26
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Here Wordsworth lÍsts four requirements of epic:

an

action with a grand train of consequences, the intervention
â.nd guidance of a being superior to man , a religious subject, and an appropriate style like that of Homer, Vergil
and. I¡f ilton.
As will be shown in this chapter, The Excursion fulfils all of these reouirements. The correction
of despondency is part of the new heroism that The Excursion portrays. fn the poem "the living God" directs the
will of man: he does not appear as the gods do in Homer,
but he does manifest himself in powerful ways. The subject of The Excursion, the correction of despondency, is
part of a total imaginative response to God, man and Na-

ture, which is for \{ordsworth a religiouF subject. A
further indication of Wordsworthrs epic intention in The
Excursion is his use of an elevated stvle patterned in
part after the epics he knew and loved.
The Outer Form

In the Preface to The Excursion. Wordsworth i-ncludes
the closing section of Home at Grasmere to serve "as à
kind of Prospectus of the design and scope of r?The RecIuse. " The incl-usion of lines that are structurallv and
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thematically connected with rhe Excursion makes them; in
effect, a part of the poem. They form the epic prologue,
which includes the invocation to the Muse, the epic question, and. the statement of the poem,s argument. From

the Muse the poet solicits and anticipates the vitally
necessary inspiration.
The singer becomes inspired., and.
as the Muse breathes knowledge into him, he becomes for
his eager audience the purveyor of truth. Milton, by
eschewing the classi-car li{uses who inspired Homer

and

vergil, and by invoking "the Heavenly Muse, " who inspired
Moses, becomes a transmitter of christian truth. He is
not just a poet here; rather, he is a d.ivinely inspired
narrator with an inspired story to tell,
His poem is
not mere fiction; it assumes an aura of biblical authenticity and prophetic truth. wordsworth, then, fol1ow1ng
the practice of Homer, Vergil, and Milton, invokes his
Muse:

UranJ_a,

I shall

need

Thy guidance, or a greater Muse, if such
Descend to earth and dwel1 in highest heaven !
Descend, propheti-c Spirit ! that inspir'st
The human Soul of universal earth,
Dreaming on things to come; and dost possess
A metropolitan tempte in the hearts
Of mighty Poets: upon me bestow
A gift of genuine inslght
(Prospectus , 25-27, 84-8g727
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Wordsworth is here assuming the traditional

posture of
the eplc poet, sacerdos L{usarum, âs 1t were, the priest

of the Muses, as he attempts to give his poem a ring of
inviolable truth. Here he invokes Urania as Milton did
(Paradise Lost, Vf f . 1), or t'a greater Muse" and ttpro-

phetic Spirit" as Spenser and Milton did, to inspire
him sufficiently to "sing" his f'spousal verse."
His "spousal verse, " of which The Excursion is the
second part, pivots, âs it were, or the epic question.
It is à sort of justification for the poem's existence,
in that the narratj-ve is rea11y àn answer to the epic
ouest ion

:

Paradise and groves
Elysian, Fortunate Fields--like those of old
Sought in the Atlantic Main--why should they be
A history only of departed things ,
Or a mere fiction of what never was?
(Prospectus, 47-5!)

At first

glance this seems just a rhetorical question,

whose explanation is offered in the following sentence.

But placed between an invocation to the l\{use and a. statement of the poemts 'rhigh argument , " it is much more
When in Book IX the pilgrims share a ra.Te Pentecostal
.

experience, we rea:.Í-ze that the promi-se of the epic question is fulfilled,
and that The Excursion has been moving
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to the

moment when

. a willing mind
MÍeht almost think, àt this affecting hour,
That paradise, the lost abode of man,
Was raised again: and to a happy few,
In its origlnal beauty, here restored.

(rx.

716-7e)

following the epic question offers
merely an explanation; the poem answers the question.
Whereas the sentence only states that when "the discerning intellect of Man" is "wedded to this goodly
unlverse/ In love and holy passion, " Paradise and the
Elysian Fields sha1l be a "simple produce of the common day,r' the poem shows how and when this visÍonary
experience can be attained. More than a rhetorical
question, lines 47-51 are in effect the poemfs epic
The sentence

quest ion.

The "high arguinent" adumbrated by the epic ques-

tion is stated explicitly in subsequent lines:
--f,

long before this blissful

How

exquisitely the individual

hour arrives,

Would chant, in 1one1y peace, the spousal verse
Of this great consurnmation:--and, by words
Which spea-k of nothing more than what we àre,
W'ould f arouse the sensual from their sleep
Of Death, and win the vacant and the vain
To noble raptures; while my voice proclaims
Mind

(And the progressive powers perhaps no less
Of the whofe species) to tL,re external World

9l_

Is f itted:--and
Theme this but

how exquis,itely, too-litt1e heard. of among men-The external World is fÍtted to the lvlind;
And the creation (by no lower name
Can it be calIed) which they with blended might
Accomplish:--this is our high argument.
(Prospectus, 56-71)

are not looking into mythology or history as Homer,
Vergil, Southey, and. Milton did; like Dante we are looking into the mind of man. The journey of The Divine
Comedy and the journey of The Excursion are internal,
We

psychological, spiritual ones. Homer sang of the military exploits and the amorous adventures of Achilles
and Odysseus; Vergil sang plaintively of "arms and the
man" ; Spenser abandoned his 'Oaten reeds, " took up his
f

"trumpet stearne, " to sing "of Knights and Lad.ies gent1e deeds"; Milton in the grandest poetj-c manner described the adventures of God, Angels, Satan, and Man,
the dramatis personae of Christian history. In his
trea.tment of f aIlen Man, and in his poem's movement

from the virtues of active combat to those of fortitude and pa.tience, Milton anticipates what Wordsworth

is doing in The Prelude and in The Excursion. Wordsworth, shunning conventional epic themes, decides to
sing with confidence of the exqulsite harmony and interplay between the external world and the mind of

man.
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At the

same tj.¡me

he is tel1j-ng us that within quotidi-an

s1ghts and sounds inheres a higher leve1 of experience.
Wordsworth's epic hero is neither the Homeric epitome of martial prowess, nor the Vergiliau superhr:man

favourite with a divine mi-ssion, nor the Miltonic Christ,
the very paradigu of Christian heroism. More like the
penitent, suffering Adam, h€ is peculiarly Wordsworthian,
a disillusioned Solitary who tpill gradually come to reaccept the benevolence of God. and the essential goodness
,of soeial f ellowship.
It may be necessary _to defend my use of the term
thero' i.n connection with the Solitary, since most critics of The Excursion hold an opposing oi"*.28 The
Solitary 1s both the protagonist, the chief person in
drama, plot or story, and the person who ís struggling
to attain the heroism exemplified by the Wanderer, his
spÍritual mentor. From hi-s very first appearance in
the narrative to his final farewell, the Solitary captures and retains the readers' interest. His gradual
recovery is the principal actj-on of The Excursion, and
the raison d'etre of vj-rtually all the action and utterance of the other characters. He is the only character in the poem who f aces an..antagonlst, which is i'ab-
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solute despair." As a result, he is the only character
who evinces any genuine inner conflict, âtrV psychological
and spiritual change. The Solitary, the poetic culmination of so many lonely figures that people the Wordsworthian landscape, is the hero of the Excursion in much
the same way as Chiistian is the þero of Pilgrimts Progress, and as the poet-pilgrim is the hero of The Divine
Comedy. All embark on a spiritual

excursion that is the
central, pivotal action of the works in question.

Like most major epics, The Excursion begins in
medias res. Initially
laid down by llora ,29 this pre"u
cept won the approval of all succeeding epic critics
and theorists.
It serves to arouse the interest of
the reader and to place the beginning, middle, and end
of the epic action 1n proper perspective. The Ai:neid
opens with the landing of Aeneas and his travel-weary

Trojans on the Lavinian shore. This is the first event
Vergil chooses to describe; why 'they land and who they
are remain for some time unanswered questions. This
narrative technique actually arouses mystery and suspense, and creates in the readers' minds a desire not
to be kept in the dark. The epic poet thus has the
undivided attention and the anxious anticipation of his
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a.udience. In Book II, at the request of Queen Dido,
åeneas reluctantly relates the true beginning of the
dolorous tale--the Trojan lÍ'ar, the víctory of the Greeks,
the burnì-ng of Troy, and the escape of the narrator and
his followers. .Milton, following the praetice of Vergì-l,
first describes Satan and his fallen angels rallying to
eat at the ha^nds of the heavenly host.
],úuch later, in Book VI , Milton eventually gives a fuIl
account of the war in heaven when one third of the angels
1ed by Lucifer rebelled against God and., defeated, were
hurled into Hel1o In Peter Bell , .Wordsworth's contribution to mock epic, the poet reminds us in an unusually
comic way that he knows all too well.how this prescriprevenge their

d.ef

tlve devj-ce works. Furthermore, h€ sees that it 1s
and sets it asid.e, acceding in this instance
artificial,
to his audience.
In The Excursion there is a serious usage of this
opening device. The poem begins in the middle of things,
with the Poet toiling across a wide Common under the
summer sun:

fTwas summer, and the sun had mounted high:
Southward the landscape indistinctly glared
Through a pale steam;
Across a bare wide Common I was toiling

With languid steps that by the sllppery turf
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'

baffled; nor could my weak arn disperse
Tbe host of insects gathering round my fzce,
And ever with me as f paced along.
cr. 1-3, 2L-25)
Were

The Poet here is walking with a particular goal in mind

"a grove/ The wished-for port to which his course wa.s
bound" (f. 26-27). The repeated image of the journey
in The Excursion serves, âs in Peter BeIl and in The
Divj-ne Comedy, to suggest the classic¿I epic
The opening movement is stressed and sustained

with the word.s 'ttoiling''t and ".wi-d.e. " IlIe do not know
this anonymous pilgrim, where he comes from, how long
he has been travelling, and where he is going. We do
not know whether this is the beginning, the middle, or
the end of some important journey. Some forty lines
1ater, w€ find out that he 1s journeying to meet his
venerable f ri.end. the Wanderer:

For the night
parted,
nothing wiIlingly; and now
We
He by appointment waited for me here,
Under the covert of these cl-ustering elms.
(I. 48=51)
This opening piques the curiosity of the reader and
arouses his interest in the significance of this planned
meeting and in the narrative as a whole
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J,ike the in medias res beginning, the flashback
hes been a staple of epic since Homer. It occurs early

in tbe :rarratÍve and takes the reader back in time, into
the past events which have a definite bearing on the present, into the genealogy and life of the hero. Accord.ingly, during the first four books of the Odyssey, the
hero is absent, but we hear of hin from the epic poet
and from other characters. We first

see Odysseus in

forlorn on the shore of Calypso's island where he is held against his wilI.
In Book IX
Eomer has his hero relate his personal adventures to
Book V, sitting

the Phaecian nobles assembled in the haII of King
Alcinous' palace. Sim1lar1y, in the Iliad, Achilles
j.s kept in the background until- Book IX. fn Books IVfII, the epic poet and other characters tell of
Achilles' life and. hls ad.ventures in the Trojan Wa"r
In the first book of the Aeneid., the epic poet remarks
on the past exploits and on the present situation of
Aeneas, the hero.

In Book fI, at the request of Queen
Dido, Aeneas relates his activities in and his escape
from Trov
In The Excursion, Wordsworth allows the Wanderer,
a friend of the Solitary, to teII the story of chagrin
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*before the hero mâkes his initial appearance- 'W'e first
hea¡ of the recluse in the second book when he is re-

ferred to as "One who lives secluded there/ Lonesome and
1ost" (II. 159-60). Three hundred and forty lines Iater,
the Solitary makes his appearance- Soon after the Solitary exchanges greetings with the Wanderer, IVorrìsworth
has him, after the fashion of Homer, Vergil, and Milton,
relate his own quite moving story. He takes us back
into the past and paints graphically the events that
have moulded his present attitudes. Like the epic
flashback, the Solitary's, narrative reveals the herors
genealogy and life.
It provides tþe reader with vital
information he would not otherwise have. Because the
IÍanderer's t'brief corsnunicatlon" l-eads to the Solitaryrs larger, moredetailed narrative, the double
fLashback adds a sense of expansiveness to the epic.
Expansiveness has characterlzed the epic since
Homer, and derives f rom the

magn

j-tude of the temporal

and spatial dimensj-ons of the epic.

The temporal di-

mension of epic can carry cosmic implications as in
Parad^ise Lost and. the Bib1e, which Frye considers an

epic. In his secularizing of scripture, Frye sees the
Bible as stretching from the very moment of creation
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to the founding of the New Jerusalem; from the birth of
the soul to its final haven in God from whence it carne:
t'The Bible as a who1e, therefore, presents a gigantic
cycle from creatj-on to apocalypse, within which is the
heroic quest of the Messiah from incarnation to apotheo.
..30
tike- ñ---!Dante,
It is quite possible that poets aJf
sis."-Spenser, Ir{ilton Coleridge, Word.sworth and Shelley thought

of the Bible ih this way and were influenced by its structural- and poetic significance. Paradise Lost, the most
cosmic of literary epics, encompasses all time and all
space. Its implied overall time scheme spans all history, from the fiat lux to the eschatological millennium
which the archangel Michael reveals to Adam. Uslng'the
Bible as both hlstorical- guid.e and. esthetic model, Milton need.s to te1l the story of a"11 things, f rom beginning to end., to achieve his aim of
And

. assertIing] Eternal Providence,
justifytingJ the wa.ys of God. to men.31
( r. 25-26)

Wordsworth has no such theological aim. His is to
show how the mind can create new worlds out of o1d..

Creation,and apocalypse in The Excursion are not his-

torical events, but functionsof a purged perspective.

'
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They do not in Wordsworth's epic ha"ve the same integral

relation to the plot as they do in Paradise Lost. The
description of creation (IV. 63L-62), for example, could
be omitted. without seriously derogating from the philosophical thrust of The Excursion. In Paradise Lost,
however, creation, fall and apocalypse form a sine qgg
non of Miltonrs a.rgument

.

In this description of creati-on in Book IV of The
Excursion, Wordsworth recapitulates in selective detail
the OId and Nerv Testaments, the beginning of time, the
early b1iss, the f all , the loss of I'those pure heights, "
a.nd. the kind of life fallen man has had to eke out without I'communications spiritua"lly maintained"

:

Upon the breast of new-created earth
Man walked; and when and whereso'er he moved,
Alone or mated, solitude was not.
He heard, borne on the wind, the articulate voice
Of God; and Angels to his sight appeared
Crowning the glorious hi1ls of paradise;

Or through the groves gliding l-ike morning mist
Enkindled by the sun. He sate--and talked
Mth winged Messengers; who daily brought
To his sma"ll islands in the ethereal deep
Tidings of joy and love.--From those pure heights
(Whether of actual vision, sensible
To sight and feeling, or that in this sort
Have condescendingly been shadowed forth
Communications spi-ritua1ly maíntained,
And intuitions moral and divine)
Fe11 Human-Kind--to banishment condemned
That flowing years repealed not: and distress
And grief spread wide; but Man e:sca.ped the doom
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Of destitution;--solitude was not.
Jehovah--shapeless Power above all Powers,
Single and one, the omnipresent God,
By vocal utterance, or bLaze of light,
Or cloud of darkness, localized in heaven.

(rv.

631-54)

Apocalypse is descrj-bed in a vision the Solitary

has (II.

830-80). This private apocalyptj-c vision of a
"migbty city" resembles, in a more than tenuous wâV, the
prototypical vision in Revelation. The precious gems
and the central throne, integraÌ components of the "ho1y
Jerusaloñ," are present here. Both visions are made
from geographical heights: Johnrs from "a great and.
high mountâin, "32 and the Solitary's on a 'rIof ty rid.ge. "
Like the "new Jerusalêfl," this visionary city is a complete world, "the revealed abode / Ot Splrits in beatitude" (II. 873-74).
This vis j-on is a result of the Solitary's self less
actj-on in searching for his "ancient friend," who had
been lost in "persevering rain" and. "impenetrable mist. "
Though the Solitary has taken up residence in his urnshapeci va11ey and has made despondency a way of 1ife,
lost his humanity. He still knows
genuine concern for another. The o1d man, the object
of the Solitary's search, is found by "a heap of ruin, "

he has not totally
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where "in ancient times the peasants of lone1y valleys
used/ To meet for worship" CII. 815-16). The Solitary

is following the shepherds who are bearing his friend'
home, when suddenly he has the vision. This vision, it
seems, is given or sent as a reward for a selfless act
--a sort of reinforcement of Christ's 'È$á-tem.ênt¡'+ "If
ye have.done it' to the least, Vê have done it â.1so to
me." The Solitaryfs is truly a Christian aet.
It may be argued that Wordsworth's final vision is
He does present more
secula"r rather than spiritual.
secular apocalypse in The
Excursion. He advocates and can anticipate a time when
illiteracy will be non-existent and the barriers of ignoranie forever levelled, a golden age when the state
will be the spirÍtual stay and moral guide of its
forcibly and convincingly

a"

happy subjects:

wide, and deep, and silently performed,
This land shall witness; as days ro11 or,
Earth's universal f rame shal-1 f eel- the ef f ect ;
Even ti11 the smallest habitable rock,
Beaten by 1one1y billows, hear the songs
Of humanised society; and bloom
With civil arts, that shall breathe forth their
Change

A grateful tribute to all-ruling u.trr"rrlragrance
From culture, unexclusively bestowed
On Albion's noble Race in freedom born,
Expect these mighty issues: from the pains
And faithful care of unambitious schools
Instructing simple childhood's ready e&r;
Thence look for these magnificent results

(rx. 384-e7)

!

'

ro2

As\[ordsworthaddressesthe''BritishLawgivers,
his poetry assumes an unprecedented patriotism' For
a brief moment he sets aside the solitary's despondency
gigantie
and. ad.dresses himsel-f to his country and the
moral- responsibility that is hers ' He loves his native
believes she was created to be à leader among
civilized nations. In this transport of intense patriotic feeling, his words, "Your country must complete/
'/ É"Ð Show to the wretched
Her glorious destiny
nations for what end/ The powers of civil polity were
Ia"nd. and

given'r (IX. 407-15), owe something to those more famous
Vergilian ones concerning the destiny of Rome:
.

to yoll your whole
"Come, I sha1l now explai'n
But ycu, Roman' must remember
destiny
nations by you1.
that yäu have to guide the
skill ' to graf t
your
autrroiiiy, f or thls is
mercy to th9
shew
tr¿dition onto peace, to until
the haughty
conquered, and to^wa"ge war
tt" ù"ã"àút 1o*."33

from
wordswôrth's moral dilemma is not much,d.ifferent
piqued
vergilrs: both love their fatherland', both àTe
by the existing state of things, Vet both feel compelled

tosingoftheirbe]ovedcountries'Supremacyoverother
nations.Wordsworth'swords,here'likeVergil'sin
they
Book VI of the Aeneid. ' àT'e not merely rhetorical;
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spring from an abiding, profound, and noble dream of
better quality of life for his couutr¡rmen and for all

a

men.

.

So compelling was Yfordsworth's drrmatízation of

à

seeular apocalypse that The Excursion became, soon after
i.ts publication, as Mary Moorman notes, "the poetic
charter of the poor, the ignorant, the underprivileged
in a way that no English poem has been before or since."34
The Excursion, I{rs. Itloorman continues, "had become almost

the Bible of the poetry-reading public, and Wordsworth's
concern with the spiritual dignity of the poor earned.
him an honorary degree at Oxford'r (p. 183). Wordsworth's
gospel is a social one. The apocalypse is finally for
him both a spiritual and a secular one; to him one perforce implies the other.
The temporal dimension of the epic is best understood metaphorically. Almost invariably, the epic journey is one of spiritual change and of rebirth. It is,
too, a journey from homelessness to the discovery of anerv or ol-d home. Af ter wandering f or twenty-f our years,
Odysseus returns to his home à chalged man; from the
darkness of the 1one1y grotto on Calypso's island, hê
eventually travels into the sunlight of Ithaca, his

1-O4

home. He has seen much, experienced much, and returns
to his native land richer for his travels. Aeneas and
his followers escape the doom of their home, Troy, and,
guided by the gods, journey to fj.nd a new home in distant Rome. Like his followers, Aeneas is a spiritually
changed man at the end of his odyssey; from despair and

melancholy he eventually attains sufficient

confidence

in the help of the gods and in his friends to overcome
these emotional obstacles and defeat the Italians and
claim Latium as his new home. Paradise Lost describes
the creation, the brief edenic bliss, the "disobedience"
of Adam and Eve, and their expulsion from the Garden of
Ed.en. At the cl"ose of the poem, the I'parents" of the
chastened children of God, pick
human ràce, spiritually
up the burden of worldly existence. They have learned
the value of obedience and penitence as they prepare

for their pilgrimage through the world.
The journey of the SolitàTY, like so many other
epic journeys, is one of spiritual change and rebirth.
During his night and day i-n the company of the Poet and
the lVanderer and the meeting with the Pastor and his
family, h€ does not encounter any physical obstacles
comparable to those which confront the other epic heroes.
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tn this journey there is no cannibalistic Polyphemus,
no piqued god or goddess, flo Grendel, nor fire-breathing
horses. But the Solitary does encounter despondency and
!!¿bsolute despair, " f ormid.able barriers to the bravest
heroes, âS Aeneas, Odysseus, the Red Cross Knight and Adam
knew so we1l. The solitary turns at the end of his excursion toward.s his sequestered cottage in the urn-shaped
valley à spiritually different man. He is no longer the
mísanthlope awaiti-ng death; but neither has he learned to
live like the lVanderer "In solitude and solitary thought/
Eis mind. in a just equipoise of love" (I. 354-55).
Nevertheless, hê has regained some faith in God and in
social man. His recovery is not complete because the
poem i's in a" sense unfinished. But there is sufficient
evid.ence to suggest a significant, if not great, change
in him:
But he turned not without welcome promise made
That he would share the pleasures and'pursuits
Of yet another summer's day, not loth
To wander with us through tþe fertile va1es,
And. o'er the mountain-wastes. "Another sun,"
Said he, "shal.l shine upon üs, ere we part;
Another sun, and peradventure more;
If time, with free consent, b€ yours to give,
And season favours."

(rx.775-83)
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lYithout

a"

change in attitude,

heart, and mind, wê cannot

imagine the Solitary uttering such cord.ial sentiments.

In a subsequent work, the continuation of The Excursion, we are to be told to what extent the Solitary
recovered from his despondencv:
To enfeebled Power,
From this communion with uninjured Minds,
What renovation had been brought; and wha.t
Degree of healing to a wounded spirit,
Dejected, and habitually disposed

To seek, in degradation of the Kind,
Excuse and solace for her own defects;
IIow fai' those erring notions were reformed;
And whether aught, of tendency as good
And pure, from further intercourse ensued;
This--if delightful hopes, âs heretofore,
Inspire the serious song, and gentle Hearts
Cherish, and lofty Minds approve the past-My future labours may not leave untold.

(rx.

783-e6)

Like the Aeneid a.nd The Faerie Queene, The Excursion is
an incomplete epic.
Like the temporal scheme, the spatial dimension of
the epic is invariably vast. The travels of Odysseus
span the vast region from Ogygia to Scheria, to his
homeland, Ithaca. The setting of the Aeneid is even
larger, covering the entire ancient world known to VergiI. Even more extensive is the setting of Paradise

LO7

Lost, which occupies all coneeivable space, heaven, hel1,
and intervening chaos.
The actual setting of The Excursion is, however, 10ea\ized as we learn from the Fenwick Note:
The scene of the first book of the Poem is,
I mus't own, laid in à ttact of country not
sufficiently near to that which soon comes
into view in the second book, to agree with
f.act. All that relates to Margaret and the
ruined cottage etc. , was taken from observations made in the South West of England, and
certainly it would require more than sevenleague boots to.stretch in one morning from
a contnon in Somersetshire or Dorsetshire to
the heights of Furness Fells and the deep
va1-1eys they embosom. For thus dealing with
space I need make, f. trust, no apology^-but

mi friend.s may be

amused

by the truth

' rÐ

There are other inconsistencies aS Wordsworth has pointed
out and others which Lyon has iound. Lyon writes:

Thls locali-zi-ng of the scene by Wordswortir is unf ortuna-te, because not only are
there inconsistencies which he points out
himself in the Fenwick Note but there are
such, for instance, âs the
other difficulties,
facts that the Grasmere island is not fringed
with birch trees, there ate no lilies of the
vale at Grasmere, there àTe no goats or waterfal1s near Grasmere, and no spotted deer, all
of which Wordsworth describes. There are details drawn from Rydal lVater and Windermere
included in the description of Grasmere, which
in turn has been transplanted to Little Langdale. Graves are moved from all parts of the
Lake Country into the Grasmere churchyard.
Wordsworth reaIly drew his scenery from wher-
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ever he wi-shed, and it is a hopeless and useless task to identify all the details or to
try to bring them into consistency. (p. 43)
lfordsworthrs attempt to create a unif ied poetic
mise en s'cêne is deliberate. He is always in command
of his material- in The Excursion, and his creation of
scenic background is not mere caprice or an uncontrolled

flieht of fancy as Lyon suggests. Behind the deliberate
localizing of the poetic landscape lies lTordslorth's
desire to harmonize the setting with the requj-rements
of his epic. fn this adaptive epic, Wôrdsworth replaces
the vastness of the traditional epic background with "an
imaginâtive creation from the scenery of the Lake Country" (Lyon, p. 43). The arduous wanderings that characterize the classical- and }diltonic epJ-c are supplanted
by a ramble of five days, two of which are spent amidst
the grandeur and sublimity of the Lake Country. Since
the poem's emphasis is on the mind of man and how it
responds to external- nature, the actual, physical journey ylelds primacy to an emotional , imaginative
"*",ì"sion through what, to Wordsworth, must have been the
most sublime and beautiful terrain in the world:

"I
do not indeed know any tract of country, iri which, within so narrow a compass, may be found an equal variety in
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the influences of light and shadow upon the sublime or
beautiful features of the landscape . i . . "36 The
'.qountains of the Lake District, though "inferior in
helght and extent'n to the Alps and the Apennines, are
"unsurpassed by none" in "the combinations which they
make, towering above each other, or lifting themselves
in rÍdges Like the waves of a tumultuous sea, and in
the beauty aqd the variety of their surfaces a"nd. colours"
(p. 239), fn yet another respect this landscape outvies any other l "A happy proportion of component parts
is indeed noticeable in the landscapes of the North of
Engl-and, an{ in their characteristic essential to æ
perfect picturre, they surpass the scenes of ScotLand,
and, in a sti11 grea.ter degree,. those of Switzerland't
Cp. 2g2), fn its pictorial perfection and its sublime
effects, the L4ke Country is nonpareil. The "vastness
andmagnificence.,thatHazIítt,findsi,,@,37

andthepoem*s,n1arge1andscapeand.'o.,ffi.,
Renwick d.iscussus,38 apply not to the actual setting so

In no other
setting, as displayed in Wordsworthrs poetry, is the
imagination so excellently fired and fed by the sublime.

much as to its effect upon the imaginatÍon.

Among

the beloved mountains, valleys, and lakes that
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his own imaginative response to externa.l nature,
Wordsworth found the ideal setting for his epic of the
mind. rn The Exeursion, he replaces the traditional
geographic vastness with a psychological vastness.
Like the spatial dimension, the catabasisl together
with the nekya, of The Excursion is unorthodox. combined, they a"re a crucial stage in the odyssey of the
epic hero. Book xI of the odyssey, appositely entitled,

mould.ed

'rThe Land. of the Dead, " describes Odysseus ' descent
into the underworld where he meets his mother and the

heroes and. heroines of Greek mythology. In what is
perhaps the most famous catabasis and nekya combined,

Vergil has his hero, i.n the sixth book of the Aeneid,
with the help of the Cumaean Sybil a.nd the ,tt*r"
Gold.en Bough, descend into Hades to commune with the
unburied. dead. Dante has his Poet and Vergil journey
into a Roman Catholic Hell to learn from the lost
souls there. Milton, too, employs this epic device
when he takes the reader to HeI1 where Satan and his
fallen angels reside. fn Books VÏ and VII of The E4cursion, 'lVordsworth adapts the epic catabasis and
gekya to suit the requirements of.his poem.
Geoffr.e'y Hartman considers Books VI and VII of
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The Excursion "an involuntary parody of the epic nekya

or descent to the dead."39 Hartman misunderstands
Wordsworth's poetic technique here, and suggests that
the poet is not in control of his matetíaL. But l[ordsworth is too familiar with the nature of epic and too
of a craftsman to a11ow "an involuntary parody"
of one of its devices in The Excursion. Since both
the matter and theme of The Excursion are christian,
consistent,
W'ordsworth, in order to be artistically
had to Christianize certain epic conventions. The combined. catabasis and nekya are ones that required Chris-

much

tianization.
Since the Solitary's obstacle is spiritual,

the

physical d.escent is appropriately replaced by à spiritual and emotional d.escent. Unlike Dante and Mil-ton,
authors of Christian epics, Wordsworth does not a11ow
his hero to descend. physically into He1l. Rather he
uses a village churchyard as the point of departure
for an imaginative descent,. and allows the Pastor, a
spiritual guide, to conduct the Solitary through the
lives of the deceased. The line, "Ere we descend into
these silent vaults" (V. 668), strongly suggests the
epic catabasis or descent into the underworld. The
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catabasis invariably leads to the nekya or meeting with
the dead. Like the Poet of The Divine Comedy, the SoIitary d.escends !'into these silent vaults't with a spiritua.l
guide
The Solitary meets the dead in a less tangible way

than do the heroes of Homer, Vergil, and Dante. He has
no ve.rbal exchange with the dead as Odysseus and Aeneas
do; neither does he have any visual contact with the
dead as the Poet of The Divine Comedy has. Yet the So1itary is considerably moved as the Pastor pronounces his
trAuthentic epitaphs." So'graphic and compelling is the
Pastorts description that the deceased seem to live in
song, and in the lives of the dead the Solitary sees
much

of hÍs own suffering.

So moving'is the experience

that his customary misanthropy begins to be tempered

by

pensiveness and genuine questioning.

As in the classical epics, the nekya j.n The Excur-

sion is a turning point for the hero. During the nekya
in the Odyssey, Odysseus is shown his future obstacles
and is advised how to obviate or overcome them. In the
Vergilian nekya, Anchises expounds to his son, the hero,
the Pythagorean doctrine of the transmigration of souls
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and shows him the future j-llustrious figures of

Roman

This inter.view with Anchises dispels Aeneas'
diffidence and confirms his courage thus ensuring the
successful outcome of the hero's epic journey. Like-

history.

wise, to the Solitary, his nekya is by far the most
rewarding experience of his entire excursion. Like
the elassical heroes, hê 1s taken back into the past
and is shown a way to future happiness. It is during
his meeting with the dead that the Solitary shows signs
of genuine change. Soon after his nekya, h€ is referred to as the "pensj-ve Sceptic of the 1onely va1e"
(VIII. l-). No longer is he "sick," or the "pa1e recluse."
This is a turning point in the Solitary's journey of red.j-scovering his f aith in God. and in social man.
Like the catabasis and the nekya, the catalogue has
been a distinguishing feature of epic since Homer. Trad.itionally, the epic catalogue enumerates characters,
their temperaments and. their special abilities, which
are brought into focus as the nartative unfolds. In the
I1iad, Homer presents two separate catalogues, one of
the Greek ships (II. 484-785) which he no doubt considers
characters, and the other of the Trojan forces (II. 786877). In Book VII of the Aeneid, Vergil catalogues in
formal detail the ltal-ian tribes and their leaders who
are joinlng forces to expel the Trojans(646-877), Mil-
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ton describes in epic fashion the fallen angels in the
first book of Paradise Lost. Wordsworth, like Homer,
chooses a series of non-human objects as the subject of
his epic catalogue. He chooses trees and endows them
with human attributes and abilities as Homer did to
his ships.
.The epic catalogue occurs when the relating of
the Pastor's "Authentic epitaphs" is interrupted by
"team of horses," driven by a Woodsman, a humanized
figure of Death. In describing the work of Death,
the Pastor lists the trees that have faIlen prey to
DeathIs t'silent increase"

a

:

Ful1 oft his [Death's] dcings leave me to deplore
Ta11 ash-tree, so'ffn by winds , by vapours nursed,
In the dry crannies of the pendent roeks;

Light birch, aloft on the horizon's edge,
A veil of glory for the ascending moon;
And oak whose roots by noontide dew wer'e damped,
And on whose forehead inaccessible,
The raven lodged in safety. --Many a ship
Launched into Morecamb-bay, to hÍm hath owed
Her strong knee-timbers, and the mast that bears
The loftiest of her pendants; He, from park
Or forest, fetched the enormous axle-tree
That whirls (how slow itself ! ) ten thousand spindles
And the vast engine la"bouring in the mine,
Content with meaner prowess, must have lacked
The trunk and body of its marvellous strength,
If his undaunted enterprise had failed
Among the mountain coves
Yon household fii,
A guardian planted to fence off the blast,
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But towering high the roof above, âs if
fts humble destination were forgot-That sycamore, which annually holds
Wrthln its shade, âs in a stately tent
On all sides open to the fanning breeze,
A grave assemblage, seated while they shear
The fleece-encumbered flock--the JOYFUL ELM,
Around whose trunk the maidens dance ín May-And the LORD's OAK--wouId plead their several rights
fn vain, if he were master of their fate;
His sentence to the axe would doom them all.

(vrr.

595-624)

Catalogues of trees derive from Ovid (Metamorphoses,

X), Chaucer (Parliament of Fowls, 11 . t76-82) , and Spenser
(The Faerie Queene, I.i. 68-81), and it is safe to assume
that Wordsworth, who certainly knew and admired the works
of these poets, was influenced by their catalogues. But
he goes beyond the mere listing and enumeration of names
that Ovid, Chaucer and Spenser engage in. Trees, always
dear to Wordsworth, become very important in The Excursion, âs he indicates in the Fenwick Note: 'lTo illustrate the relatÍon which in my mind this Pastor bore to
the Wanderer, and the resemblance between them. or rather
the points of community in their nature. I likened one
,,40 Trees
the other to a sycamore
thus symbolize the majesty against which huma"n life can
be measured. They are given a personality and a parti-

to an oak

and

cular role in the drama. However, the ships, warriors,
and angels have a more direct and immediate sÍgnificance
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for their respective epics. TheY actively participate
in the unfolding drama, unlike the trees in The Excursion. Trees assume an emblematic significance. They represent the human lives cut down by inexorable Death,
I'this keen Destroyer " (VI I I . 631) .
In one way or another, all the,major characters,
some of the secondary ones, and many of the dead, are
associated with trees. For example the Youth is like
a mountain ash (VII . 71-4), the Dalesman is associated
with a pine tree (VII. 395 , 477) , the miner is likened
to an oak (VI. L44), Ellen is like an ash (VI. 863),
and her baby a. shrub (VI. 934), William Armathaite is
compared to a hawthorn, and the Solitary and the Pastor

resemble an oak and. à sycamore respectively (V.453ff.).
Trees, according to Geoffrey Durrant, "are presented.

as the very structure of society--the family, the vi1Iage, and even the Church itself ."4L The JOYFUL ELM
and the LORD'S OAK, Durrant continues, a,re "emblems
of the invulnerability of the communal life and of the
church itself. " while the lndividual trees, emblematic of individual man, aTe cut down by the Woodcutter,
a subtly humanized, figure of Death himself, the JOYFUL
ELM and the LORD'S OAK "represent. the continuity of life
and faith"

(p. 160).
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This epic catalogue is al-so the censummation of the
tree image that pervades almost the entire poem. It is
as well a reminder of one of the chief themes of The Ex-

cursion--sic transit gloria mundi, most beautifully expressed in the followlng lines:
ItSo f ails , so languish€s , grows dim, and di-es , rl
The grey-haired Wanderer pensively exclaimed,
"411 that thls world is proud of. From their.
spneres

The stars of human glory are cast down;
Perish the roses and f lowers of kj-ngs,

of all the might, wither.u

?ilr:.å;åïËåi,,

structural convention of the epic that The Excursion does not possess is the epic machinery, which,
according to Pope, is "that part which the Deities, Angels, or Daemons are made to act in the poem." W'ordsworth completely omits the epic machinery from his poem.
One

fnstead, h€ creates a spiritual atmosphere which shows
an essential link between man and a more powerful order.
The Excursion posits the existence of a beneficent God
whom man must continually serve by daily Christian living
and by a constant union of the imagination and external

nature. The objects of nature, whi-ch excite a sense of
the marvellous in the mind. of man, replace the classical
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pantheon and the heavenly host of Pa,radise Lost.

In

The

Excursion, no intervening pe1.sonagêS, Save Nature herself,
are needed in the communion between man and God.
One of the essential requirements of epic for Wordsworth is an appropriate style. fn a letter to Southey
(quoted on p. 86)', he discusses epic sty1e, drawing
attention to the stylistic inadequr.acy of Jerusalem De11vered and The Faerie Queene. Both epicslack what he call-s
"the epic movement as exhibited by Homer, Vergil, and
Milton. " Such a quality Word.sworth imparted to the style
of The Excursion. The care taken in the creation of an
approprj-ate style for the poem is suggested by his somewhat vaingorj-ous assertion to Mrs. Clarkson: I'
' the Excursion has one merit if it has no other, a versification to which vari-ety of musÍcal effect no poem in
4r.
the language furnishes a para1le1. "'- To at l-east two
critics there is truth in the poetrs c]aim. Harper, in
a general-ízed phrase, f inds the poems's style ."singularly
rich in variety."43 Woodring is more specifi";44 in the
style of The Excursion, he notes à "daring simplicity, "

discursiveness and. sobriety', "a degree of conversational
reaLism,'r "rhetorical elevation Itfrat ] is imitatively
Miltonic,'t and a "Sometimes stately movement of the verse
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paragraphs."
The style of The Excursion, like those of other epics,

to create a sense of magnitude and expansiveness.
The opening sentence, seventeen lines long,'perhaps patterned after the initial sixteen-1ine sentence of Paradise
seeks

Lost, indicates Wordsworth's intentj-on of crea.ting a vast
poetic canvas. There are many such long sentences: some
are convoluted, rambling, and d.if f icult to fo1Iow;45
-" like the following, are fluid and attain an
others, 46
elevated, grand style:
Ah! what avails imagination high
Or question deep? What profits a"11 that earth
Or heaven's blue vault, is suffered to put forth
Of impulse or allurement, for the Soul
To quit the beaten track of life, and soar
Far as she finds a yielding element
In past or future; far as she cârl;go
Through time or space--if neither in the one,
Nor in the other region, nor in aught
That Fancy, dreaming o'er the map of things,
Hath placerl beyond these penetrable bounds,
i{ords of assurance can be heard; if nowhere
A habitation, for consummate good,
Of for progressive virtue, by the search
Can be attained,--a better sanctuary
From doubt and sorrow, than the senseless grave?

(rrr.

2oe-24)

of these long sentences are epic simi1.=.47
However, the shorter simile can on occasion evoke epJ-c
associa.tions: "And like a weary voyager escaped/ From
Some
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risk and hardship . ! . " (III. 558=9), The yast ma"jority of :;imiles, epic or lot, involve a comparison between human life or an individual and features of landscape. They thus are integral to lV'ordsworthrs poetic
design of demonstrating the vital reciprocity between
the mind and externaL nature. In the best of them there
i", as in Vergil and Milton, pictorial embellishment, and
an internal significance that radiates beyond. the

imme-

diate context, In one of the most literary simj-les in
The Excursion an individual is compared to a saili-nE ship:
Graceful was her port:
A lofty stature undepressed by time,
Whose visitation had not who11y spared
The finer lineaments of form and face;
To that complexion brought which prudence trusts in
And wisdom loves.--But when a stately ship
Sails in smooth weather by the placid coast
On homeward voyage,--what if wind and wave,
And hardship undergone in various climes,
Have caused her to abate the virgin pride,
And that fulI trim of inexperienced hope
With which she left her haven--not for this,
Should the sun strike her, and the impartial breeze
Play on her streamers, fails she to assume
Brlghtness and touching beauty of her own,
That charm all eyes. So bright , so fair, appeared
This goodJ-y lvlatron, shining in the beams
Of unexpected pleasure.
(vrII, 501-18)
.

The Poet simply means that the Pastorts wife seems
happy and in excellent shape, though time has left

its
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But the simile goes beyond this, adding
images of light and movement to a large, sunshiny backdrop. The comparison assumes significance from such
ambivalent phrases as "stately," "virgin pride," "ful1

mark on her.

trim of unexperj-enced hope,'t and "Brightness and. touching beauty of her orvn," which apply equally to the ship
and the "goodly Matron. " Furthermore "Graceful" and
"homeward voyage" add a theological dimension to the
significance of the comparison. The use of "ship" and
"voyage" enhances the basic metaphor of the journey implied in the title of the poem, and also recalls the
epics of Homer, Vergil, and. Dant.e
In addition to the presence of epic similes, there
are specific echoes of the epics' he knew we1I. The
echoes of Pa"radise Lost are too numerous to mention,
and have been enumerated and glossed by De Selincourt
in his edition of The Excursion. Thgre were other epics
in Wordsworth's mind when he wrote The Excursion. For
instance, the description of the Wanderer, "He wandered
far; much did he see of men,/ Their manners, their enjoyments and pursuits,/ Their passj-ons and their feelings"
(I. 34L-43), is an obvious adaptation of the famous opening lines of the Odyssey. LikewJ-se, in the description
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of the Prodigal, "the ghost of beauty and health"
(VI . 330), and rnThrice he rose,/ Thrice sank as wi-11ingIy" (VI. 334-35) , there is an unmistakabfe echo of
Aeneast vain ef f orts to embrace his wif e's t'shade"
"Three times I tried to cast my. arms about her neck
:

. but three times the clasp was in yain. "48
Again, the Wanderer's impassioned words on the moral
duty of England (IX. 295-28) are deliberate echoes of
those of Anchises in the sixth book of the Aeneid.49
Similarly, the Solitary's f inal words, I'Another sun
. shal1 shine upon us ere we part; I Another sun'
and peradventure more" (IX. 77g-8L) reca11 those of
Ulysses to his comrades in the twenty-sixth canto of
qrì
the Inferno."" Finally, the Poet's description of the
proclamation of "the annual Wake" (II. 118-37) is a
naturalized, humani.zed version of the fa"mous'description of the shield of Achille".51
In addition to long sentences, epic similes and
linguistic echoes of epics, there a1.e other deliberate
stylistic features. As Lyon notes (pp. t22-34), there
are un-Wordsworthian flowery circumlocutions, colnmon
inversions of normal word order, and a predominance of
latinate words over those of old English derivation.
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There are aç well phrases and images from the Bible and
shakespe ut. ,52 and several phrases, ltr lfoodringts words,

"of sacramental and noumenal- vastness in compact space"
(pp. 193-94), such as "the mighty stream of tendency"
CIX. 87) and rothe challce of the big round year" CIX.
134)
q?

n ltEng1ish heroic verse without 'rhyme, "-- embelLished with stylistic artifices, and el-evated and dignifled with conscious borrowings from the Bib1e, Shakef

speare, Horyer, Y"tgit, Dante, and especially Milton,
Lfordsrvorth. found an appropriately ponderabl.e style that
reflects the high seriousness of the ph.ilosophical sub-

ject-tnatter of The Excursion.
T{e rtay conclude, then , that The Excurslon is a
poem which exhibits all. the major structural and stylistic d,eyices of th.e classical and Miltonic epic.
sorqe of these deyices are used unconventional3-y as
Wordsworth adapts them to suit the. exigencies of his
"subjective" epic."= lhe Excursion is epic in its
"outer form," possessing the j-nvocation to the Muse,
the epic question, the statement of its 'lhigh argument," the -in æ¿i"" l.pp þSginn-in-g, the calabasis, and
nekya, the epic scope, the epic catalogue, the basic
tr, /1
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journey of spiritual change, and an appropriate styJ-e,
The Inner Form
The "inner form" of The Excursion comprises a novel
perspective on the world,' a new heroism, â signif,icant

moral lesson, and an attempt to create a comprehensiye
picture of the Romantlc age. Wordsworth has an unprecedented theme to "sing" of:

the life-giving interplay between the mind of man and external nature, This is the
impetus of heroic conduct that embodies a desire to
love God, Nature and social man. This heroism is idealistically exemplified in the "reverendil Vlanderer, and is
the goal of the Solitary. Like other epic heroes, the
Solitary at the beginning of The Exeursion is not heroic,
but does possess the potential for heroism. It is his
journey that reaIly defines his heroic conduct. In his
spiritua.l struggle there is a moral lesson for others
who are trying to find meaning in life.
In the description of the Solitary's spiritual excursion, Wordsworth
creates a" comprehensive picture of Romantic man and his
historical- milieu.
To the choice of an appropriate heroic theme, Ifords-
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worth devotes one hundred lines of the first
-Prel-ude . 55

In his descript ion of his

mind

'

book of The

s wavering ,

he outlines the evolution of epic themes, from llomer's
to those of the poets of the Bomantic Age. His mind

thinks of a Homeric theme, "tales of warlike feats,/
Where spear encountered spear, sword with sword fought"
(L76-77); a Vergilian theme of patriotism, of "Ifow
Wallace fought for Scotland" (2L4). After Dante and

Milton, the poet's mind contemplates a tal-e with "harmonious tribute.paid/ To patient courage and unblemished
truth,/ To firm devotion, zeal unquenchable,/ And Christian meekness hallowing faithful loyes" (182-85). ït
wanders also to a theme like that of Spenser or Ariosto,
wlthin "the groyes of Chivalry" with "Shepherd swains"
and "reposing Knights" (17L-72).
But these themes prove inappropriate, because they
are obsolete and defunct. The poetrs mind then moves
to a theme very different from traditional themes, a
"ta1e from [his] own heart, more a]r.in/ To [his] own
passions and habitual thought" (222-23). Having sensed
the inappositeness of traditional themes, his mind now
yearns "toward some philosophical song/ Of Truth that
eherishes our daily lives" (22g-3O), But the poet's
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mind wavers and 'twhere'er she turns she f inds/ ImpediThe poet
¡Ðents from day' to d¿y renewedil (i3O-31) '
abandons his search in the hope that "mêllower years

willbrings.rÍpermind/Andclearerinsight"(236'-37)''''
In the telllng of the tltedious tale'n of his childhood,
the poet !s mind is t'1syived, " and he chooses to relate
Of
"the story of [nis] life, " "rather , ' ' than work/
amprer or more yaried argument" Cr. 643'64) ':'
In Book III, howeyer, the poet real-izes that 'rthe
.
story of [fris] 1ife," or "what passed within [fii.m]" ('173)
is worthy of heroic treatment. The powerful workings
of an individuaL mind become a new'epic theme:
Not of outward things
minds, words ' signs '
other
Done visibly f or
Symbols or actions, but of my own heart.
H¿rve I been spea-king, and my youthf ul mind '
oHeavenslhowawfulisthemightofsouls,
Andwhattheyd.owithinthemse]veswhileyet
The J/oke of earth is new' to them ' the world
.Nothirigbutawildfieldwheretheyweresown'
This is, in truth, heroic a":gument
c176-81 )

As Havens ohseryes, The Prelude reveals hOW "a Creative
artist in surveying his past without any thesis to prove

finds what is significant in it has been made so by the
il 5{,
In the Conclu-'
transforming power of the imagination,
sion of the poem, Wordsworth teI]s us that The Prelude
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has been a "meditative history,"

in which "the discipline/
And consummation of a Poetrs mind" have been faithfully
pictured. He asserts to his friend Colerid.ge, to whom
the poem is dedicated, tinat "the history of a Poet's mÍnd/
Is labour not unworthy of regard.rr It is significant because it can teach many important and urgent lessons to
those who without some guide will I'fall back to old idolatry,r'and "return to servitude as fast/ As the tide ebbs."
Poetry is instructive, and poets like his friend and himself are teachers and "prophets of Nature, " preaching
rvhat they have gleaned from the rich field of personal
experience:

Prophets of Nature, w€ to them will speak
A lasting inspirati-on, sanctif ied
By reason, blest'by faith: what Iile have loved,
Others will love and we will teach them how;
Instruct them how the mind of man becomes
A thousand times more beautiful than the earth
On which he dweI1s, above this frame of things

(Which, 'mid all revolution in the hopes
remain unchanged)
In beauty exalted, âs it is itself
Of quality and fabric more divine
And fears of men, doth stiIl

' (xrv.

444-54)

The mind of man does not assume this surpassing

it depends on the fecund intercourse with
external nature. For gazing on external nature is.what

beauty by itself;
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reaIly awakens the dormant imagination. To others this
theme may be unfamiliar, or in the poet's words, "1ittIe
heard of' among menrr; yet to Wordsworth, it is a mighty
theme, whose implications are vast, even unlimited.

Com-

prehending this, IVordsworth makes it the "high argumenttr

of both The Prelude and The Excursion.
The Prelude and The Excursion are closely related
poems: they both deriie from the poet's experience with
the disillusioning French Revol-ution. Whereas The Prelude deals in part with the effects of the French Revolution on young Wordsworth, The Excursion "is the most

of the psychological
problems posed for an Englishman by the failure of the
French Revolution."ST This is how Word.sworth describes
their mutual affinity:
complete and honest

statement

Several years àEo, when the Author retired to
his native mountains, with the hope of being
enabled to construct a literary Work that might
l1ve, it was à reasonable thing that he should
take a revj-ew of his own mind, and examine how
far Nature and. Education had qualified him for
such employment. As subsidiary to this prepa"ration, h€ undertook to record, in verse, the
origin and progress of his own powers, âs far
as he was acquainted with them. That Work,
addressed to à dear Friend, most distinguished
for his knowledge and genius, and to whom the
Author's Intellect is deeply indebted, has been
long finished; and the result of the investigation which gave rise to it was a determination
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to compose a philosophical poem, containing
views of Man, Nature, and Society; and to be
entitled, îhe Recluse; as having for its principal subject the sensations and opinions of à
poet living Ín retirement.--The prepaxat'9ry, ,poem
is biogra"phical, and conducts the history of the
Author's mind to the polnt when he was emboldened to hope that his facultj.es were sufficiently
matured for entering upon the arduous labour
which he had proposed to hÍmsel-f ; and the two
Works have the same kind of relation to each
other, if he may so express himself :. ?s tlt"
bB
ante*chapel has to the body of à gothic church."
The Excursion and The Prelude are poems of hope and

optimism after the headiness of the French Revolution had
sed.uced the Reason and impaired the I'magination of the
young Wordsworth. To him, as to Coleridge, Blake and

Southey, the French Revolution was surely the most impor-

tant contempoTary historical event, for its significance
went beyond. the merely political, temporal, and social.
So eagerly did they await the auspicious moment tha,t
their most cherisheC hopes and beliefs 'ffere brought into
pIay. This revolution of justice was thought of in terms
of Christian eschatology. These poets perceived the
French Revolution aS ushering Ín a new, long-awaited age

of equality and joy for all mankind; it was the harbinger
qf the biblical mil-1ennium. For \fordsworth, the Young
radÍca1 and revolutionist sympathizer , it was & glorious
time: "But Europe ut that time was thrilled wittr ioy,/
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France standing on the top of golden hours, / And human
nature seeming born again" (Prelude-, Vï. 339-41). In
more often-quoted words, hê describes his emotional eu-

phoria:

"B1iss rvas it in that dawn to be a1-íve,f But
to be young was very Heaven" (Prelude, IX. 108-Og).

For the zeal-ous SolitàTy, young Wordsworth in disguise,
it was also a time of intoxication: ttI sang Saturnj-an
rule/ Returned,--â progeny of golden years/ Permitted
to descend, and bless manki-nd" (III. 756-58).
Be1ief in the millennial nature of the French Revolution was too strong to be completely destroyed after
the most exalted hopes of the Romantic poets were dashed
to the ground. by the Reign of Terror and the Napoleonic
Wars. They forgot their bitter chagrin and transferred
thelr incorruptible millennial belief to the mind of man.
They looked to the individual imagination as being capable of performing what the French Revolutj-on was supposed
to have done. A cosmogonic role was given to the Romantic imagination. For B1ake, poetry was a new way of
perceiving the world, and his work, he te11s us, is "arì.
Endeavour to Restore what the Ancients called the Golden
qo
Age.""." This desire on the part of writers to deliver
a golden world, to restore Eden, became the foundaiion
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and raison d'etre of much Romantic poetry.

And to ex-

press this earth-creating function, they borrowed frorn

the biblical Revelation the metaphor of marriage. Coleridge, in describlng the inner power of Joy, the source
of poetic inspiration, uses this evocative trope:
wedding Nature to us, gives in dower/ A new
" .
Earth and a new Heaven."60

nature and the mind of
man work together in conjugal harmony the result is the
creation of a new world. For Wordsworth, too, poetry is
a true marriage of the mind and nature: "f, long before
this blÍssful hour arrives, / \{ould chant, in lonely peace,
the spousal verse/ Of this great consummation." r'The ReWhen

cluse'r is to be an epithalamium, a wedding song to the
marriage of the mind of man and the external world. The
marri-age metaphor indicates'what he hopes to accomplish

in his

magnum opus:

Paradise and groves
Elysian, Fortunate Fields--líke those of oId
Sought in the Atlantic Maj-n--why should they
A history only of departed things,
Or a mere fiction of what never was?
For the discerning intellect of' Man,
When wedded to this goodly universe
In love and holy passion, shall find these
A simple produce of the common day.
(Prospectus, 47-55)

be
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the imagination and external nature are blissfully united, their generative reciprocity creates the
When

fabulous and the mythofogical. I{hen man loses this essential communion with nature, the fabulous places become a
tthistory only of departed things,/ Or a mere fiction of

there is that vital interplay between mind and nature, such legendary things become a
"simple produce of the common day."
Wordsworth, it seems, is not talking about symbolism
or emblemism here. He is discussing something far more
encompassing and more essential, namely, a wày of looking
at the world. Symbolism may, willy-niIly,
bê part of the

what never was. "

When

technique, but what is lmportant is how the imaglnation
create's out of the objects of external nature a hlgher

order of experience. With "The Recluse" forever unfinished, much remaj-ns conjectural, and it is not really
profitable to second-guess what poetic technique Wordsworth would have used therein to fulfil the promise of
Home at Grasmere. What worked wel-l- earlier in The Prelude, also works well in The Excursion
One instance of the blending of the imagination and
the external world is a vision the Solitary has of a" new
and glorious world (II. 827-8A). The content of the
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vision, it seems, is not as important as its cause. The
Solitary has once more, though only for the nonce, entered
the fold of' social fellowship as h€, along with others,
selflessly seeks a lost man. The waif is found by a "heap
of ruin, t' a place formally used. for ancient peasant worship. The resulting joy at finding the lost man, coupled
with.the thoughts the ruined ancient chapel arouses 1n
the Solitary's imagination, makes this vision possible.
fn other words, and put simply, the SolitàTy' s mind is
momentarily united with nature and so produces a vision
of a new world of "G1ory beyond all glory ever seen/ By
waking sense or by the dreaming soul!" (831-32). But
this is merely an ephemeral incident, for the Soli taty ,
unlike the lVanderer, does not live in "exalted habits of
lmagination. "61
The climactic instance of the marriage of mind and

external nature occurs toward the end of the poem. As
the pilgrims are gathered on an "elevated spot,'r admiring
quietly the "general aspect of the scene" (ÏX. 583), they
notice the sinking sun. Rays of vermilion light shoot
upwards to the crown of the firmament, and the multitude
of littIe floating clouds become "Vivid as fire" (IX. 600)
There is a "blended holiness of earth and sky" (Home at
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. Grasmere, I. 1-44), a ilunity sublime" between the minds
of the awe-struck pi.lgrims and external nature, compelling
the Pastor to rhapsodize:
"--How bright
The appearance of things! From such, how changed
The existing worship; and with those compared,
The
worshippers how innocent and blest !
,
So wide the difference, a willing mind
Might almost think, àt this affecting hour,
That paradise, the lost abode of man,
Was raised again: and to a happy few,
In its original beauty, here restored."

(rx.

7L1-Le)

Here, to alter slightly Blalie's words, Eden is restored. The poetic promise oÏ The Prospectus is fulfil1ed,
confirmed and exemplified, âs the imagination, made whole

by its blissful marriage with external nature, recreates
partially the golden age.
Such a marriage produces a new kind of poetry. As
the French Revolution was supposed to bring a novel perspective to socÍa1 and political man, so Wordsworth's
I'spousal verse" seeks to "arouse the sensual from their
sleep/ Of Death, and win the vacant and. the vaínl To
noble raptures" (Prospectus , 60-62) . According to Vogler,
the modern epic endeavours to see the world in a n"* *uy,62
and we can see such an attempt in The Prelude and The Excursion. There Wordsworth forges.a new poetics, a new way
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of perceiving, assessing, and interpreting the worl-d.
Like The Prelude, The Excursicn evinces a pattern
of human behaviour that can be called hêrolc. Slmply
püt, heroic behaviour is conduct that is admirable and êx-.
entrrlary-,. It dif f ers f rom age to age; furthermore, the
heroic standard of the preceding age is usually obsol-ete in the succeeding. It can, however, b€ revived to
show its inadequacy or obsolescence Ín the succeeding

age as i's the case in the Aeneid and Paradise Lost.

A

chronological- study of epics reveals the various kind.s
of heroism they exemplify. To show how herôism has
changed from age to àEë, a digressive look at À{cNamee's

study of the shifting concept of "magnanimity" in epic
poetry and in philosophy is warranted.63 McNamee states
that the heroic quality embodied by such epic heroes as
Achil1es, Aeneas, Beowulf, Arthur, and Christ, is "honor."
This heroic qua.lity he defines from the writings of Aristotle, St. Paul, St. Augustine, and Thomas Aquinas. Achilles is proud. and. noble; Aeneas is dutiful and. good;
Arthur is magnificent; and. Christ is the perfect embodiment of the magnanimous man.
Because in its portrayal of Aeneas it established
once for all the manner in which epic heroism should pro-
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ceed, the Aeneid holds a unique place in the history of
epic. Whereas Achill-es is the bravest, proudest, and

warrior in the lliad, h€ is not the most
admirable. To the modern reader it is Hector who seems
to be honourable and tragic rather than the sulking adolescent Achilles. With Aeneas, the prototype of the mod.-

most skillful

appears. Epic theme and matter as critics
dj-scuss them are really Vergil's invention. The national1stic, patriotic facet, absent from Homer, first emerges
in the Aeneid and becomes a" staple criterion of epic.
But the real difference between Homer and Vergil is in
the concept of the epic hero. C. S. Lewis, one of Vergil's
ern hero first

most sympathetic critics,

writes:

Vicit iter durum pietas; with this conception
Vergîf-h as ããffi a new aimension to poetry. I
have read that his Aeneas, so guided by dreams
and omens, iS hardly the shadow of a man beside
Homer's Achilles. But a man, àfl a"dult, is precisely what he is: Achilles had been littIe more
than a passionate boy. You may; of course, Prefer the poetry of spontaneous passion to the poetry of passion at war with vocation and finally
reconciled. Every man to his taste. But we must
not blame the second for not being the first '
With Vergil European poetry grows up. For there
are moods in which all that had gone before seems,
as it were, boys' poetry, depending both for its
charm and for its limitations on a- certain naivety,
seen alike in its heady ecstasies and in its heady
despairs, which we certainly cannot, perhaps should
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not, recover. Mens immota manet, 'the mind
remains unshaken rltn-i-le-ffi Çãîn-tears f all. '
This is the Vergilian note. But in Homer there
was nothing to be unshaken about. You were unhappy, or you were happy, and that was a"11.
Aeneas lives in a different world; he is compe11ed to qee something more important than

ñaPPiness.64
Many

critics

have noticed how 1ittle

actual flghting

there is in the Aeneid, and how derivatlve Vergllrs descriptions of battle are. Bowra writes, "hê [Vergil] has
litt1e of Homer's understanding of the fury and frenzy
of war. So far from feeling that war \ryas exciting he
felt it was odious and horrible
and over his
battles there hangs a sense of effort, âs if tfre poet's
heart were not in them."65 Vergil, like so many of his
contemporaries, had. lived through interminabl-e years of
bloody civil war, abhorred bloodshed, and yearned for
peace. In At'neasr recounting of the faIl of Troy in
Book II, Vergil questions the validity of the Homeric
code of heroism. His final censure of that obsolete

heroism comes when he describes Turnus, Aeneas' antago-

nist, âs a" second Achil-Ies (alius Latio iam partus
Achilles,/ natus et ipsa dear.rVI. 89-90). With Turnus'
defeat, the o1d Achillean heroism is finally laid to
rest with its Vergilian exemplar.
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VergÍl gave a new sort of heroism to Aeneas; a heroism which enshrines the value of being vir bonus, the good
man, of being pius, dutiful to the gods, of being undeter'
red. in one's quest. Outward show of mili tary prowess on
the battlefield is replaced foq the most part by spiritual
courage, fortitude, and faith in oners divine mission.
Heroism ceases to be merely physical; it 1s stoic control
implacability. The sole1y militaristic
Ach1l1es is supplanted by the devout and good Aeneas.
This change is a gigantic stride for epic and is too often
overlooked. Once more Lewis' words are relevant:
and spiritual

In making his one legend symbolical of the
destiny of Rome, h€ has, wi11y-niIIy, symbolízed
the destiny of Man. His poem is great in the
sense in which no poem of the same type as the
Iliad càn ever be great. The real question is
ffiether any epic development beyond Vergil is
possible. But one thing is certain. If we are
to return to the merely heroic, àflY Iay, however
good, that tells merely of brave men fighting to
save their lives or to get home to avenge their
kinsmen, will now be an anachronism. You cannot
be young twice. The explicitly religious subject
for any future epic has been dictated by Vergil;
it is the only further development left. (p. 39)
One future epic that recognized. Vergil's pu""aáig* and
_
further developed Aeneas' heroism, is The Divine Comedy.
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divests his hero of military skill and endows him with spiritual d.esire and f aith. with God as
his supreme guide, and Vergil as his earthly mentor, Dante,
the pilgrim, embarks on his inner journey. There aTe two

Dante totally

one
1eve1s of interpretation of thq poem's topography:
1evel it is a spiritual odyssey, 'and on another l-eve] it

is a.journey over places no one has discovered, but which
every one believed had a literal existence. We normaIly,
however, think of The Divine Comedy as a highly imaginative
and original d.escription of the journey within, âtr excursion over psychical landscape. of course, spenser populates his epic with monsters, chivalrous knights, swooning
ladies, but there, is something deliberately anachronlstic
about The Faerie Queene. Despite the presence of so mueh
physical heroic paraphernalia, $penser's aim is admirable
conduct--"to fashion a gentleman or noble person in veÊ'Though external chivalrous
tuous and gentle discipline."
conduct is an important asset to "vertgous and gentle"
behaviour, the poem's emphasis is, like Dante's and Vergil's, on the spiritual qualities of the hero. But it is
Dante who mad.e the Romantic epic possibÌe. His hero is

really himself, and the antagonists àTe, like Bunyan's,
The heroic actj-on is irretrievably
of the mind and spirit.
moved from the battlefields of the windy plains of Troy
and put on the broken landscape of the human psyche.
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The heroism of The Excursion is not really different

from that of The Divine Comedy and Pil-grim's Progress,
governed as all three are by an absolute belief in the
goodness of God and in the value of social fellowship.

are presented in The Excursion with a disillusioned
man who does not understand why life has been so bitterly
unfair to him. He seems to love nelther ma.n nor nature.
But though his misanthropy has taken r'oot, it cannot kill
the baslc desire for positive change in the t'sick" SoliIIre

tary.

He does not ioin the Wanderer and the Poet out of

mere curiosity,

Behind. his reluctance to accept their

is too long a denial of social fellowship.
His reluctance is realistic, for he has suffered his
worst setbacks because of social relationships and expectations. Wordsworth chose to show the baneful effects
of morbid seclusion, of loss of faith in God, nature, and
man; but he also chose to show the intrinsic value in reinvitation

covering one's faith in God and in the necessity of reentering the fold of social fellowship.
The correction of despondency, according to ll¡ilkie,
ha"s negative overtones, and thus cannot be the basis of
+L^..-l^
-^^-^*L^-t- ---a r remember
heroes, epic
that L^-^^õ
though +L^+narrarLve.66 We should
and other, Achi1les, Aeneas, Sir Guyon, Christian, and
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Adam, à71 knew the painful struggle to overcome despair.

For these, recovery from despair is only one stage in
their journeys, rather than the subject of entire poems.
If, however, w€ view The Excursion as part of a longer
work--and Wôrdsworth at the end of his poem, makes it
explicit that this is what it is--then the correction of
despondency 1s a preliminary stage in the Solitary's
attainment of the heroism exemplified by the Wanderer.
The correction of despair, as in Pilgrim's Progress, is

a positive action, for by correcting his spleen, the
Solitary no doubt is attempting to regain his former
attitude of trust in social man and i-n God. Behind an
adopted misanthropy lies a more meaningful life, clues
to which are given in the Solitaryrs comforting of the
little child and in his affection for the aged pension"r.67
Like so many epi-c journeys, the Solitary's is one of selfdiscovery, of attempting to understand his mission and
purpose in life.
HÍs journey is one of rebirth, and the
number of books of The Excursion suggests a gestational
period. Iiis is an aiiempt to see the calamities and
pleasureq o'f lif e as part of God's inscrutable plan. The
dÍrection of the Solitary's spiritual excursion is towards
a more positive, productive way of life.
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The heroism of The Excursion is also akin to tha"t

of The Prelude--an inviolate belief in the power of the
imagination and a belief that in one's personal experiences are to be found lessons for others. There is, however, one sígnificant difference: in The Prelude the
power

of the imagination is sufficient unto itself; in

The Excursj-on it is inadequate without the revelatj-on of

Christianity and without the institution of the Church.
The correcting of despondency is really the restoration
of an impaired j-magination. Because of chagrin, the Solitary has denied his i-magination its normal healthy growth.
His vitiated imaginative response to nature is illustrated
in the 'Cabinet for Sages' episode (Book IfI, 73-158). To
the Wanderer this "hidden nook" is a "semblance strange of
power intel-1igent" (I. 83), and he confesses, "shadowy in'
timations haltnt me here" (1. 88). To his healthy imagination, it is a nook that is fitted for the contempla"tion
of truth awa-y from the "turbulence of murmuring cities
vast" ( 1. 104) . To the rrsickrr Solit àTV , however, it is
a source of "depression, " as evident in his words to the
Wanderer:
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Forgive me, if I say
That an appearance which hath raised your minds
Trr an exalted pitch (the self-same cause
Different effect producing) is for me
Fraught rather with depress.ion than delight,
Though shame it were, could I not look around,
By the reflection of your pleasure, pleased.
(

152-58

)

In his "self-indulging spleen, " the Solitary lacks
the imaginative integration that has characterized. the
Wandererrs life, from his earliest days among the Athol
hiIls (I. 108-396), and. throughcut his entire life.
In
his "eloquent harangue" (IV. L!O7-1275), the Wanderer
asserts that the imagination must be "left free/ And
puissant to range the solemn walks / Of. time and nature"
(II. 823-25). For the individual who makes this a practice
'

lives and breathes
purposes
For noble
of mind; his heart
Beats to the heroic song of ancient days;
'His eye distinguishes, his soul creates.
( rr

.

830-33 )

The Wanderer's imaginative equipoi-se is in marked contrast

to the Solitary's broken response to 1ife. In the l{anderer's "legit j-mate union of the imaginati'on, af f ection,
understanding, and reason" (Argument, Book IV.), and ín
such episodes as the stay at the Pastor's and. the events
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following, especially the hill-top experience, we find
exemplification of the poem's heroism. Like The Prelude
The Excursion is concerned with the growth of the imagination and the reparati-on of an impaired response to man,
nature, and God.
Since Vergil, the epic has discharged a moral function.. Whereas Homer seemed interested in telling

a.

story

for 1ts o\ryn sake, Vergil made the epic didactic. The
moral lesson of the Aeneid is that dutifulness and obedience to the will of the gods are exemplary behaviour;
and that peace is preferable to war. Dantefs moral
up in the biblical warning, "the
wages of sin is death." Milton's moral lesson in Paradise Lirst is that disobedience of God's ordinance leads
to certain perdition, but also that subsequent obedience
makes the sinner open to God's mercy and to the possibilesson mlght be

summed

lity of overconiing perdition. The moral lesson of The
Excursion is worked into the very nature of the poemrs
action. We must remember that The Excursion is a poetic
exorcism of guilt and the foolish cries of youth. In the
life of the SolitàTy, the mature Wordsworth is reliving
the mental excesses of his younger days--giving in to the
Godwlnian doctrine of necessity and too strong a belief
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in the pre-eminent authority of pure reason. It is a
theodicy in which the Solitary and Wordsworth come to
terms with an understanding of death, and with the inscrutable worklngs of Providence. It is also a validatlon of the poetts integrity, showing the rashness of
younger days and the arduous task of redressing those
excesses and aberrations.

The action of the poem is pos-

itive,

To Wordsworth, as Lyon
social, and influential.
reminds us. the statement of a moral was deliberate:

His lifelong habib of thoughtful introspection
gave him a shrewd insight into the processes thzt
had been working in his mind, and he felt that a
poetlcal description of the complication, climax,
and resolution which had been the dramatjc.':sfo-ry
of his own mj-nd in the past two decades would be
of great value to others who were facing the same
problems. He had achieved à sort of meditative
calm which he realized was in some sense the goal
He felt that
toward which all men were striving.
his success would be more complete if he could
pass in review all the many steps by which he had
ascended to the position in which he then found
himself. And equally important, he felt that he
might make the same ascent easier for others.
(p. 65)
The action of correcting d.espondency,. the righting of

stance, is rea11y part of a larger
and more comprehensive theme in The EÈcursion, nameÌy, the
justification of traditional values and beliefs, though on
an' aberrant intellectual
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a new found.ation. In this Sense the poem is reactionary.
Taking Colerid.ge's advice and recommendation seriously,
but in part, Wordsworth inveighs against the pre-eminent
authority of pure reason, against the scientific trends
of the âg€, and against a mechanistic vierv of nature.
For Coleridge wanted. his friend to "write a poem in blank
verse, addressed to those, who, iri consequence of the complete failure of the French Revolution, have thrown up all
hopes of the amelioration of mankind, and are sinking into
an almost epicurean selfj-shness, disguising the same under
the soft titles of domestic attachment and contempt for
visionary philosophes. "68 He also advised Wordsworth to
for the philosophy
substitute "Iife and intelligence
of meihanism, which, irl everything that is most worthy of
human i-ntellect, strikes Death, and cheats itself by mistaking clear images for d.istinct conceptions where j-ntultions alone ale possible or ade.quate to the majesty of
AA
Truth. n'ot He was also to replace the prevalent empiricrsm
with a vital ChristianitY.
It is quite evident that Wordsworth heeded Coleridge's
ad.vÍce in The Excursion. The raison d'etre of the poem's
action--the curing of the epicurean Solitary--was erCoüraged, if not first suggested, by coleridge. Also Words-
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worth made The Excursion his most overtlv ChristÍan poem:
the three main charapters are all priests--the Pastor is
an ordained minister of the Church of England, the

lVan-

derer who grew up with the teachings of the Church of
England is a sort of 1ay preacher, and the Solitary is a
quondam chaplain. The Excursion advocates and justifies
traditional Chrj-stian values while condemnj-ng un-Christian
ones. The main action, the curing of an apostate recl-use
and brj-nging him back into the fold of Christian fellowship,
is one of the great paradigmatic Christian actions. Epicureanism and. despair are -nei-b-hçr. ad-mirable nor -exemp+4ry"
They may be justified temporarily, but within the context

of The Excursion are not tenable ethical positj-ons.
The ethical, philosophical position towards which
the Solitary is slow1y moving is espoused by the Wanderer.
This reverencl man in his daily life endorses such traditional values es independence of spirit, humility, a. life
in harmony with nature and social man, a belief in King
and country and j-n the inherent rightness of liturgical

rituals. and an invincible faith in the benevolence of
God. Because the Wanderer represents the terminus ad
quem and the Solitary the terminus a quo in the poem, the
reader's attention is focused on the Solitary who, unlike

)
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the Wanderer, has not attained an unquestioning medÍtative serenity. The poet's focus is on the agon of the
"sick" SolitàTy, on his struggle out of the Slough of
Despond. In the Wanderer's life and in the Sotitary's
struggle, w€ find the poemts simplest and most telling
justification of traditional values.
These traditioruol values are part of the encyclopedism of The Excursion. For, âs traditional

epics do,
it expl?esses the views held by a certain portion of the
populatJ-on of \fordsworth's day. Even a summary ]-ook at
the chapters of Harper, Beat ty ,7o Moorman, and. Lyon,
reveals the extent to which the poem embodies the attitudes of Romantic man towards the preceding àgê, to-

wards his own âge, and towards the French Revolution.
The central action of The Excursion is a reflection of
how deeply and pervasively thinking men were affected

by the stormy Revolution--what they thought about ít,
what they did during its course, and how they coped.
with its bitter af terma"th. According to Harper, "Th1
Excursi-on is intended to demonstrate the failure of Revolutionary hopes and the resulting prostration of those
who held them. Let us admit our failure, the poet seems
to sâv, and retrieve our error by building on a broader
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pas]-s. ,,7L
"

In its abjuration of enlightenment mechanistic philosophy and rationalism, its celebration of the marriage
between the mind and the external world, its extolment of
the cardinal Christian virtues of Faith, Hope, and Charj-ty,
its d.ramatic advocacy of universal education, and its impassioned plea for more humane treatment within the "tempIe"
of Í.ndustry, The Excursion is a comprehensive register of
the pre-occupations of thinking men in the early nineteenthcentury. In its treatment of these salient concerns, it
delineates the intellectual temper of the times and gives
us a feeling of what it was like to be alive in Wordsworth's
day. The Excursion is, in effect, a Summation of the values
men clung to and the Values they rejected. As Graham Hough
states,

rå"ålr5ffi
ethos

r,

in.
i" =ifil
"i;T'*Til'
càn read The Excursion with
W'ordsworthian
who
edification and temperate p1effie
wishes to understand the nineteenth century
It is one of the great reassermust read it.
tlons of traditional val-ues agai-nst the unhistorical rationalist optimism of the enlightenpi, i

menr,

.72

The "inner form" of The Exculsion, then, is arguably
and demonstrably epic. In his Romantic epic, Wordsworth

'
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attempts to See the world from a new perspective, a function of the exquisite interplay between the mind of man
and the external world. This fecund rebiprocity underlies
'a new heroism--a pattern of human behaviour that is signifiiant--and. exem'p,Lar]¡;. This heroism forms part of the large

moral lesson of The Excursj-on, and is an aspect of the
encycloped.ic register of the dominant ideas and strong
passions of the Romantic Age.

In spite of his ample comments on the poem, it is
difficult to say with certainty whether Wordsworth consid.ered The Excursion an epic. We d.o know, however, that
he considered the writing of an epic an important part of

that The Excurand written with great labour ,"73

'rthe task of [his] 1ife."

He claimed also

sion was "serious
and hoped that it possessed "the spirit of truth, Ia"nd]
'The Vision and Faculty divine ."'74 The presence of so
many epic conventions of "inner form" and "outer form"
in the poem seems to be the result of deliberatj-on rather
than the poet's unconscj-ous drawing on his intimate familiarity with the classical epics, the romantic epics
of the Renaissance, and the epics of Dante and Milton.
In fulf illing all- lVordsworthrs quite orthodox require-
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ments of epic, The Excursion i-s squarely and indubitably

within the epic tradition.
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CHAPTER

While critics

THREE: THE LITURGICAL

PATTERN

have agreed that The Excursion is

overtly Christian, and though Lyon has thoroughly Ínvestigated the Chr'istian content of the poem,1 no one
has noticed the liturgical pattern. By liturgical
pattern I mean a structure comprisÍng elements from the
rites,

formulas,\ and ceremonies of the Church of England.

Such phrases as ttconfession," ttsinnerrt' and. "vesper-ser-

vice" indicate a liturgical context in The Excursion.
fn his poetry, âs Crabb Robinson reminds us, Wordsworth,
an intensely religious poet, adopts the vocabulary of
the Christian religion to express an essent'ially sacramental' relationship with Nature.2 "Communion.,'l "gracg, "
ttprayerr" t'holy,'l "sacrj-f ice," and other related terms
occur very frequently in his poetry, and most often in
The Excursion.3 H"". the use of many of these phrases

the literal and the figurative, or more
appropriatety, between the secular and the theological.
"Grace," for instance, and its derivatives, "graced,t'
"graceful(ly)," and "gracious,r' which occur forty times
in The Excursion. more often than not have their secular
meaning. However, the constant repetition of these amhovers'between
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bivalent terms creates a large theological fra¡ne of
reference within which the liturgie.al pattern operates.
They suggest the specifically

Christian nature of the

poem.

Though all the components of an Anglican Communion

service are not present, and though the sequence is not
very taut, there is a serj.es of liturgical utterances,
gestures, and acts so arranged as to give the reader
the feeling that he has experienced such a service in its
essential structure" In Book III of The Excursion. the
apostate Solitary says his 'rconfession" (A73); forty-six
lines from the end of the poem, the reverend Pastor conclud.es his "vesper-servicel' with a prayeï of bened.iction.
Along wÍth these f ra"ruing elements, there are a prayer of
invocation, prayers of thanksgivlng, Comfortable Words,
a homily, a Eucharist, âD agape oï'love feast, and. arL
identifiable recessional hymn. Together these components
form a discernible liturgical pattern in The Excursion.
Confession, all Christian Churches agïee, is a
necessary condition of spiritual renewal. With what is
arguably a" confession, the liturgical pattern in The
Excursion commences. Though there is no explicit

state-
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of the Solitaryts desire to change his peccant ways
until somewhat later (IV. 1095-1100), there are clues by
which we are meant to interpret the I'sick" recluse's recounting of his life-story. Halfway through the Solitaryts recalling of his past, Wordsworth has his Poet
descrj-be the spot where the hero reviews his life in very

ment

suggestive words:

Desirous to divert
Or stern the current of the speaker's thoughts,
We signified a wish to leave that place
Of stillness and close privacy, a nook
That seemed for self-examination made;
Or, for confession, in the sinnerrs need,
Hidden from all men's view. (III. 468-74)

Thls is one of the six j-nstances of the phrase "conf ession" j.n Wordsworth's poetry. Along with another in
"The Horn of Egremont's Castle" (1. gg), this instance
significance. Such
phrases as "se1f -examination, " t'conf ession, t' "sinner's
need.," and. "Hid.den from all men's vièw," used in associ-atlon with the sti1I, private nook., metonymically a"dumbrate the Solitary's spiritual condition. But they also
reca1I the Kyrie Eleison of the Litany, "O God the Father,
has theological and liturgical

of heaven: have mercy upon us miserable sinners. "4 The
SolitârV, the "sinner" referred to in this context, is in
neêd of God's mercy and gra"ce. He is a "sick Man" (II.

L62

61,2), who has lost his confÍdence in sociaL man and his

belief in a benevolent God. Consequently, h€ "wastes
the sad remainder of his houts, / Steeped in a self-indulging spleen, that wants not/ fts own voluptuousness"
(

rr.

310-12)

.

The Solitaryts "seLf-examination" ends with words

that betray

a"

despòndent heart:

Such a stream
Is human Life; and so the Spirit fares
In the best quiet to her course allowed;
And such is mine,--save only for a hope
That my particular current soon will reach
rhe unrathomabre gulr, wher¡rili

å;.:åiit

These lines, taken together witn' the import of "senseless

grave" (III . 224), indicate that the Solitary has lost
his Christian faith,, Hê no longer believes in the immortality of the human soul, one of the central. tenets of
It is appropriate that the liturgical
Christianity.
pattern should begin here , àt the nadir of the Solitary's
spiritual pilgrimage.
As the Solitary coneludes his "mournful narrative,t'
the Poet describes the apostaters emotional experience:
Here closed the Tenant of that lone1y vale
His mournful narrative--commenced in pain,
In pain commenced, and ended without peace.

(rv.

1-3)
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The Solitary's

experience in this natural confessional is

a cri de coeur from someone who is "inwardly opprest/
With malady" (Ii. 305-06). The Poet describes this experience as "yielding surely some relief to his [mind] I'
(IV. 6). The word "surely" seems to hint at the efficacy
of the Solitary's painful utterance. Its effect on the
individual is comparable to that of the liturgical confession. It is a purgatorial disburdening of a mind
weighed down by despondency.

In response to the Solitary, the reverend lVanderer
asserts that
t'One adequate support

For the calamities of mortal life
Exists--one only; an assured belief
That the procession of our fate, howe'er
Sad or disturbdd, is ordered by a Being
Of infinite benevolence and Power;
Whose everlasti-ng purposes embrace
All accidents, converting them to good.
--The darts of anguish fix not where the seat
Of suffering hath been thoroughly fortified
By acquiesence in the Will supreme
For time and for eternity; bY faith,
Faith absolute in God, including hope,
And the defence that Iiés in boundless love
Of his perfections; with habitual dreaci
Of aught unworthily conceived, endured
Impatiently, il-l--done , or left undone,
To the d.ishonour of his holy narne.
Soul of our souls, and safeguard of the world!
Sustain, thou only canst, the sick of n'eart1,
Restore their languid spirits, and recall
Their lost affections unto thee and thinei"

(rv.

10-31)

-

L64

Though there are differences between them, this opening

remark thematically and tonally resembles the Lord's
The remarkable
Prayer, âtr intefral part of the liturgy.

simplicity of the ,,adoration" of the Lord's PrayerS is
rendered much ]ess directly by lines IO'27. That God is
a benevolent Father whose naÌne is to be reverenced is
the force of both "adorations. " The central petition of
the Lord's Prayer for the coming of his kingdom is'
poetized in lines l6-2L. Hereras-in the LOrdts Prayer,
the tt$ill'r governing both the temporal and eternal kingdoms is the overrid.ing concern. The petition of "Give
us this day, our daily bread" is rendered simply by
'"
"Sustain, thou only canst, the sick of heart
Here the plea for åpiritual sustenance takes preced'ence
over Christ's petition for "daily bread." The final
petition for d.elivering us from evil becomes "Restore
their languid spirits, and recalLf Thelr lost affections
unto thee and thine!" Though the Wanderer'S utterance
omits the petition for forgiveness of sins, 1t does take
sinfuiness into account in lines 24-27 '
unlike the Lord's Prayer, the most comprehensive
of^6prayers, " the wanderer's asser:tion has a very personal appl-ication. A major difference between the'Lord's

1Á<

Prever and the Vtlanderer's l-ines is that one is a prayer
from man to God and the other from a pious man to a sinner,

a kind of argument , whÍch ín the l-ast four l-ines, âsstìÍ]es
the form of a prayer, But both prayers assert an absolute
belief in God 's goodness and in his "holy name, 't in his
ability to bring al-l mortal chances to divine frui-tion,
in sustaining man, whether physically or spiritually, âIId
in the final promise of ultimate union between man and God
(ff. lo-j1) " The first twenty-two lines of the Wanderer's
"e jaculatj-on" (Argument, Bk. IV) a¡g-a poetic reworking of
Christianity's most important prayer.
Having asserted his absolute belief in God's benevolence
and divine planr and having prayed for his "Sick" friend,
the Vtianderer utters a prayer of praise and suppl-ication:

beautiful this dome of sky;
And the vast hills¡ in the fluctuation fixed
At thy command, how awfuMhall- the Soul'
Human and rational, report of thee
Even less than thesel--Be mute who wiIl, who can,
My lips, that may forget thee in the crowd,
Cannot forget thee here ; where thou hast buil-t,
For thy own glory, in the wildernessl
Me didst thou constitute a pri-est of thine,
In such a temple as we now behol-d
Reared for thy presence; therefore am f bound
To worship, here, and everywhere--as one
Not doomed to ignorance, though forced to tread,
From chitdhood up, the ways of poverty;
"How
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From unreflecting ignorance preserved,
And from debasement rescued.--By thy grace
The particle divine remained unquenched;
And 'mid the wild weeds of a rugged soil,
Thy bounty caused to flourish deathless flowers,
From paradise tran.splanted: wintry age
Impends; the frost will gather round my heart;

If the flowers wither, I am worse than dead!
--Come, labour, when the worn-out frame requires
Perpetual sabbath; come disease and want;
And sad exclusion through decay of sense;
But leave my, unabated trust in thee-And let thy favour, to the end of life ,
fnspire me with the abllity to seek
Repose and hope arnong eternal things-Father of heaven and earth! and I am rich,
And will possess my portion in content I "

(rv.

34-65)

This is a continuation of the Wanderer's avowal of his
"unabated trust" in and love for God and his handiwork.
It is in effect an amalgam of such sentiments as "The
heavens declare the glory of God: and the firmament
handiwork" (Psalm XIX) and
sheweth
Unto Thee, O God, do we give thanks: Yea
unto Thee do we give thanks.
Thy name also is so nigh: and that do
Thy wondrous works declare. (Psalm LXXV)

In the Wanderer's prayer there are also echoes of such
Comfortable lVords as 'tlt J-s very meet, right, and our
bounden duty, that we should at al-1 times, and in all
places give thanks unto Thee, O Lord, Holy Father,.Almighty, Everlasting God" (Common Prayer, p. 413).
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Like these words taken from the Llturgy, the wanderer's
prayer expresses the incalculable richness of being godly
and the imperious incumbency to worship God everywhere
the Christian soul experiences Him.
The V/anderer then begins his Comfortable Words,
which according to The Book of common Prayer, are said
to "prepare them Icommunicants] for discerning His
[Christ's] body in the Sacrament" (p. 413). The Wanderer's
subjects are chosen to help the Solitary recover from his
spiritual
and.

torpor.

Possessions may vanish, opinions change,

passions may fluctuate, but to man "Duty exists" aS

a

never-failing beacon. Whereas the Solitary splenetically
assertS that "Mutabílity is Naturers bane, " the Wanderer
steadfastly avers that Duty is "subject nelther to eclipse
nor wane" (IV. 72). This pithy remark is meant to remind
the d.elinquent Solitary that he has been remiss in his
duty towards social man and God. The Wanderer continues
by describing his own practice. Though there have been
changes in his 1ife, h€ has never forsaken his worship of
a. lov|ng God.. This of course is in marked contrast to
the Solitary's progress from pulpit to apostasy. The
vicissitudes of life are not enough to deter the Wanderer
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from what he considers the task of his life,

"communion

undisturbeil" with the universe and God. He asserts that
it is easy to despond and blame heaven for mankind's misfortunes. Addressing the apostate Solitary, he states
his fundamental belief

:

I cannot doubt that they whom You deplore
Are glorified; or if they sleeP, shall wake
From sleep, and dwell with God in endless love.
(.IV. 188-90

)

Faith is the cornerstone of life, and without it life
is vanity. He asseverates the authority of the conscience in words that echo Milton:
.

But, above all, the victory is most sure
For him, who, seeking faÍth by virtue, strives
To yield entire submission to the law
Of conscience--conscience reverenced and obeyed,
As God's most intimate presence in the soul
And his most perfect image in the world.

(rv.

222-27)

The Wanderer then asserts his belief in the immortality

of the human soul, and exhorts the Solitary to live by
the rules of his conscience, for living thus, according
to the Wanderer, is tantamount to living virtuously. To
him who does so, there waits "a steadfast seat
among the happy fewl lt¡ho dwell on earth, yet breathe empyreal aj.r" CIV. 229-30)

.
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The Solitary's

despondency is fierce, but the lVan-

derer's "strong discourse" capable of 't1iftIing] tfre soul/
Toward regions more tranquil" (IV. 252-53) has begun to
take effect.

'The SolitàTy, we are to1d.,

less upraised in spirit.than abashed
Shrinking from admonition, like a man
Who feels that to exhort is to reproach.

Was

(rv.253-55)

The psychology is genuine here; for sudden external change

would not be credible.

The abashment is a step forward

on the tortuous road to -r:ecovery of f aith in God and con-

fidence in social

man

The Wanderer, in the second half of his admoni-tory

"loss of conf idence in
social man" (,IV. 26L). The reverend Pedlar's ad.vice is
one of moderation, to avoid the intoxication of "the unexpected transports of our age" and its polar opposite
addres.s, focuses on the Solitary's

"fixed despair." He then asserts the "strict love of
fellowship" that exists throughout Nature, from the warm,
contented mole to lna "great sun, earth's universal lord."
As the minister is wont to do, the Wandereï moves from à
general statement on the pervasive benignity in Nature to
a very personal address. He gently reproves the Solitary:

t70

'

There is a luxury in self-dispraise;
And inward self-disparagement affords
Tc meditative spleen a grateful feast.

(rv.475-77)
)

Like the minister who invites the congregation to
join in the worship of God, thls "priest'] of Nature invites the Solitary to give up his customary spleen and.
move in 'step with Nature. Unlike the Solitar:y, the lVand.erer was never embittered against man or God, and in
solitude he kepL his mind "in a iust equipoise of 1ove"
(I. 355). In hi's altruism,,the Wanderer desires no l-ess
than he has had for the hapless Solitary who has denied
himself the influences of Nature. The Wanderer's utterance,'like the Comfortable Words , are calculpted to prepare the apostate Solltary for meaningful participation
in the Eucharist that is to folIow.
As the desired atmosphere is created in'the worship
service, so too at this point in the pilgrimage an atmosphere that is conducive to spiritual

change and growth

is evoked. The taciturn Solitary is deeply moved by the
Wanderer's words of comfort, and. "LÍfted. towards the hills/
A kind.ling eye" (IV. 505). This bodily gesture, along with
speech and singing, is an important part of the individual's
response to 11turgy. In liturgy

there is a profound en-

t7L
gagement cf the human body, iD imitation of Christ him-

self who in prayer lifted his eyes to heaven, prostrated
himself, and who used gestures to perform miracles. Secondly, in describing the Solitary's bodily gesture, Wordsworth no doubt has in mind the.words of that popular Psalm
of comfort and hope, "I will lift up mine eyes unto the
hi1Is from whence cometh my heIp" (Psalm CXXI ). The hi11s
in the Psalm and in The Excursion are associated with the
Change is slowly
immortal, the transcendent, the infinite.
dawning upon the heart of the rrsick't man; with change there
is

hope

The Wanderer is delighted with the Poet's 'taccordant

feelings" and once more resumes the strain of his utterance.
He continues his insistent exhortation, even departing from
exhortation to chide the back-sliding Solit àTY , as the minister normally does. His address becomes very particular
as he deprecates the mind that recoils.
the SolitàTy, whose mind is

His words describe

Lost in a gloom of uninspired research;
Meanwhile, the heart within the heart, the seat
lVhere peace and happy consciousness should dwel1,
On its own axis restlessly revolving,
Seeks, yet can nowhere find, the light of truth.
(rv. 626-30)
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The Solitary is touched by the Wandererrs discourse

(IV. 63L-762), and reluctantly gives vent to his scepticism:

"Love, Hope, and Admiration--are they not
Ma.d Fancy's f avourite vassals? Does not lif e
Use them, ful1 oft, âs pioneers to ruin
Guid.es to destruction? Is it r,vell to tiust
Imagination's light when reason's fails?
The unguarded taper where the guarded faints?
--Stoop f rom those heights, a.nd soberly declare
What error is; and, of our errors, which
Doth debase the mind; the genuine seats
Of power, where are they? Who shal1 regulate,
With truth, the scale of intell-ectual rank?"
(rv.768-78)
Ife speaks from bitter personal experience, and his questi-ons are genuine. His main enquiry about the nature of
"errort' reveals his concern about his past errors, and

the extent to which he has been persoqally moved by the
reverend sa_ge's words of comf ort and advice
The Wanderer, tro doubt pleased with these honest
questions, praises the Solitary because he possesses rare
qualities, and a conscj-ousness of I'How feelingly religion
. 78g) . Like the minister who almost
invariably uses a parable or anecdote to illustrate the
moral lesson of his sermon, the Wanderer describes, for
the spiritual uplift of the So1itary,' the life of the
shepber.d bqy, who, left alone for many silent hours, gradua1ly begins to acquire an "intelligence for moral things,"
may be

learned"

( IV
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and early perceives "Within himself a measure and a rul-e, f

which to the sun of truth he can apply, / That shines for

him, and. shines for all mankind" (IV. 808-1-0). Ifis imagination is not permitted to waste her powers, for it "iS
left free/ And puissant to range the solemn walks / Of time
and nature" (IV. 823-25). îhis shepherd boy sool comes to
understand. that a "beaming Goddess with her NymPhs, " the
t'lUrking Satyrs," and Pan himself , were creations of the

imagination responding to the "Life continuous Iana] Being
unimpaired'r that ro11s through all things.
The wanderer's words ha"ve a marked positive ef f ect
on the so1Ítary.

It is described in this

wa.y

by the Poet:

The strain was aptly chosen; and I eould mark

Its kindly influence, o'er the yielding brow
Of our Companion, gradually diffused,
Whi1e, listening, he had paced the noisel-ess turf
Like one whose untired ear a murmuring stream
Detains
( IV. 888-e3 )
Like the "kindling eye" raised. towards the hi11s, the
"yielding brow'r is another liturgical bod1ly gesture.
It suggests the gradual yielding of an obdurate mind to
the soothing influence of cogent argument. It is a propitious sign, one ind.icative of the Solitary's slow but

,
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steady progress in his spiritual

journey. But his'cus-

tomary scepticism is far from destroyed as he questions

the propriety of the Wanderer's sowing "afresh/ The weeds
of Romish phantasy" (IV. 907-08). Stilt a scoffer, the
Solitary comments wryly on the ttblessed restoration,rl
and the activities of St. Anne, St. Fi11ian, and St, Gi1es,
saints especially revered in Scotland. Behind the grim
irony of his words, there is an inadvertent sense of patriotism at p1ay, âs the Solitary is gradually emerging
from his self-imposed cocoon of taciturn

d.ormancy.

In response the Wanderer continues his dj-scourse on
the 'lspiritual presence," and the immutable "1aw of duty."
He gently pleads with the Solitary to seek "lights and
guides" more ed.ifying than Can.dide because the distressed
spirit cahnot hope to find any lasting comfort in the
levity of this "dul1 product of a scoffer's pen." The
ttsickt' man, we are to1d, is "touched/ IVj-th manif est emotion" by the words of his reverend friend (IV. 7078-79).
The "yielding brow" suggests the pliant heart and mind.
lingers in the Solitary'.s mind, but through
the fading mists we catch glimpses of the kindling fires
of spiritual longing:

Doubt still
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But how begin? and whence?--'The mind is free-Resolve, ' the haughty Moralist would sâY,
'This single act is all th.at we demand.'
Alas ! such wisdom bids the creature f1y
Whose very sorrow is, that time hath shorn

His natural wi-ngs ! --To f riendship 1et him turn
For succour; but perhaps he sits alone
boat
On stormy waters, tossed in a little
îhat holds but him, and can contain no more
Religion tells of amity sublime
Which 'no condition can preclude, of One
Who sees all suffering, comprehends all wants,
All weakness fathoms, can supply all needs:
But is that bounty absol-ute?
(

rv.

1080-93 )

Like the unregenerate sj-nner in the presence of the
Lord, the Solitary wonders whether he is worthy to receive
God's "bounty absolute.t' For God's gifts, he reasons, are
rewards for servi-ce on earth, and he has done so little
that can be considered service. He asks if Heaven will
condescend. to him, the most unworthy of men, because his
heart does not confess God. He wonders too if God will
send "showers of grace" to the "parched and withered land"
of his soul. Somewhat like Pilgrim , "à poor burdened
sinner, " on his way to that "pIace where stood' a Cross, "7
he wonders whether "the groaning spirit" can "cast her

load/ At the Redeemer's feetr'.(IV. l-098-99). This questioning seems genuine and represents a gigantic step for
the changing Solitary. Gradually, the light of honest
doubt has begun to dispel the gloom of disillusionment
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that has palled his mind since his abortive hopes for the
French Revolution. To this point in his spiritual excursion, these words are by far his most significant, and
betray a promising spiritual cond.ition.
The spiritual questioning of the Solitary is answered
by the Wandererts "discriminating sympathy," as he avers
that, there are as many ways of reaching God as there are
"manif ol-d degrees of guilt and shame. "' And because he
and the Poet have heard the Solitary's voice gradually
soften, and have seen his eye kindle "l-ike an aLtat lit
by æ f ire from heaven" (IV. 1-t2L), the Wanderer can, in
all sincerity, say to his apostate friend, "For Vou, assuredIy,. a hopeful road./ Lies open" (IV. LLLT). To illustrate his point, he uses the story of the "curious
child" who applies "to his earf The convolutions of a
smooth-lipped she11" to reinforce his message that the
inner voice of eonscj-ence imparts "Authentlc tidings of
invisÍble things" and that there is a "central peace subsistlng at the heart / Of endless agitatj-on" (IV. tL46-47).
He further asserts that Nature never fails to "provide/
Impulse and utterance" to the heart that is open to receive her (IV. 7769-70). By contemplating the forms of
Nature in the relations they bear to man, the individual
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can learn acceptable lessons "Of human suffering, or of
human joy" (IV. 1237-38), until a radical change is ef-

fected in sentient man. With the new change, the "naked
spirit" shaIl cease to "deplore / Tne burden of existence"
and Science shall become "a support/ Not treacherous, to
the mind's excursive power" (IV. A26L-62). By "deeply
drinking-in the soul of things," the individual sha1I
rrraise to lof tier heights/ Of divine l-ove, his intellectual soul" (IV. L274-75).
Bef ore end.ing his Comfortabl-e Words, the reverend
to hls friend to accompany
the. Poet and himself as they seek to hear and understand
"the inarticulate language" of Nature which perforce

Ifanderer extends an invitation

speaks at heavents command.. The Wanderer's utterance

serves to prepare the Sotitary for meaningful participatlon in the Eucharist that is to follow.

In the morning, the steadfast Wanderer dissuades the
reluctant Solitary from leaving their company,, and convinces him to continue with them to the village-churchyard
among the mountains: "You cannot leave us now, / We must
not part at this inviting hour" (V. 7L-72). There is à
sense of urgency in the words of the Wanderer, for he
realizes that the Solitary has shown genuine changò.

As
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a good Christian, he cannot, must not, l-ose this chance
of endeavouring to save this friend from à life of despair.
Within the village church, the Solitary assumes a
mêditative pose as he leans against the baptismal font.
He is, in the word.s of the Poet

'

,

Standing apart; with curved arm reclined
the baptismal font: his pallid face
Upturned, as if his mind were rapt, or lost
In some abstraction;--gracefully he stood,
The semblance bearing of a" sculptured form
That leans upon a monumental urn
In peace, f rom morn to night , f rom year to yea-r .
On

(v. 2LL-L7)

The "paI1id face/ Upturned." is another liturgieal gesture
and recalls the "kindling eye" and the "yielding brow."

Furthermore, "gracefulIy" is a pregnant word, especially
sj-nce it is used in connection with "the baptismal font"
and a spiritually changing sceptic. Although its deno-

tative meaning is certainly applicable here, its connotative suggestions seem to be primary in the author's mind,
It recalls the "showers of grace" that the Solitary longs
for and wonders whether he is worthy of obtaining (IV.
l-096-98). Symbo1ically, the Solitary is standing unawares
in the plenitude of God's grace, which is freely given.
He

is not saved; but this tableau viva4¡[ suggests the pos-
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of salvation, and anticipates the Solitary's
baptism into grace and into the fold of human fellowship
at the end of 'lVordsworth's proiected continuation of The
sibility

Excursion.

Pauline conversions are rare; the scepticism born of
chagrin returns to plague the yielding mind of the Solitary, From observation on the inherent rightness of baptism, a pivotal liturgical sacrament, he descend.s into an
acrid harangue on religion and philosophy. His wonted
mental attitude returns to question and to doubt the mysteries; and truths that his compani-ons categorically àccept. With verbal fi11ip from the Poet, he launches into
another obloquy on the unjust contradictions that beset
manrs life:

'

"Yet Iife, âs with the multitude, with them
fs fashioned like an i1l-constructed tale;
That on the outset wastes its gay desires,
Its fair adventures, its enlivening hopes,
And pleasant interests--for the sequel leaving
Old things repeated with diminished grace;
And all the laboured novel-ties at best
Imperfect substitutes, whose use and power
Evince the want and wea"kness whence they spri-ng. "

(v.

431-3e)

acerbity is interrupted by the approach of the "reverend Pastor," who, after exchanging
The Solitary's
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Salutations with the three pilgrims, accedes to a fervent
request by the Wanderer:
"--Accord, good Sir! the light
Of your experience to dispel this gloom:
By your persuasive wisdom shall the heart
That frets, oT languishes, be stilled and cheered."
(v. 487-84)
The Pastor has been given à specific task, that of brlng-

ing the sinning Solitary back into the fold of Christian
believers. The Wanderer, it seems, has done all he can at
this point. He has shown the solitâïY, by example of his
rich life, the virtue of living in harmony with man, Nature
and God., and exhorted him to do likewise. As a.lay "priest"
he can do all but perform the sacraments of baptism, marriage, and the Eucharist. He has .prepared the Solitary
for his meeting with the Pastor, creating in th9 "sick Mant'
a spirit of genuine questioning, a desire for "showers of

grace" (.IV. 1095-1100). The Pastor, an ordained minister
of the Church of England, is the only one who can celebrate
the Eucharist. Bringing recidivists into the fold of
Christianj-ty j-s more appropriately the task of the ordained'
representatives of the Good. Physician. The Wanderer, rich
in the wisdom of "our daily 1ife, " does not poSseSS the experience with death that the Pastor has. This experience
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is what the Solitary needs at this point. The lVanderer
ha.s facilitated the Pastor's task by preparing the "sinnerrstr mind to receive the message of "Authentic epitaphs" (V. 651)
The Wanderer wishes to hear the Pastor pronounce
some "Authentic epitaphs!' so that the listening pilgrims
may learn to value human life

and reverence the dead.

Again ,we sense that the Pastor's office is not as much

for the Wanderer and the Poet as it is for the spiritual
uplift of the saturnine SolitàTY, who has just uttered
his heart-rending remorse at renouncing the prod.uctive
Iif,e of "the sturd.y plough," the "patient spaàe," and
"the simple crook.,"
The Pastor then begins his homily on epitaphs,
wb-ich has as its subject the theme of sic transit gloria
mundi. The sermon embraces histories of men and women
from the various social echelons--from the "wedcled pair
in childless solitude," the lowest in social rank, to
the "flaming Jacobite" and the ."sullen Hanoverian, " two
men of high military rank, to the knight of Eliza.'s days
who "fixed his home in this sequestered va1e."' Peasant,
shepherd, patriarch, soldier, and noble knight àTe repre-
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sentative of the social spectrum. Most of the bitter experiences that attended the l-ives of the deceased echo the
Solitary's own experiences. But the utter trust they displayed in their lives is in marked contrast to the Solitary's
loss of faith. The central truth of the Pastorfs sermon is
that chance is an integral part of the divine p1an, ând
must.be seen as subservj-ent tothe inscrutable workings of

Providence. The roses of kings droop and fall, the stars
of human glory are cast down, but God ineluctably brings
So noving is the
this transitoriness to divine fruition.
Pastor's sermon that the Wanderer suggests that it would
be fitting if the three pilgrims thank him whose "Authentic epitaphs" evoke deep feelings for man and God.
The Solit àty , now referred to as the "pensive Sceptic"
(VIII. 1), agrees with the Wanderer's acknowledgements, and.
j-n this verbal gesture we realize that a change has been
wrought in the "yieldi-ng" speaker. However, he shrinks
"with backward will" when the Pastor invites the three pi1invj-tation to social
fellowship is offered, it seems, the Solitâry, recalling
his days of morose self-sufficiency, is apprehensive, and
grims to his dwelling.

Whenever an

reluctant to accept.
The.- IVanderer soon embarks on a caustic critique of
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existing .social conditions, upon the baleful effects
arising ou't of an i1l-regulated and excessive application
of powers so admirable in themselves. All men, he declares, must recognize the primacy of moral law, and must
act in accordance with its dictates, especially in the
"temple" of industry. The Solitary ioins the Wanderer
in his bitter criticism by advocating. peasant education.
This is the Solitary at his critical best, completely
oblivious of his own situatj-on, and championing the
cause of the unfortunate, uneducated poor. By virtue
of his selfless criticism, the Solitary has symbolical1y entered the fellowship of social man; for as his
speech indicates, he càn once more sympathize with others
less fortunate than he (VIII. 334-57). Here he càn think
of the multitudes, who from crawling infancy have breathed
the "unimprisoned" air, yet are "abiect'1 and "degraded."
He can lose hinself in the woe of others, and consider
ways of improving their wretched lot.

He can even advo-

cate a time when peasants no longer will be "sluggish,
blank, and ignorant, and strange," but will walk in the
dayllght of knowledge and intelligence. He can anticipate

a time when the infant peasant will be happily studying
the christ-crossrow, puzzling through a primer, line by
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line, until "perfect mastery crowns the pain at lastil
(VIII. 415). No longer will the rustic mind be captive
to ignorance; it shaIl become a. statlon'of liberty, âs
mental vistas broaden and barriers of benightedness falI.
within the Pastor's dwe11ing, and after they
have met "the Lady of the Placê," the company partake of
"a plain repast" (VIII. 5l-9). The Solitary has said hls
confession, the Wanderer has uttered his prayer of thanksOnce

giving and suppllcation and his Comfortable Words, and
the Pastor has delivered his sermon on "Authentic epitaphs.r' It is fitting, and in accordance with liturgical
structure, that the pilgrims now participate j-n Holy Communion. The mea1, like the prescriptive Communion fare,
is a, 'lplain repast . " Unlike the diversity of f oods in the
ilpastoral þanquet" (II. 67] -84), the meal here is of simple
preparation, frugal, not fancy or rich. While "repast"
has not been d.irectty applied. to the Lordts Supper as
I'banquet" has, it can assume symbolical significance as
in Lamb's "spiritual repasts."8. This "plain repast" ís,
to use Lamb's words, "1east stimulative to appetite, and
leaves the mind most free for foreign considerations. "9
Participation in the Holy Communj-on is very appropriate at this stage of the soritary's spiritual pilgri-
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mage, for he is well on the road, it seems,,to recap-

turing his lost faith in social man and in God. By
actively participating in the Eucharist', the Christian
gesture that he is one
"expresses through his ritualistic
with both man and God. The Solitary!s willing sharing
1n this Eucharistic "plain repast" symboli-zes his reentry into the fold of true believers. Significantly,
it is only after the Solitary has partaken of the symbolic communion that we begin to see tangible signs of
his spiritual change. The "plain repast" has replaced
the "healing food" of the Eucharist, but its effect is
the same. The Solitary is, for the time being, a new
person. He joins the company in "desultory tal,k/ From
trivial themes to general argument/ Passing" (VIII.
52L-23) , and. this marks a radical d.eparture f rom his
wonted splenetic,r€sêrve.. He takes not only a "wi11i-ng"
role 1n this pleasant confabulatlon, but also à "forward
parttt:
While question rose
fetters of reserve
the
And answer flowed,
Dropping from every mind, the Solitary
Resumed the manners of his happier days;
And in the various conversation bore
A willing, trâV, at times, a forward part;
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Yet with the grace of one who in the world
Had learned the art of pleasing, and had now
Occasion given him to display his skill,
Upon the steadfast 'vantage-ground of truth.

(vrrr.

524-33)

This is indeed a changed Solitary as he resumes the. manners of his happier days. He seems to have regained,
tempora.rlly at least, his confidenee in social man. Furthermore, his attitude towards the. "goodl-y Matron" and
his praise of "the consummate harmony serene I Of gravity
and elegance, diffused/ Around the mansion and its whole
domain,, (vIII. 538-40) suggest that he has been cured.
of Some of his inveterate spleen. As Soon aS he can voluntarily sympathize with others, the albatross of 'rse1f. indulging spleen" fal1s from hj-s stubborn neck. He càn
now utter, I'with -a tender sigh/ Breathed over them,r'
these simple, genuine words of praise, "A .blessed 1ot is
542). The "tender sigh" may well be a'
passing wistfulness aS his now tranquil mind conjures up
a sj-mi]ar d.omestic scene had fate spared his wife and
children. The pliant Solitary can now almost bless the
Pastor's wife "shining in the beams" of domestic bliss'
yours!" (VIII.

The "p1ain repast" has effected, it seems , àî enormously
positive change in the mind and heart of the Solitary'
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After the meal is over, and every heart seems to be
made glad and strong, the Wanderer begins a discourse' aSserting that "an active Principle" pervades the universe
and Íts noblest seat is the human mind (IX. 1--l-35). His
utterance Seems to serve a function similar to that of
rrThe.Prayer of Oblation" that sometimes follows the Sacra-

ment. 'rThe Prayer of oblation" is said "if there is any
room for doubt aS to the completeness of the Oblation aS
made by the acts and words of Consecration" (Common Prayer,
p. 422). The lVanderer'S words a"re calculated to reinforce
the solitary,s gesture of faith and fellowship. when he
sympa.thiåe,S'-. with the unfortunate, w€ teal-jze that his
spiritual change has been reafflrmed by the Wanderer's
moving d.iscourse. The Solitary seems capable of selflessNCSS:

'tThen, " said the Solit àTY , "by what f orce
Of language shall a feeling heart express
Her sorrow for that multitude in whom
We l-ook for health from seeds that have been sown
In sickness, and for increase in a power
That works but by extinction? On themselves
They cannot learr,'e nor turn to their own hearts
To know what they must do; their wisdom is
To look into the eyes of others, thence
To be instructed what they must avoid:
Or rather, let us sâV, how least observed,
How with most quiet and most silent death,
lvith the least taint and injury to the air
The oppressor breathes, their human form divine,
And rheir immortal soul ,(ii|

iffi:;riway."
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The "feeling heart" that explesses concern and "Sorrow
for that m,lltitude" of less fortuna.te people is none other
So meaningful is this change in him
than the Solitary's.
that he is solicitous about the oppressed losing "their
human form divine't and their ttimmortal soul."
The Solitary's change is further evidenced by his
lack of protest at the It{atr9n'" invitation to journey to

an island across the l-ake. Upon invitation, the narrator
te1ls us, "al1 Tvere pleased," and "pursued their wâY, a"
broken company, / Mute conversi-ng single or in pairs"

(IX. 435-36). Thls is the first time in The Excursion
that the Solitary has acgeded willingIy to such an invitation. All hearts. are gladi and complete harmony exists
betweén man and. man, and between man and God. To objectify

the beatlf icat j-on of this moment, Word.sworth uses

a.

"twofold. image":

In a deep pool, by haPPY chance we saw
A twofold image; on the grassy bank
A snow-white ram, and in the crystal flood
Another and the same! Most beautiful,
On the green turf, with his- imperial front
Shaggy and bo1d, and wreathed horns superb,
The breathing creature stood; so beautiful,
Beneath him, showed his shadowy counterpart.
Each seemed the centre of his own fair world:
Antipod.es unconscious of each other,
Yet in partition, with their several spheres,
Blended in perfect st1llness, to our-sight

(IX.

!

43e-57)
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This is indeed an awe-inspiring moment when there is perfect communion among all creatures- in the universe. 'rAntipodes unconscious" blend "in perfect stillness" and
heaven and earth are in unison. This is the goal of HoIy
Communion and

aII, including the Solitary, seem to

have

attained it.
During their short stay on the island, the company
share a "choice repast" (.IX. 530). This meal should be
compared with the "pJ-ain repast" shared at the Pastor's

dwelling. The word "choice" suggests a feast rather
than a Eucharist. What Wordsworth has in mind here, it
seems, a-Te the Whitsuntide revels traditionally celebrated
as a feast. This aneå-ettb=: festival commemòrates the day
on which God gave the law to Moses, and, ir the New Testament, the day on which the Holy Ghost descended upon the

dlsciples in tongues of fire:
The original feast of Pentecost was instituted by God (as it is supposed) as a memorial
of the day on which He gave the 1aw to Moses,
and declared the Israelites "a peculiar treasure
a kingdom of Priests, and a" holy nation" (Exod.
xix. 5, 6). But the prominent character of the
On
day was that of a solemn harvest festival.
fifty
days
Sabbath,
the morrow of the Passover
before, the first cut sheaf of barley was offered to God, waved before the al-tat, with supplication for a blessing on the harvest that
commenced. On the day of Pentecost two loaves
of bread made from the new corn were offered
(with appointed burnt offerings), in thanksgiving
for the harvest now ended. Each of these objects
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'

of the harvest has a significant typical application.
It \tras on this day that the Holy
Ghost descended to sanctify a new Israel, that
they might be "à chosen generation, a royal
priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people"
(Common Prayer, p. 303)
(1 Peter, ii. 9)

The several elements here;-a feast, .the fires of
.
Pentecost, thanksgiving, the sanctification' of a new' nation--are 1n a sense all in The Excursion, and. their presence suggests Wordsworth's poetic

fX, the Wanderer

intentions. fn Book
describes what is in effect a. new Eng-

land:
O for the coming of that glorious time
IVhen, prizing knowledge as her noblest wealth
And best protection, this imperial Rea1m,
While she exacts allegiance, shall- admit
An obligation, on her part, to teach
Them who are born to serve her and obey;
Binding herself by statute to secure

For all the children whom her soil- maintains
The rudiments of letters, and inform
The mind with moral and religious truth,
Both understood and practised,--so tl;rat none,
However destitute,

b€ left to droop

By timely culture unsustained; or run
Into a wild disorder; or be forced
To drudge through a weary life without the help
Of intellectual implements and tools;
A savage horde among the civilised,
A servile band among the 1ord1y free!
(

rx.

293-310 )

This, to modify somewhat the words of The Book of Common
Prayer, is a sort of sanctification of a new nation, a
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chosen generation, a royal pri-esthood, a holy nation, and
a peculiar people. unlike the solitary's speech on the

rightness of baptism (v.'259-91), these'words of the wanderer are uttered within the temporal context of the
"choice repast.'r fn a more than tenuous way they seem to
be part of the feast.
The "choice repast" the company share does not comprlse the "two loaves of the first bread" a.s the tra.d.itional Whitsuntide celebration does; but the word "choice"
suggests at least an appropriate alternative. The fish
caught by the boys earlier that day and now served acsignificance. Besides being an early
quire à ritualistic
symbol of Christ, the fish became a symbol of the neophyte,l0

a meaning which applles almost directly to the Solitary.
In additiotl, in the fourth and fifth centuries, the fish
t'frequently found in the
beeame an emblem of the Eucharist,
paintings in tlie catacombs in combination with bread and
. ,." 11_
wl-ne.

Fire is a pregnant symbol of God's proteclive presence in the Bible, from the burning bush to the Pentecostal flames. In this part of The Excursion, Wordsworth
endows fire with at least two symbolic meanings. To the
Solit àTV, the dying fire on the beach is an emblem bf the

.
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ephemerality of earthly joys and desires.

fn this way it

is an appropriate image of one of the salient themes of
The Excursion--sic transit gloria mundi:

.

Leaving, in q,,å"i år'ãri3"":;:i:3i-ifi¿ shore
Of that wild spot, the Solitary said
In a low voice, yet careless who might hear,
"That fire, that burned so brightly to our wish,
Where is it now?--Deserted on the beach-Dylng, or dead! Nor shall the fanni-ng breeze
Revive its ashes. What care we for this,
Whose ends are gained? Behold an emblem here
Of one d.ay's pleasure, and all mortal- joys!t'

(rx.

546-55)

But there is another more important fire in this
sectÍon of the poem which ansv¡ers, itl a sense, the Solitary's question, rtThe f ire, that burned so brightly to our
wish, / Where is it now?" This fire is, in effect, a Pentecostal fire:
Already had the sun,
Sinking with less than ordinary state,
Attained his western bound; but rays of light-Now suddenly diverging from the orb
Retired behind the mountain-tops or veiled
By the dense air--shot upwards to the crown
Of the blue firmament--aloft, and wide:
floating clouds,
And. multitudes of littte
pierced--ere we,
texture
ethereal
their
Through
become
conscious--had
were
change
of
saw,
Who
poised,-separately
clouds
fire;
Vivid as
fnnumerable multit'ude of forms
Scattered through half the circle of the sky;
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And giving back, and shedding each on each,
With prodigal communion, the bright hues
Which from the unapparent fount of glory
They had imbibed, and ceased not to receive.
That which the heavens displayed, the liquid deep
Repeated; but with unitY sublime!
(

rx.

5eo-608

)

The refulgence of this glorious sunset is a "prodigal
communion" shed on the world, a Pentecostal fire bringing

of understanding into the mysteri-es of the
divine Being, for it is an "effluence of God,rr rrTo the
infirmity of mortal sense/ Vouchsafed" (IX. 618-19).
Like the tongues of flame that descended on the apostles
on the first Pentecost, this fiery effluence descend.s
upon this band of faithful pilgrims. It is a symbol of
Some measure

God's protective presence, an assurance that he is not à
d.eus abscond.itus, but a living God speaking to these nine-

teenth-century pilgrÍms as he spoke to the men and women
of ithe Bible. He showers his blessings upon this group
of followers gathered to partieipate in a naturalized
The manifold "floating
version of this age-o1d ritual.
clouds" becoming "Vivid as fire" is a sort of covenant
between I'the living God" ( I . 2L2) and his people, somewhat
Iike the covenant in the rainbow given to Noah and his
family.
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The Pastor is profoundly moved by the "refulgent

spectacle" and indieates that he understands its emblematic significance. In holy transport he bursts forth
in a prayer of tha,wbsgiving. and praise:
"Eternal SPirit ! universal God
Power inaccessible to human thought ,
.
Save by d.egrees and steps which thou hasÞdeigned
. 1et ithy Word Prevail,
To furnish;
Oh! let thy Word prevail, to take al,vay
The sting of human nature
grant,
--Father of good! this prayer of bounty
In mercy grant it to tihy wretched sons. "
!

( rx

.

614-48)

Soon after the "choice repast'c is over, the Pastor's

'ì
into
the hearts
daughter sings a "simple Song,rt which sinks
of the pilgrims and "charm[s] the peaceful flood" (IX. 537)
This song is analogous to the recessional hymn or the
Gloria in Excelsis, a hymn of thanksgiving sung after Holy
Communion. This finished, the company engage in a spontaneous act of gathering "flowery spoils/ From land and
water; li1ies of each hue--/ Golden and white," and leaves
of the 1i1y of the va11ey (IX. 538-44). The gathering of
lilies and. leaves of the li]y of the valley, both having
traditional Christian symbolism, seems, iil this subjective
version of the Whitsuntide feast, to be a naturalized
ada"ptation of the ritualized offering of the "two loaves
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of bread" at Pentecost. Wordsworth is true to his promise
of finding "1ove and holy passion" in the "simple produce
of the common day" (Prospectus, 54-55). Orthodox llturgy
and prescriptive elements of a studied rÍtua1 are re-

placed by natural and spontaneous utterances and accessible objects which assume the sacramental significance

of what they have supplanted.
Once the "prayer of bounty" is over, and the recessional hymn sung, the Pastor pronounces his benediction. The benedictional tone of the Pastor's final utterance is suggested by Wordsworth's borrowing the phrase
"a11 blessings flow" (IX. 754) from that very popular
doxology of Thomas Ken:

Praise
Praise
Praise
Praise

all blessings flow;
Him, all creatures here below:
Him above, ye heavenly host;
Father, Son, and lloly Ghost
God from whom

.

As the benediction invarÍably closes the liturgy,

so too

does this benediction. Once over, wê are told, "This
. " CIX. 755).
vesper-service closed without d.elay
The vesper-service no doubt refers to the utterances
and the activities on the island. But the phrase also
serves ro remind the careful reader that the entire
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spiritual excursion of the Solitary has been initiated
and terminated by the first and last elements of an unorthod.ox Angl iean Communion service

The Solitary is not saved, nor even converted at

of The Excursion; there j-s , however, a promise
of more to come. The largest fish here as in the story
of the two young fishermen is still to be caught. The
Solitary has regained something of his'former relationship with social man, with Nature, and with God. He has
recovered some of'his lost Christianity, âs indicated by
the

end.

his response to the rites and formulas of Anglicanism.
In his use of the liturgical pattern in The Excursion,
1t is possible to see lVordsworthrsanswer to deism.12
Deism was a concomitant of the Enlightenment, that period
of total reassessment of man's past history, the workings
of his mind, his esthetic concerns, hj-s scientific discoveries, and his religious beliefs. It was a" response
to traditional- Christianity that renounced dogmatic
Christian beliefs in an attempt to iustify human life
on purely secular grounds. Dej-sts held that traditional
Christianity had perverted the pristine monotheism,
which they considered the cornerstone of all religion.
They endeavoured. to create a pure religion, devoid of
the mislead.ing encrustations that had developed over
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seventeen hundred years. Accordingly, they execrated

rêjected the importanee of rituals, questioned the authenticity of Scripture, discredited the
role of the imagination, and renounced the validity of
biblical revelation. Though they betieved in a "supreme
Being,t' they also deified Nature. They replaced the
Bible with the book.of Nature, u¡here all men could find
priestcraft,

ample and reasonable evid.ence of God. Deism blurred
the distinction between God and Nature, and in so doing

outraged many Christians.
John wilson and Patty smith were two christians
\ryho

were outïaged a"t what they considered to be deism

1n

The Excursion. wilson laments the tptal absence of

' "Revealed. Religion" in The Excursion, and roundly asserts
that Wordsworth "certainly cannot be cal1ed a Christian
1a
poet.rtrr He also states that llordsworth does not fear
"to declare to all men that he believes himself to be
one of the order of High Pliests of nature" (.p. 59).
Replying directly to Patty Smith's censure, wordsworth
answers lrlilson's charge and states the anti-deist message of The ExcuIEle4:
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.

She [Patty Smith] condemns me for not distinguishing between Nature as the work pf God, and
God. himself. But where does she find this doctrine inculcated? Whence does she gather that
the author of The Excursion looks upon Nature
not indeed consider
and God. as theffies

the Supreme being as bearing the same relation
to the Universe, as the watchmaker bears to a
.14
watch

The Excursion is among other things a paean to the
Church of England, into which Wordsworth was ba-ptised

I{is respect
and reverence for the Church are evid.ent in the role he
gives the Pastor, the representative of orthodox Anglicanism, in the Solitary's spiritual renewal, and in the
and from which he received the last rites.

Poet's address to Church and State:
--Hail to the State of England! And conjoln
With this a salutation as devout,
Made to the spiritual fabric of her Church;
Founded in truth; by blood of Martyrdom
Cemented; by the hands of Wisdom reared
In beauty of holiness, with ordered PoHP,
Decent and unreproved. The voice, that greets
The ma,jesty of both, shall pray for both;
That, mutually protected and sustained,
They may endure long as the sea surrounds
This favoured Land, or sunshine warms her soil.
(vr . 6-16 )
For Wordsworth the life of the Church was inextricably connected with that of the State, their ïelationship being one of mutual protection and sustenance.
To him, as Sperry says, the Church was a storehouse and
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transmitter of tradition, "the strongest buttress of
necessary
the English Constitution, and therefore
to the life of the natÍon. "15 But Sperry is only half
correct when he states that the Church was important.to
the poet I'not because it provided sermons and sacraments, but because it kept the memory of the successive
generations of his fellow-countrymen" (p. 189). The
Pastorts words on baptism (V. 950-52) and the essential
truth of the Solitary's ironic descriptj-on of its
ritual efficacy indicate lfordsworth's feelings towards
the significance of sacraments in the Church of England:
the pure
And consecrating element hath cleansed
The original stain, the child is there received
Into the second ark, Christ's church, with trust
That hê, from wrath redeemed, therei-n sha1l float
Over the billows of this trou-o-lesome world
To the fair land of everlasting 1ife.
And. when

(v.

27e-85)

ITordsworth had niuch more than a secular interest in the
1^
Church.-" Spiritually he was devoted to the Church and,
in Moorman's words, saw "her as a rock of refuge in the
."LT
raging sea of change
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The Excursion

is principally anti-deist in its ius-

of revelation and in its celebration of the
imagination. There are, besides tinat of the young Wanderer ( I. Lg7-2t8) , two signlficant examples of visionary experj-ence in the poem: that of the Solitary (II.
829-75), and that of the "happy few" (IX. 590-608).
tification

Wordsworth deliberately patterns the former after the
more.famous revelatj-on of John to suggest the importance

of biblical revelation to human ]ife, and. also to show
that the apostate Solitary cannot respond meaningfully
to such experiences. The latter is ar¡ "effluence" from
"the living God, " a sort of covenant between Him and
these nineteenth-century wayfarers. Such revela.tory
experiences engage the responses of the heart, the sou1,
and the imagination. Revelation is an ideal towards

ceaselessly strives in its
d.esire to participate in the sacrament of living imagi-

which the Roma4tic spirit
nat

ively

pattern in The Excursion reflects
Wordsworth's famil-iarity and reverence for the Bible,
The Book of common Prayer, and the church of England.
At the Same time, The Excursion is an account of Wordsworth's spiritual odyssey from childhood to putative
The liturgical
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o1d age. That he may be called a Christian poet is the
consensus of those who have written on his religion,

though each of his critics

qualifies his Christianity

in a d.ifferent *ay.18 Inge, for instance, sees Wordsworth's Christianity as a blend of Platonism and orthodox Christianity, while Trilling asserts that the càTdinal virtues of Faith, Hope, and Charity are essential
to his eredo, and praises his "quietism.'r Fairchild,
close to stating that Wordsworthrs religion is
religiosity, concludes with theèe words: "At heart he
never sïrays very widely from the Christian sentimentalism or sentimental Christianity of ifte softer type
of eighteenth-century latitudi-narianism" (p. 26L),
Batho, io a sympathetic chapter, asserts that it "is
comj-ng

the High Church of which we ought to think in connection
with \{ordsworth" (p. 239). Brantley, in a recent study,
argues that I[o: dsworth's "natural Methodism, is closer
to Evangelical Anglicanism and Evangelical Nonconformism
than to orthodox Anglicanism. This religious outlook he
developed while still a young man reading the tracts of
Wilberforce and listening to John Wesley and other Evangelical preachers. Havens is closer to the truth when
he writes, I'Yet until he was thirty-f ive or forty, there
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nothing distinctively Christian about his thought.
Throughout his boyhood and great creative period the
Bib1e, the church, the Christian conception of God, the
personality of Jesus and his death on the cross appear
to have exerted little direct influence on him. He be-

\ryas

lieved in them, h€ accepted them as a matter of course
but apparently without thínking much about them" (p. 180)
In what is perhaps the most balanced analysis of Wordsworthts religion, Sperry agrees with Haven on the lack
of importance Christian d.octrine held for Wordsworth
until he was thirty-five or forty (p. 185). He ad.d.s
that though evidence can be found to support the poet's
he cannot be considered orthodox (p. zOL).
He descr j-bes the poet as being "one of those men, and.
they are not uncommon, whose deeper nature contains an

Christianity,

unstratified, elemental religiousness, and whose superficial characte-r shows theological strata not derived
from basic substance" (p. 185). His reli-gion, Sperry
continues, "as we have it in his mature work, is the
cosmic faith, man's spiritual traffic with an infinite
universe" (p. 191).
As these oprnions indicate, Wordsworth's faith
however it is labelled, cannot be termed orthodox.
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ïf we may believe Crabb Robinson, Wordsworth by his own
admission excludes himself from the company of orthodox
believers when he says: rtl can feel more sympathy wlth
the orthodox believer who needs a Redeemer and who,
sensible of his own demerits, flies from one refuge to
Him (though I do not want one for myself) than with the
cold and rational motives of the Unitarians."lg AgaÍn,
we find him unable to accept the doctrine of the Atone-.
ment; though he disagreed with Coleridge's unorthodox
view of miracles as "not a necessary part of a Christiants creed ."2O
Wordsworth's faith,

finally,

partakes of two

religious attitudes: a" reverence for Nature and. a quasiIt is as useless to
orthodox belief in Christianity.
try to separate these credal strands as it is pointless
to deduce which was more important to him. More than
Iike1y, Wordsworth never saw them as being discrete, but
equipollent and complementary. Those who seek to make
him into merely à thoroughgoing nature worshipper or an
orthodox Christian do him wrong. His view of the world
was too unified to admit this kind. of division. Writing
to Francis lVrangham on June 5, 1808, Wordsworth outlines
his religious stance: "My meaning is that piety anc
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religion will be best understood by him who takes the
most comprehensive view of the human mind.
. .'''2I
His faith is syncretic, drawing its life from whatever was personally attractive and appropriate. Its
breadth and the poei's almost deliberate avoidance of
making statements of precise credal commitment allowed
Katherine peuti3z
many dlffering responses to his faith.
discusses the attraction Wordsworth's expression of
religious faith .had for Roman Catholics, Unitarians,
and. Quakers, though Crabb Robinson says that the Evangelicals "have been his despisers. "23
As Wordsworth,grew oldeÍ, hê drew closer to orthodox Anglicanism. As Christianity grew stonger in his
1ife, his poems began to take on a distinct.ive Christian colouring. YIhile there is nothing distinctively
Christian about "Tintern Abbey, " "The Immortality Ode"
or even The Pre1ude, there is an unabashed Christianity
in "The lVhite Doe of Rylstone," "A Little Onward,"
Ecclesiastical Sketches. and of course The Excursion.
In both Ecclesiastical Sketches and The Excursion he
chooses to celebrate the Chu::ch by using to fuIl poetic
advantage the structure and significance of the liturgy
that stand.s at the heart of its life.

In Ecclesiastical
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Sketches he devotes several sonnets to such liturgical

rltes as baptism, confirmation, the Sacrament, the
marriage ceremony, and the funeral servj-ce. The liturgical sonnets are, in Pott's words, "arranged according
to the ascent and decline of human life ."24 In a
series of sonnets ¡vhich trace the history of the Church
of England from the introduction of Christianity into
Britain to its influence in his own day, Wordsworth
cel-ebrates the liturgy of the Church of England and.
describes its character and influence.
A perusal of The Critical Opinions of William Wordsworth indicates the poetts familiarity with and. reverence
for the Bible and The Book of Common Prayer.z5 To him
the Bible was the most interesting and instructive book
ever written. It had for him "a majesty, a beauty, a
simplicity, an ardour, a sublimity, that awes and overpowers the spirit of Poetry in uninspired men'r (p. 186).
Its true value to human life has not been celebrated
and he wished he were "equal to anything so holy" (p. 1'87)
Next to the Bible, The Book of

Common

Prayer was

more

familiar than any other book, according to Batho (p. 242).
He "reverenced and loved. it as the Churchts precious
heritage of primitive piety, equally admirable for its
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matter and its style't (Critical Opinions, p. 188). Many
of the collects he deemed as "examples of perfection,
consisting
of words whose significance fi11ed up
without excess or defect the simple and symmetri.caicontour of some majestic meaning, and whose sound was
a harmony of accordant simplicity and grandeur
.'r
(p.188)
The liturgy was imbedded early in Wordsworth's life
and remained with him throughout his 1ife.

In the later

years when the visj-onary gleam had fled, and when he
began to lean towards the Church, hê, âs Batho argues,
"makes it plain that the offices of the. Church, or at

least the fundamental d.octrines of the Church, dld compensate for the loss of those early visions" (p. 311-).
It is quite possible, though hard'to prove, that his
early Anglican training, especially the Catechism, which
taught him that there is "an inward spiritual grace" to
an "outward visible si-gn" (Common Prayer, p. 469), .played
a crucial role in the way he looked upon Nature. The
Catechism taught him that by means of "inward grace"
everyd.ay objects are bound up with the eternal, and that

in Nature are to be found the visible symbols of infinity.
pattern
We can then interpret his use of the liturgical
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in The Excursion and elsewhere i.n his poetry as a personal recognition of the profound import the forms of
spiritual worship of the Church of England held for him

in his later years
In its description of the upbringing of the Solitary and of the effects of the French Revolution on him,
The Excurslon is an extension of rhe Prelude. The herots
struggle out of despondency to re-entry into the fel1owship of believers in social man and in God to a certain
extent mi.rrors Wordsworth's o\ryn struggle to attain his
equilibrium after the French Revolution, to attain the
"meditative calm" of the iVanderer. This pilgrimage
from despondency to meditative'equlpoise is a reworking
of the'theme of the falI and redemption of man. We
know that Coleridge's reconìmendations for "The Recluse,,
affected the content and. structure of the Excursi-on.26
IVordsworth affirms a fal1, and declares a manifest

of red.emption, within which the Solitary represents postlapsarian man expelled from his garden of
bIiss, his domestic affairs and his communicatj_on with
God in disrepair. Like Adam the sinning Solitary must
learn the virtue of obed.ience to God's ordinance, and
scheme
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tþe value of human fellowship, if he is once more to
Like Pilgrim, h€ must face
lead a meaningful Iife.
"absolute despair, " and conquer it, before he carL attain
tbe Clty of God. He must slough off his "epicurean
selfishness" and seek to gain the wisdom, the sense of
fellowship, and the unshakabl:e faith in God that the
"stead.fast" Wanderer possesses. Towards this plateau
of philosophicàl equilibrium both the Solitary and Wordsworth a"re struggling.
It is in this struggle towards reconciliation with
man and God that we find some of the significance of the
liturgical pattern in The Excursion. For liturgy is a"
framework within which the individual moves spiritually

to a closer relationship with mankind and with God. The
forms and ceremonies which comprise the liturgy are
"manifestatj-ons of spiritual worshi-p, and the ordinary
means by which that worship is expressed to God" (Common
Prayer, p. 5). There is in liturgy a two-way movement
from God to man and from man to God, taking place in that
order. For the J-iturgy was originally ordalned by God
(Common Prayer, p. 11), and through this ceremonialworship of song, word, and bodily gesture, the Christian
communes with God. Liturgy is a Structure which reflects
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the basic principle of the redemptive scheme of Christian
history. God spoke to man by word, by gesture, and
through the sacrifice of Christ. fn imitation of divine
acts, man in turn speaks'to God through word, gesture,
and personal sacrifice.
The pivotal event in Chriptian
history 1s also at the heart of the liturgy.
As Christ I s
sacrifice redeems sinful man, participation in the memorial of that sacrif ice cleanses man's 'sÍnfuI nature and
brings him closer to God.
This is the framework within which Wordsworth has
his Solitary move from despondency to a projected aeceptance of the goodness of social man and. the benevolence
of God. The Solitàty, bound. on a personal quest, otrgages in public worship characterized by the rites,

words,

and gestures of the Church of England. fn the Solitåry:Ê

quest we catch glimpses of Wordsworth's spiritual

excur-

sion from the quicksands of post-revolutionary chagrin
to the haven of quasi-orthodoxy within the Anglican Church.
In 1933, Batho, revie'uring Wordsworth's spiritual
Iife, wrote, "The effect upon Word.sworth, not only of
the Church catechism a1one, but of the whole Prayer Book
and all his Anglican training, is usually overlooked,
and sometimes with consequences of seri-ous misunder-
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standing" (p. 242). The liturgical pattern in The Excursion has too long been overlooked, resulting in a" diminished understanding of the structure and overall meaning
of the poem. The Excursion reveals how Wordsworth uses
to good poetic advantage his reverence for the Church of
England and for her two sacred books. It shows also how
he adapts a fixed, traditional
poetic treatment.

liturgy to a subjectÍve
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CHAPTER

FOUR: THE

TOPOGRAPHICAL PATTERN

A large structural pattern in The Excursion is the
vital relationship between the minds of the wayfarers,
especially the mind of the SolitàtY, and the poetic landscape.' In this rela.tionship there emerges a pattern
that.weaves together chronology and movement, the poetic
1

landscape, and the wayfarers' responses to it.

while

there is an essential reciprocity between the mind and
the poetic landscape, there is no allegorical correspond.ence. Topographical ascents and descents do not necessarily represent emotional rises and declines. In The
Excursion the mind of the individ.ual can be equally edified while he climbs a mountain, descends a valley, of
paces a f:l.at cornmon. As the Fenwick Note indicates

,

Wordsworth adjusts actual topography to suit his poetic
intentions in The Excursion. Topography Serves to. mark

various stages of the solitary's spiritual progress,
from ',se1f-ind.ulging spleen" to a partial recovery of
faith in the benevolence of Nature, social man, and of
God.

From the opening sequence to the closing lines of

The Excursion, Wordsworth places his wayfarers in bitua2L4
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tions that reveal how their minds respond to certain
features of the poetic landscape, creating a bond of
imaginative sympathy with objects and Ímparting to them a
sanctity and freshness imperceptible to the bodiry eye.
The responses of the Pastor, Poet, and. the wanderer quite
often show the inadequacy of- the solitary, s responses.
Before the solitary appears, wordsworth irlustrates how
the imaginative responses of the poet and the wanderer
are in marked contrast to the superficial ones of the
Solitary who, accordi-ng to the Wanderer, ,,IiveIs]
at safe, d.istance from a worrd/ Not moving to his mind.'l
(rr. 313-15). The "sick'r solitary begins hls excursi.on
on the morning of the fourth day from Blea Tarn, which
has no prospect, journeys across two valleys, and reaches
on the evening of the fifth day his d.estinati-on on a
grassy slope on Loughrigg Fel-1, whi-ch commands a panoramic
view of the vale of Grasmere and the surrounding hil1s.
The difference between the lack of prospect at the beginning and the wide prospect at the end of the journey suggests the broadening of the solitary's sensibilities, and
an enlargement of his capacity to respond imaginatively to
Nature, social man, and God.
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in so much of Wordsworth's best poetry, the landscape of The Excursion is used both literally
and figuraAs

It is the object over which thè mind throws "a
certain colouri-ng of the imaginat lon,"2 thus transforming
the object. This transformation j-s the result of at least
three factors: the mood of the mind, the quiddity of the
tively.

object, and the readiness of the imagination to recreate
what the bodily eye sees. Sma1l objects excite a sense
of the beautiful; large objects, the sublime. Whereas
the mind can easily accommod.ate the beautiful, âs illus./ A snowtrated. in the "twofold image
[of]
1n the crystal flood" (IX. 439-51)-white ram,
the significance of which has been discussed in Chapter
III (pp. 188-89)--it is forced to expand to ad.mlt the
existence of a more powerful p""t"rr"u.3 There are three
such experiences in The Excursion: when the young Wanderer

behotds the rising sun ( I. 799-21,9); when the Solitary en-

visions "the revealed. abode/ Of Spirits in beatitude"
(II. 829-75); and, most tellingly, when the pilgrims share
à rare Pentecostal experience on the grassy slope of
Loughrigg FeI1 (IX. 590-608).
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The pout:.. landscape is deliberately chosen. It is,
AS

Harper and the Fenwick Note remi.nd us, primarily that

of the Lake Country. Harper writes that The Excursion

¿.;";,i: ií;-ii'i:":Til":n;"ffi"är'#":ä:-:iff

or

anyone else'has the life of a particul-ar "nook
of English ground" been portrayed with more distinctness and poetic truth.4

Harper's statement can be misleading because it suggests
that Wordsworth made the Lake Country his poetic mise en
scène. In actuality, he uses in Book One "observations
made in the South-West of England
in Somersetshire
or Dorsetshire,';5 and in Books II to fX, only a very smal1
part of the Lake Country--a few miles of a region that extends f or eight hundred and sixty-six squa,re mil-es. As
Wordsworth ind.icates, only two' relatively

small valleys

are traversed:
In the poem, I suppose that the Pedlar and f ascend from a plain country up the VaIe of Langdale,
and struck off a good way above the chapel to the
western side of the vaIe. We ascended the hill
and thence looked down upon the circular recess

in which lies Blea Tarn, chosen by the Solitary
for his retreat. After we quit his cottàgê, passing on a" low ridge we descend into another vale,
that of Little Langdale, towards the head of which
stands, embowered or partly shaded by yelvs and
other trees, something between a cottage. and mansion or a gentleman's house such as they once were
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in this country. This I convert into the Par-

,

sonage and at the sâme time and as by the waving
of a magic wand, I turn the compalîatively confined vale of Langdale, its Tarn, and the rude
Chapel which once adorned the vaIley, into the
stately and comparatively spac.ious vale of Gras-mere, its Lake, and its ancient Parish Church;
and upon the side of Loughrigg FeIl , àt the foot
of the Lake, and looking down upon it and the
whole vale and its accompanying mountains, the
Pastor is supposed by me to stand, when at. sunset
he addresses his companions in words which I hope
my readers will remember, or I should not have
taken the trouble of giving so much deta.il qf the
materials on which my mind actualJ-y worked.o

\

this passage describes the precise geographical ambit
of the pilgrims; indicates the adjustment of actual topography, and. shows tha! Wordsworth is in control of his maIn choosing his poetie' backd."ãp, Wordsworth sought
terial.
to immortal-j.ze scenery he dearly'Ioved, and also to place
,

his pilgrims

among

the "grand objects of Nature":

Do you not perceive that my conversations almost
all take place out of doors, and all with grand

objects of Nature, surrounding the speakers, for
the express purpose of being alluded to in ilIustration of the subiects trea.ted of?t

In this reply to Mrs. Clarkson's letter, which contained
Patty Smith's censure of The Excursion, Wordsworth iustifies the setting of the poem, and asserts the vital interplay between the "discerning intellect of Man" and.the
poetic landscaPe.

2]-9

The landscape of Book One is a, "bare wide,

Common,

whose fIàtness is broken by "a brotherhood of lofty

"

elms"

and a "roofless hut. " Across this common, itr the opening
sequence of the poem, the Poet is "toiling" under a summer

sun that "had mounted high.tr To the south, "the landscape
indistinctly gLared,/ Through a pale steam" (I. 2-3), but

to the north, the surface was "dappl'd o'er with shadows
f lung/ From brooding clouds" ( I . 5-6 ) . The 'pr:esence -'Ì
of vapours, shadows, clouds and sunshine seems to suggest
an inclination to rest and idleness to him who knows how
to respond fu1ly to this atmospheric effect. These airy,
drifting features of the poetic landscape are "most pleasant" (I. 9) to the person who is "car.eless," that i-s
rvithout cares. Such a person the Wanderer appears to be:
he is "Recumbent in the shade" (I.-36), enjoying the idleness and rest of the forenoon. The Poet, however, is
. toiling
by the slippery turf
tlnat
steps
languid
Mth
my
weak arm dísperse
noi*
could
Were baffled;
gathering
round my face,
The host of insects
paced
along.
And ever with me as I

(r.

2L-25)

There is an implied contrast of spiritual states
here. The Wanderer is resting because he has already
reached his spiritual

equipose; the Poet, evidently, is
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stil.l some way off. The spiritual voyage of the Poet is
further adumbrated by the ship meta,phor used in connection
'with the "toiling" pilgrim. The Wanderer is the "wishedfor port to whicttþiflcourse was bound" (I. 27). The
Poet's haven is out of the sun into the genial shad.e of
spiritual

calm that the Wanderer has found:
Mine was at that hour
Far other lot, yet with good hope that soon
tnder a shade as grateful I should find
Rest, and be welcomed there to livelier ioy.
(r. 17-2O)

A "livelier joy" awaits the individual who attains the
lfanderer's spiritual and philosophical serenity.
The "bare wide Common" may represent the flats of
everyday living for the Poet as tbe plain does for the
pilgrims in the f inal book (IX. 756). The realistic d.etail of the "host of insects" corroborates this reading,
especially when it is juxtaposed with another host of
ínsects:

Far on that superior height
Who sits, is disencumbered from the press
Of near obstructions, and is privileged
To breathe in solitude, above the host
Of ever-humming insects, 'mid thin air
(IX. 69-74)
That suits not them
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The insect_s are symbolic in.both descriptions of the

'reares/ Of ordi-nary 1ife" (I. 356-57), which do not vex
the l{anderer (I. 357)

,

On this flat

landscape, the most affecting object
is a t'roofless hut.". This rrlonely hut/ abandoned. to decayil

(I- 508-09) works its romantic spe1l on the Wanderer, who
can see into the life of things: "I see around me here/
Things which you cannor see't (I. 469-70). Gazing at this
ruined hut, the mistress of which he loved "As [nis] own
child" (I. 500), his mind is wedded to the affecting object:
Sy.rnpathies there are
More tranquil, yet perhaps of kindred birth,
That steal upon the meditative mind
And grow wlth thought.
(I. 481-84)

This marriage of mind and object creates the poetry
that moves the listening Poet to change his mind about the
ruined cottage. Before hearing the haunting story, the
spot is "cheerless" (I. 463); after the narrative, he is
compelled to say:

I stood, and leaning o'er the garden walI

Reviewed that Woman's sufferings; and traced
Fondly, though with an interest more mild,
That secret spirit of humanitv
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IltÏrich, 'mid the calm oblivious tendencies
Of nature, 'mid her plants, and weeds'; and f lowers
And silent overgrowings, sti1l survived.

(r.

92r_-30)

For the Poet this has been a meaningful vicarious €xper j-ence. He is able to share in the broad. sympathy of
the Wanderer, and can understand, in some measure, the
[secret spirit of humanity't that lingers about this "roofless hut. " He has learned. to respond imaginatively to
this object in the poetic landscape.
This ruined cottage is neither beautiful nor sublime
in itself, I- but assumes human value through the transforrning power of the imagination. Even the waters of the rêârby spring, according to the Wanderer, seem to feel the
broken" (.I. 486-7 ) at the pass*
"bond/ Of brotherhood
ing of the last tenant of these ruined. walls. In him, a
Itmân of kindl ier nature" ( I . 4L5), there lives a spJ-ritual
affinity with the natural wor1d, whÍch is imaged by Wordsworth's use of the identical visual effect on the surface
of the landscape (I. 5) and on his face (I. 44O). Both
are dappled by the natural objects playing upon their
countenances; the landscape by the "brooding clouds, " and

the Wandererts face by "the shadows of the breezy elms
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above" him. Somewhat like the leech-gatherer in "Reso-

lution and Independence, " standing "motionless" at the
margin of the flood, the Wanderer seems'a natural- part of
the landscape.
There are varying levels of spiritual attainment on
the flat conunon. The Poet's journey to "these clustering
He hopes to meet as planned
elms't is a journey of
1"O".
his reverend friend, u.i¿, more importantly, h€ hopes to
hear a tale that wilt bring him "livelier ioy.rr The Wanderer returns to a cherj-shed spot, and, while there, à7'
lows his memory and imagination. free rein. The Poet's
hopes are thus real]zed. Temporarily, by the quickening
virtue of the Wandererts poetry, the Poet has joined the
"bond/ Of brotherhood" that embraces all things. There
is reciprocÍty here in the Poet's attitude. He seems to
receive comfort from reviewing Margaret's sufferings, and
he blesses her i-n turn both for her gift to him and in her

plight.

The disquieting insects that gathered round the

Poet's face during the forenoon have given way zt the crepuscular hour to the reassuring sounds of birds:
A linnet warbled from those lofty elms,
A thrush sang loud, and other melodies,
At distance heard, peopled the milder air.
( r. 962-64)
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pleasing sounds of closing day seem to confirm the
spiri-tual uplift that the two pilgrims have experienced.
After spending the first night at a village-inn, the
The.se

Poet'and the Wanderer, "under favourable skies," travel
through what one might cal1,the. landscape of memory (II.
33-37). The ÏVanderer's "overflowing spirit" (fI. 4l-) em-

fish, fowl, dog, the landscape and its
dwellers:. For the Poet this is a vicarious experience of
the Wand.erer's a.bility "to suf f er/ With those whom he saw
suffer" (I. 37O-71,). His guide's r'1ove/ And rich humanityrl
(II. 54-55) so embrace him that he can say among unfamiliar
scenes and. people, "f at once forgot, I was a Stranger"
braces reptiles,

crr:

62) .

"After the rising sun/ Had three times calIed. [tfrem]
to renew Itfreir] waIk" (II. 85-86)., the two pilgrims leave
the open moorland and rural abodes, and move.towards a
d.if f erent landscape:
started--and he 1ed me towards the hJ-lls,
Up, through an ample vale, with higher hills
Before us, mountains stern and desolate;
But in the majesty of distance, now
Set of f , and to our ken a"ppearing f air
Of aspect, with aerial softness clad;
And beautified with morning's purple beams.
We

(rr.

e0-e6)
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There is

by means of

a"

a"

corresponding emotional ascent rendered

comparison between the "wealthy" in their

chariots and the two pilgrims "pacing side by side" (II.
96-110). The "luxurious," if they have I'health and hearts
at ease'r (II. L1,2), can enjoy nature, though not to the
same degree as the pilgr:ims. For the "weaIthy" never stop,
in their haste, to look closely and lovingly at the simple
objects of great beauty. They do not for instance care to
"lend the listening sense/ To every grateful sound of earth
and air't (II. 106-07). But the pilgrims "pausIe] at wil1,"
and with "spirJ-ts braced" entertain thoughts that are
"Pleasant as roses in the thickets b1own, / And. pure as dew
bathing their crimson leaves" (ff. 109-10).
As in Book One, the sun is once more present.g In
words that recal1 Ovid's wistful lover, "Mount slow1y, sun!
that we may journey 1ong" (II. 111),10 the sun is invoked

as the natural keeper of tlme. Whereas Ovid's lover wishes
that the "horses of the night" may mount slowly so that he
could longer "lie in the arms of [fris] darling" (xi'ii. 5),
Wordsworth ha"s his Poet ask the sun to slow down its inevitable rise so that he and the Wanderer might have more
time to indulge their love of Nature: Journeying towards
the western side of the broad val-e, the pllgrims espy a
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throng of people proclaiming an age-o1d ritual,
annual Wake" (II. 120):
.

.

"the

By the broad hill, glistened upon our sight
That gay assemblage. Round them and above,
Glitter, with dark recesses interposed,
Casement, and cottage-roof, and stems of trees
Ha1f-veiled in vapoury c1oud, the silver steam
Of dews fast melting on their leafy boughs
By the strong sunbeams smitten. Like a mast
Of go1d, the Maypole shines; as if the rays
With gladsome influence could re-animate
The faded garlands dangling from its sides.
(

rr'.

126-38)

Here, âs in the poem's opening sequence, vapour, steam,
dew and. sunshinè predominate. Such phrases as "g1j-stenêd,"
t'Glitter, " t'si1Yer,tt t'go1d,tt and "Shines" indicate the
extent to which the Poet's view is affected by the atmospheric effects. There an^e a1so, here, dellberate echoes
of Homer's description of the shield of ..Achi11es, which in
Chapman's Homer--which Wordsworth most probably knew--read.s
as follows:
Next to these he cut a dancing Place
All full- of turnings, that was like the admirable ma"ze
For f aire-hai:'Éed Ariadne made by cunning Daedalus;
And in it yorìtfrs and virgins danc't, all young a"nd beautious
And glewed in another's palms weeds tha.t the winde did tosse
The virgines bore, the youths, woven cates that cast a- faint
dim glosse,
temple
garlands
virgines'
the
too
Fresh
Like that of oy1e.
crowneo;
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1|he youth guilt

swords \ryore at their thighs, with silver

bawdricks bound.
Sometimes all wound close in a. ring, to which as fast they
spunne

As any wheels a Turner makes, being tried how it will runne
'While he is set, and out againe; as fu11_.of-:nu"d, they
wouno,

fast of breaking hands. A multitude stood

Not ont left
around ,
which, two begun.
end
Delighted with their nimble sport: to
conclu(Mids all) a. song, and, turning, sung t.=13;.ìlort'=
The metallic gleams, the dancing, the proclamation of a ritual,

the delighted. crowd, the interplay of colour, of light and
shade, and the garlands are present in both descriptions.
The poetst focus Seems to be on the merriment and the sheer
enjoyment of a ritual ízed dance unfettered by outside cares.
I[ordsworth adopts Homer's description and uses it to create
a humanized., naturalized scene that reflects the relationship between the mind of the Poet and. the poetlc landscape.
Deeiding not to'tjoin/ These festi-ve matins" (II. 13940), the wanderer and the Poet press on "towards cTaggy
summits" (II. 153), among which they hope "before the hour
of noon,/ Good recompense" for the day's toil (II. 157-58).
The landscape beckons them on to "mountain fastnesses concealed" (II. l-56). As the Wanderer ends his "way-beguiling"
introduction of the Solit àTY, the two pilgrims, amid sunshine, having "advanced up that wide va1e" (II. 318), scale
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à "steep ascent" (II.

324), and reach

with tumultuo,r" *'åtå 3tuå;ä:nnTliti.n"
Before us; savage region! (II. 324-26)
All is not well with the Poet; he te1ls us that he
"paced/ Dispirited" (II. 326-27 ) the "dreary p1ain." It
is 1ike1y that his dlspiritedness has been caused by the
Wanderer's "serious words" about the Solitary. Though
not as affecting as the story of Margaret, the "preparatory notices" have moved the Poet, who has learned, by
the Wandererrs example, to find the "secret spirit of
humanity" among men and Nature. His mental state is, as
wel1, a function of his response to the "savage," "d'reary"
landscape which now seems so very different from its
appearance in "the majesty of distance" and enamelled by

"morning's purple beams" (II. 96).
From the eminence of the "savage region, " the two
yet uplifted high/
wayfarers behold "a Iow1y vale, .
Among the mountains" (II. 329-30). This deep' "urn-liket'
vale seems "to be shut out from all the world" (II. 332),
from time immemorial by the very wish of the mountains
themselves. There is, however, "one sma11 opening,"
with a" "liquid pool .that glittered in the sun.'t The
I
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presence of sunshine seems to suggest that there is hope

for the SolitàtV, the. tenant of this va1e. Likewise the
"one small opening" metaphorically represents the hope of
positive change that remains for him.
The ttquÍet treeless nook't provokes a" langorous response from the Poet (II. 349-69). In his view, this "enclosed nook" is uniquely beautiful in its solitude and in
its sense of perfect security. It is self-sufficient,
"finished in itself, " providing "the few needful things
that life requires. " It seems to him an image of Eden,
"tenderly protected," untouched by the passage of time,
by outside reports, by "sickness, or accident, or grief,
or pain. "
. Sti1l on the "dreary pIain" that overlooks the urnshaped va11.ey, the pilgrimsr meditative response to the
land.scape is broken by an ascend'ing funeral d'irge (II.
372-76). The sìounds continue, and soon behind the hut
in "that profound abyss, " appears a funeral procession:
. forth appeared in view a band
Of rustic persons, from behind the hut
Bearing a coffin in the midst, with which
They shaped their course along the sloping side
Of that smal1 va11ey, singing as they moved;
A sober company and few, the men
Bare-headed., and all decently

"llil"å¿ 6_sz)
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This is in deliberate contrast to the Maypole dance. The
"merriment of the "party-colouned knot" contrasts with the
The pagan
all decently attired."
"sober company
rj-tual contrasts with the Christian rite. On the shield
of Achilles there is an embossed contrast; here we have
a living one, suggesting the emotional poles and representing the syncretic nature of p-e.asan:t life which d.raws
its meaning and sustenance from the older Paganism and
the newer Christianity. The "annual Wake" is seen as the
pilgrimd moved "Up through the ample va1e" (ÏI. 9L); the
funeral is seen as they "l-ay I In silence musing" on the
ild.reary pIain" that overlooks the Solj-tary's dwellingp1ace.

Eager to ascertain whether the funeral is the Soli-

tary's or not, the two wayfarers descend from their
ThÍs "steep and difficult
craggy eminence (II.403-10)..
descent" attests to the security from the outside world
which the Solitary must f eel in .his 'tce11. I' The urnshaped v,æle is, for its "troubl-ed" tenant, the valley
of the shadow of death. WorCsworth's generalized description in Essay Upon Epitaphs-I nicely adumbrates the
Solitary's spiritual condition:
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make arnends

for the want of the soothing influ-

ences of Nature and for the absence of those
types of renovatj-on and decay, which the f ields
and woods offer to the notice of the serious and
contemplative mind.12

The Solitary is not dead, of course, þut the funeral image

suggests him to be "inwardly opprest/ With malady'r (II.
305-06). In effect, he is spiritually moribund., irl a

self-imposed seclusion from "the soothing influences of
Nature, " waiting for Death:

If f must take my choice,between the pair
That rule alternately the weary hours
Night is than day more acceptable; sleep
Doth, in my estimate of good, appear
A better state than waking; death than sleep:
Feelingly sweet is stillness after storm,
Though under covert of the wormy ground!

(rrr.

275-8L)

atrophy is also suggested. by the ironic
recce homo' with whlch the Poet announcbs him: 'rBehold.
the Ma.n whom he [tfre Wanderer] had fancied d'ead!" (II.

His spiritual

497 )

After a glad exchange òt greetings, the Solitàty,
showj-ng that he has not lost his civility , invites his
two guests to his dwelling to "be feasted with ¡ tfre J
best" (Iï. 653). As they enter the "ceIl , " the Poet
describes what he sees:
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What a wreck
! scattered was the floor,
And, in like sort, chair, window, seat, and she1f,
With books, maps, fossils, withered plants and florvers,
And tuf ts of mountain moss. I¡lechanic tools
Lay intermixed with scraps of paper, some
Scribbled with verse: a broken angling-rod
And scattered telescope, together linked
By_cobwebs, stood within à dusty nook;
Anóinstruments of music, some half-made,
Some j-n di-sgrace, hung dangling f rom the walIs.
Had we about us

(

rr.

660-70)

Everything external about the Solitary--his appearance,
his clothes, his habitation--suggests the condition of his
inner world. The ilwreck" of Ëis dwel-ling metonymically
]if e.
d.el j-neates the disorder of his mental and spiritual
During the banquet, the Poet gazes at 'rtwo huge
PeaksI that peer into thè Solitary's va1ley.' The SolitàTY,

noticíng the Poet, proceeds to describe his relationship
with the high points of the distant landscape. As from
an aeolian harp, from them the'wind draws forth many
,/ With roaring
notes, f illing i'a1I the upper air
sound" during a storm, and in "the grim and breathless
hour of noon," they "echo back/ The thunderts greeting"
70?-08). They have the power to "yield/ Music of
a f iner tone" (II. 709-l-O), which is a" "language not
unwelcome to sick hearts/ And idle spirits" (II. 7L6-L7),
(II.
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They are, thus, to him "prized companions't (II. 696),
and. an objective correlative of his aloofness and solitude

The Solitary soon begins his nàrr"ative about the
man whose funeral the Poet and the Wanderer Saw a short

time ago. This tale, like the tale about Margaret, reveals the speaker's responses to landscape, and. affords
insight into the spiritual life of the speaker. The
Solitary once joined in à search for his "ancient Frj-endn
who had been lost in a. storm. Amidst "persevering rain"
and 'rimpenetrable mist, " the solitary climbs aloft and
finds the waif among the hi1ls, "breathing peaceably , /
snug as a child," by "a heap of ruin,r"'where j-n ancient
tlme, / The peasants of these lonely valleys used/ To
meet for worship" (II. 814-16). Here on rrthat central
height" the Solitary has his unpreced'ented vision of
,,the revealed abode/ Of Spirits in beatitude" (II. 87374) . This visì-onary experience is a result of the
meld.ing of the mind, its mood of elation, and the 'lskiey
influences" that attend the "coming on or clearing
storm (Guide, p. 229). Wordswort.h uses a
favourite device of the mountain-top vision. But unaway'r

of

a"
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like the visionary experience of the young Wanderer
(I. 7-97-Ztg), the Solitaryrs effects no lasting change
in his despondent heart
Before leaving the Solitary's va1ley, the pilgrims
espy a tthidden nookil revealing

of rock resembling, as it lay
Rieht at the foot of that moist precipice,
A strand.ed ship, with keel upturned, that rests
(rrr. 52-55)
Fearless of winds and waves.
A mass

This, âs the Guide tel]s üs, is a familiar sight in the
Lake country: "Masses of rock, that have been precipitated from heights into the a¡ea of waters, lie in some
.'r (p. 181). But there
places like strand,ed ships
is more than mere d.escription here. The obiects on the
landscape are used. to intimate the spiritual condition
of the solit aTy. while he remains in this va11ey, hê is
like a ship, unable to move without the help of outside
agency.. The coritrast between this instance of the ship
image and its use j.n Book VIII to describe the Pastor's
wife underscores the spiritual torpor of the Solit àTy.
The Pastor's wife is likened to 'ra stately ship/ [tfrat]

sails in smooth weather by the placid coast / on homeward voyage" (VIII. 506-08). The Pastor's wife is on
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her way home; the solitary has foundered on the reefs
of despair.
This "treeless nook" is an image of, perfect solitude: "Nor is the feeling of solitude often more forclbly or more solemnly impressed than by the side of one
of those mountain 'pools" (Guide, p. 182). The Wanderer
praises the nook as ,,a cabinet for sages bui1t,/ \l/hich
klngs might envy!" (III. 74-75). To a mind that enjoys
the essential reciprocity with the external wor]d, the
rocks here ,,bear f A semblance strange of power intelligent" (fII. 82-83). The Wanderer's responses are the
result of the marriage of the mind and external nature,
which lvordsworth speaks of in the Prospectus. The
revereind man confesses that "Some shadowy intimations
haunt [him] here". (III. 88), and that he'can d'iscern in
the rocks
Of purposes akin to those of Man,
But wrõught with mightier arm than now prevails
(

rrr . 8e-e1)

The recess seems, to the wanderer, to be created for
,,Contempla-tion,,, which can ,,1i-f t Ius] high above the

mist! aj-r/ And turbulence of murmuring cities vastrt

'
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(III.

104-05). It is for hÍm a resort in whose sufficiency one can spend his days in 'lholier peace" (III.
707), com.muninggcstatically with Nature' and becoming
one with things l
Measuring through all degrees, until the scale
Of Time and conscious nature disappear,
Lost in unsearchable eternity. (III. 110-12)
,To the Solitàry, however, whose mind has lost its
"excursive poriler," these very shapes are I'The sport of

Nature, aided by blind Chancef Rudely to mock the works
of toiling Man'r (ïII. 726-27). He cannot, like the
Wanderer, marry his mind with Nature,'and thus he is
I'pieased / To skim along the surfaces of thlngs't (f f I.
135). 'As a result, what edifies the Wanderer and the
Poet is for the "sick" recluse 'tFraught rather with d.epression than '-., delight" (IIf . 156). He has "decried
the wealth which is [his] own" (III. 79), and cannot
tea1íze the truth of the Wand.erer's statement, "verily
methinks/ Wisdom is ofttimes nearer when we stoop/ Than
when we

soar" (III.

239-31-). This aphorism suggests

thetSolitary's lack of humility before Nature and God,
and his refusal to look into his own mind for answers
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to his spiritual problem. Furthermore, it suggests the
Solitary's inability to enjoy the Edenic fulness of his
retreat that the Poet and the Wanderer discover. To
him this "sweet Recess" (II. 34g), the identical phrase
used by Adam to describe Eden (Paradise Lost, Xf. 303*
04) , has been chosen to emphasize his spleen:
ttTwas not f or 1ove. "-Answered the sick Man with carel-ess voice-"That I came hither; neither have I found
Among associates who have power of speech,

Nor in such other converse as is here,
Temptation so prevailing as to change
That mood, or undermine my first resolve."
(

rr.

6L]--77)

He desires to be "shut out from all the world."

In

the midst of bounteous Nature, he 11ves an impoverished
life 1n the hope that "he will live and. d,ie/ Forgotten!

(rr.

312-13).

The Solitary suggests that they leave the "hidden
nook" which has provoked two differing responses from

the Poet and the Wanderer on the one hand, and from the
Solitary on the other. The guests are, however, 'rloth
to forsake the spot, and still more loth/ To be diverted
from Itfreir] present theme" (III. 330-31). They linger
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in this enchanting spot long enough for the solitary to
In
continue and to conclude his melancholy life-story.
this "nook/ That seemed for self-examination madet' (III.
471-72) , the Solitary unburdens his soul, ded'ucing at
Mutability is Naturers bane;/ And
one point that ".
." (III. 458-59).
slighted Hope will be avenged
This "bj-tter language of the heart" is uttered 1n a
stiIl, private nook where "411 further progress
was barred" (III. 43).
As in The Ðivine comedy the vision of He1I is the
necessary preliminary to the visions of Purgatory and
Parad.ise, and. as Hel1 is the death that must artistically
precede rebirth, So too, in The Excursion, it Seems that
the Solitary must descend to I'the lowest region of the
sou1" (III . 654) before he can begin his ascent. His
telling of his personal story is best seen as a homeopathic ae,t; in spleen he relates his moving narrative
to purge himself of his spleen. , At his emotio.nal nadir,
he must relive his chagrin aS a necessary preparation
for spiritual change. This spiritual unburdening quite
! r-a occurs l-n à feature of the Poetic toPogappropriatelY
raphy which seems designed by Nature for that very purpose.
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The "hidden nook" has served its poetlc purpose:
that of illustrating how far the Solitary has to travel

before he reaches the Wandererrs r'¡ust equipoise of love"
(I. 355). Accordingly, Wordsworth has his pilgrims depart and continue their pilgrlmage over the landscape
of the Lake Country. As the Solitary end.s "His mournful narrative--commenced in pain/ In pain commenced, and
ended. without peace" (IV. 2-3), and thê Wanderer states
his "belief Ín a superintending Provi-dence Ias] the only
adequate support under affliction'r (Argument, Bk. IV),
Wordsworth shows his pilgrims "i-ssuIing] from that covert

nook" (IV. 32),

) Part of the Wanderer's statement is a prayer-like
invocation to what he sees--the sky and the vast h1lls.
In the "templet' of Nature (IV. 44), he is "bound/ To
worship" (fV . 45-46) because he feels God's presence.
This abiding sacramental relationship with the 1and.scape is what the Solitary so tragically lacks. fn hls
"exalted habits of Imagination,"l3 the Wanderer as an
old man is still able to "read/ Unutterable love" in
the "silent faces" of the clouds, and in "the solid
frame of earth/ And ocean's liquid mass" (I. 2OI'O2),
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as he did when he was young. He can understand what
the symbolic 1anAbra"ms calIs "the verba visibilia,
guage of the landscape. "14
Midway through the Wanderer's discourse on the

neeessity of a belief in à loving God and i-n soeial man,
the effect of this utterance upon the "downcast" Solitary is rendered by the recluse's response to the landscape: . "The Solitary lifted toward the hi11s/ A kindl1ng eye" (IV. 505-06). This gesture intimates the
dawn of spiritual change in the t'sick" man: the "kindling eye" suggests the "kind.ling" of the fires of spiritual longing. The hi11s, we recall,. were the crucible
ol the Wanderer's f aith ( I . 266). These hills, li-ke
those of Psalm CXXI, are associated with the help that
comes from God.

fn the "hollow dell" the Solitary has relived his
agony, and. the lVanderer has delivered his "eloquent harangue" on God and Nature. Before the pilgrims have
time to leave this valIey, the sun has begun to set,
giving the pilgrims and the landscape "A dispensation
of his evening power" (IV. 1307). The setting sun detains the wayfarers here, forcing them to spend the
night on the floor of the Solit ary's cottage "in the
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guise of mountaineers't (IV. L321). This comparison
serves indirectly to establish further the relationship
between the wayfarers and the poetic landscape.
On the fifth morning of the pilgrimage the Poet
bids farewell to the Solitary's vale, and his trparting
tribute" acknowledges the powerful effect this part of
the landscape has had on him. It
nation to envision it as pristine,
by ,,Primeval forests" (v. 8). In
witchment, the Poet apostrophizes

\

has caused. his imagi-

. round"
"wrapped
his imagina"tive bethe "deep Va1ley":

Majestic circuit, beautiful abYss,
By Nature destined from the birth of things
For quietness Profound! (V. 9-11)

This uniquely beautiful vale seems r'1ike the f ixed
centre of a troubled. world" (V. 16), a trope which links
through contrariety in the speaker's mind the valley with
its "troubled!' tenant. The Poet finds in "the fixed
centre,, the tranquillity that is lacking in the outer
world. understandably, the Poet describes himself as
being chained. to the landscape: "The chain that would
." (V' 18-19)'
not slacken, was at length/ Snapt
This figure illustrates

the natural allurement of the
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abode, which the Solitary has unfortunately chosen for

the wrong reasons. The Poet is teased by the "Majestic
circuit" into a ref lection upon mankind''s 1ot, and into
gratitud.e to the powers that have taught him to cherish
retirement and solitude (V. 20-59). He is thankful that
he has been allowed to settle in a peaceful retreat like
This retreat Wordsworth describes 1n
the Solltary's.
Home- at Grasmere as being "the calmest, fairest spot of
earth" (1. 73). In the Poet's words there is a veiled
crlticism of the Solitary' s way of viewing the world.
While the Poet has stayed behind to bid a reluctant farewell to the landscape that has deeply affected
hiìn, the Wanderer and. the Solitary have pushed on. Amid
ubiquitous sunshine, the three wayfarers meet on rising
ground:

Follcrwing the rugged road, by sledge or wheel
f overtook
Worn in the moorland, .
My two Associates, in the morning sunshine
Halting together on a rocky knoll,
Whence the bare road descended rapidly
To the green meadows of another vale.

(v.

6r_-66 )

The "rocky knol1" is à erossroads of decision for
the SoIitary. On this elevation he has to decide between

the chance for positlve change or a return to despondency. His rel-uctance is understandable if we recall the
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ltlanderer's words concerning the bond between a tenant
and "his peculiar nook of earth." When the Solitary
deci.des to follow the Wanderer and the Poet down "the

bàre road [tUat] descended rapidLV/ To the green meadows of another vale" (y. 65-66), he has in effect decided to venture into a new experience. The change of
vales is the beginning of an inner movement for the
Solitary whose "mind/ Instinctively disposed him to retire/ To his own covert" (V, 73-75).
The depision rnade, the pilgrirns descend to "a
poi:itì'that reveals a pleasing pahorama bathed in the
morning sun:
On the streamts bank, and everywhere, appeared
Fair dwellings, single, or in social knots;
Some scattered o'er the level, others perched
On the hill-sides,
a cheerful quiet scene,
purity
Now in its morning
arrayed. (V. 86-91)

Implied in this description 1s à contrast between t'the
va11ey stret ched,/ Tn length" (V. 78-79) and the Solitaryrs, which, wê recall, is "With rocks encompassed"
(ïI. 334). Unlike the urn-shaped va11ey with its "one
bare dwelling" (II. 339), this val1ey shows "Fair dwell-ings, single, orin social knots. " It is the home , of
social- man, not of the misanthrope or the hermit. One
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look at the I'cheerful" landscape provokes thoughts of
liberty and egalitarianism from the Poet (V: 91-98),
whose mind, like th.at of the Pastor and the Wanderer,
enjoys a deep sympathy with external nature.
This nook of "native soil'l is the chosen abod.e of
the Pastor, who, unlike the Solitary and the Wand'erer,
was "born/ Of Knightly race" (V. 112-13) ' To enjoy the
fruits of a sacramental communion wittr man, Nature, and
God, he "wlthdrew/ From academic bowers" (V. 1l-4-15),
and settled among the "ancient rura-l character" and
'rsimple manners" of this "deep va1e. " Fot his house he

chose I'a turreted manorial inal-l-l

in which the
dwelt through the ages" (V.
gòod ltfan's ancestors/
L23-25). The nobility and rank of the house suggest the
nobility and richness of the Pastorrs life, just. as the
"forbid.ding nakedness" (II. 640) of the.Solitary's cottage suggests the poverty and vulnerability

of the

spiritual condition of its tenant.
In the mid.st of the "cheerful quiet scene, " ,the
wayfarers espy "Upon a rising ground a grey church-tower,/
Whose battlements were bcreened by tufted trees" (V. 79-80).
The "rising ground'f is a topographical- way of pointing to
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the hope that lies within the church. This churchyard
among the :nountains has great symbolic significance
for Wordsworth, âs he notes i-n Essay Upon Epitaphs-I:
A Village Church-yard, lying as it does in
the 1ap of Nature, may indeed be most favourably contrasted with that of a Town of
crowded Population; and Sepulture therein
combines many of .the best tendencies which
belong to the mode practised by the Ancients,
¡vith others peculiar to itself.
The sensations of pious cheerfulness, which attend
the celebration of the Sabbath-day in rural
places, are profitably chastised by the
sight of the Graves of Kindred and Friend.s,
gathered together in that general Home towards which the thoughtful yet happy Spectators themselves are journeying.' Hence a
Parish Church, in the stillness of the Country, is a visible centre of a" community of
the living and the dead; a polnt to which
are habitually referred the nearest concerns
of both.15

Here in this village churchyard, nestled in "the 1ap of

Nature," the three pilgrims ale spiritually edified.
Wordsworth brings the'Solitary to this appropri-ate topographical scene, the "visible centre of a community of
the living and the dead," so that he can gain the
necessary experience of life

and death from the Pastorts

"Authentic epitaphs.rr The experience in the village
churchyard is a fine poetic confirmation of Wordsworth's
r
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intention to place his speakers amid the "grand objects
of Nature
- for the express purpose of being alluded
1A
to in illustration of the subjects treated of."-"
As noted in Chapter II (pp. 110-13) and in Chapter
fII (pp.181-84), the Solitaryts experience in this
churchyard proves a turning point in his spiritual excursion. At the Pastor's "pathetic records" (VïI. 1053),
his thoughts, thg Wa.nderer hopes , turn f or the f irst
time away f rom a longing f or death, 'iTo hope and love:
to confi-dent repose/ ïn God; and reverence for the dust
of man'r (VII. 1056-57) . The rtsick" Solitary ( II. 61-2)
has become "The pensive Sceptlc of the 1one1y va1e"
(Vrrr . 1) .
The pilgrims reach the "rising ground" as the sun
"had risen above the summits of the hi-ghest hills't
(V. 135-36). As at the opening of tbe poem, tbe sunrs

"oppressive beams" (V. 137) are shunned; the pilgrims
enter "the sacred. Pile," perhaps the central edifice in
the t'cheerful'r vaI1ey. Once inside, the Poet describes

the change on making the "transition from the fervid
air":
A grateful coolness fell, thät seemed to strike
The heart, in concert, with that temperate awe
And natural reverence which the place inspired.
(v. 74L-43)
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While there is no marriage of mind and landscape here,
there is an apparent blendlng of heart and trnatural
reverence" that creates, not a visionary experience,
'but a rtgrateful coolness.
" Away f rom the sun's heat ,
the heart is "inspired'r in a. "place" seemingly designed
for that specific purpose. Though man-made the "sacred

'

Pile" has a haphazard, rugged quality that makes it
seem a. natural part of the landscape (V. L44-4g).
Outside the church the Wanderer, the Poet and the
Solitary a"Te visited by "affecting images and thoughts"
(V. 24O). As the Solitary muses on the rightness of
baptism, the minds of the pilgrims entertain "such
thoughts Ias]/ Rise to the notice of a. serious mind/
By natural exhalation" (V. 37!=73). The Solitary
likens the life of man to the seasonal cyc1e, but cannot f ind "glowing Summer's long rlch day" nor I'mellow
Autumn, chargeci with bounteous f ruittt (V. 400). Instead he finds à "hopeful and promisingil Spring, and
a winter that advances too quickly. Such thoughts
lead him to consider the surrounding landscape:
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'ãow gay

the habitations that bedeck
Ithis f ert j.le valley ! Not a house but seems
To give assurance of content within;
Embosomed happiness, and placid love;
As if the sunshine of the day were met
With answering brightness in the hearts of all
(v. 4LL-17)
trVho walk this f avoured ground.

But appeaïances are deceptive, the Solitary notes,
and,

he concludes that "chance regards"

. forbid the judging mind

To trust the smiling aspect of this fair
And noiseless commonwealth. (V. 42I-23)
These musings are interrupted by the arrj-val of the

Pastor who, after a "general greeting," is asked. to
'tdispel the gloomrr raísed by questions of good and

eviì.. By use of the metaphor of landscape, the Pastor
attempts to answer these essential questions, stating
that though angels perceive "With undistempered and
unclouded spirit/ The object as it is" (V. 487-88),
for us 'rThat speculative height we may not reach"
(V. 489). If, however, "imperfect man" can submit hls
'rwill to reason's law" (V. 518), hê sha1l gai-n / Tne
clearest apprehension :of those truths" (V. 519-20)
that is humanly possible. If, on the other hand, we
view life with the "less exalted consciousness" of the
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masses, the Pastor continues, then

safely aff irm that human life
Is either fair and tempting, a' soft scene
Grateful to sight, refreshing to a souI,
Or a forbidding tract of cheerless view;
Even âs the same is looked àt, or approached.
(v. 526-30)
We ma"y

From a generalized. comparison and a symbolic

landscape, the Pastor turns his eye on a feature of

the real landscape he knows better than anyone else
knows--the churchyard cemetery. In its dual aspect,
the result of the sun playing upon the landscape, the
Pastor discerns a symbolic representation,of two conf{icting

readings of 1ife.

lVhereas in the rcabinet

for sâ.Best episode CIII . 74-194) lVordsworth allows
the Solitary and the Wanderer to voice their separate
contrasting responses to the land.scape, here he permits
the Pastor to d.escribe'two diametrically opposed views.
To a mlnd like the Solitary I s, morbidly preoccupied
with death, these graves seem, in the Pastor's word.s,
An unillumined, blank, and dreary plain,
With more than wintry cheerlessness and gloom
(V. 537-39)
Saddening the heart.

To the minds of the Wanderer aqd the Pastor, nurtured
alike hy Church and Nature, they present
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Åri i"3"il';iät":;;iffi;l , '",,¿'i'..,,
Hopeful and cheerful

'

The differing

and bright
(V. 545-47)

,

responses to this topogr4phical

feature represent opposing views of 1ife. 1o those
who can respond imaginatively to Nature, life is "fair
and tempting, a soft scene/ Grateful to sight, refreshing to the soul" (V. 527-28). To those, however, like
the Solitàry, who are "pleased/ To skim along the surf aces of things, " lif e seems !'a <f orbidding traet of
cheerless view"' (V. 529).
From this I'pregnant spot of ground, " the Pastor
\

pronounces his "Authentic epitaphs" as he contemplates

. the "churchyard, fill-ed/ IVith mounds transversely
lying slde by side" (V. 534-35). Here all are spiritua"lly nourished from the Pastor's musings on life
and death. The sudden entrance of '!a team of horses"
interrupts the Pastorrs epitaphs. The Waggoner is a
subtly humanized figure of Death. Death is an experiénce that holds a special place in this spot '"con. to Death and Life" (V" 904). This
secrate
figure is portrayed in seasonal, vegetational, and
atmospheric imagery, so much so that he seems a wintry
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part of the landscape:

of the lowest class:
Grey locks profusely round his temples hung
fn clustering curls, 1íke ivy, which the bite
Of wÍnter cannot thin; the fresh air lodged
I{ithin his cheek, âs light within a cloud
He was a peasant

(vrr.
When

550-54)

Death claims young Oswald, the ,,hero,, of

the 'tunpretending va11ey,'1 there is cosmie sympathy as.
sun, sky, and. landscape participate in his obsequies
(VII. 8?5-81). The "glitter'r and "golden lustre'r of
this spectacle recal1 the splendour of "the Annual
Wake." But, while the lÏake is a celebration of joy,
OsWald's funeral is a sad day for the Va1ley:

pallid: seldom hath inårtåiäurlSitmoist
With tears, that wept not then; nor rrere the f ew
Who from their dwellings came not forth to join
In this sad serv j.ce,
They started æt the tributary peal
Of instantaneous thunder, which announced,
Through the still
àir, the closing of the Grave;
And distant mountains echoed with a sound
Of lamentation, never heard before!
lvas

(vrr.

881-e0)

This is a poetic reworking of the funeral of Dawson
described in the Fenwick Note: "
I myself wit-
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nessed the ceremony and the effect of it as described

in the

Poem [The

1V

Excursion]."^'

lVordsworth draws upon

the elegia"c tradition to transform an actual funeral
into a fine poetic moment. The participation of the
fandscape in the funeral service is a measure of the
heroic proportions of the deceased, and an indication
of the ind.issoluble bond between Oswald and "his
peculiar nook of earth."
The epitaphs ended, the Pastor invites the pilgrims to his dwel-ling. They tread. a pathway of "perennial green" which seemed a "solemn chain't fashioned

to unite:i "The Pastorts mansion wittr the house of
prayer" (VIII. 458), This manorial home is, like the
church which it adjoins, "à reverend pile/ Iflith bold
projections and recesses deep" (VIII. 46L-62) . Its
surroundings suggest a picturesque, idyllic tranquilI1ty,
a blend of the natural and the man-made (VIII. 468-90)
which excites the pilgrims' esthetic sense. The nat-

uralness of the ''rocky mount , " the man-made "beds and
banks Arcadian of gay flowers/ And flowering shrubs"
(VIII . 469-70), and especially the "little Gothic niche/
Of nicest workmanbhip" (VIII. 486-87 ) appear to fuIfil
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{Vordsworth's requirements for successful landscape gar-

deni-ng. Landspape gardening, Wordsworth says, is an
art predicated on a vital relationship between tùre.ihuman
nind and external nature:
Laying our grounds, âs it is called, may be
considered as à liberal art, in some sort
J-ike Poetry and Painting; and its object
. is, or ought to be, to move the affections under the countrol [sic]'of good sense;
that is, of the best and wisest, but speaking
with more preci-sion, it is to assist Nature
in moving the affections; and surely, âs I
have said, the affections of those who have
the deepest perception of the beauty of
Nature, who have the most valuable feelings,
that is, the most permanent, the most independent, the most ennoþ]ing, connected with
Nature and human l-1f e. rö
The harmony of the surroundings suggests the

serenity that exists within the dwe1I1ng. Inside, away
from the midday sun, the company engage in "desultory
ta1k," during which the solitary "Resumed the manner of
In this happy mood, his
his happier days" (VIII. 527)
mind feeds on the landscape that he sees from'where he

sits:
He gazed with admiration unsuppressed,
Upon the landscape of the sun-bright va1e,
Seen from the shady room in which we sate,

In softened persPective

(vrrr . 534-37)
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Tüith his imagination temporarily agIow, h€ is for the
ti-me ia charity with man and. Nature. From this "van-

tage-ground of truth't (VIII.

533),

he

. more than once
Praised the consummate harmony serene
Of gravity and. elegance, diffused
Aroùnd the mansion and its whole domain'

(vrrr.

537-40)

fì worA= that 'indicate "an expand'ing heart , " the So1itary moves from praise of the landscape to praise of
the Pastor's wife.
/

StillatthePastor'S,theWandererturnshis
thoughts to the continuity of life from childhood' to
o1d age. Growing o1d, the reverend man asserts, is
not to be deemed a decay or falling-off from the rapturous communion with Nature that childhood enjoys.
Like the Lake country, lif e has j-ts valleys and mountains. Though age can be considered a "vaIe, " there
are compensations which make it in effect an 'reminence"
Rightly it is said
That Man descends into the Va-le of years;
Yet have I thought that we might also speak,
And not presumptuously, I trust , of Age,
As of a final EMINENCE; though bare
In aspect and forbidding, yet a point
On whlch 'lis not imPossible to sit
In awful sovereignty; a place of power,
A throne, that may be likened unto his,
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placid day of summer, Iooks
mountain-top,--sây one of these
High peaks, that bound ther vale where we are now.
Faint, and diminished to the gazLng eVe,
Forest and field, and hill and dale appear,
With all the shapes over their surface spread:
But, while the gross and visible frame of things
Relinquishes its hold upon the sense,
Yea almost on the Mind herself, and seems
All unsubstantiali-zed,--how loud the voice
Of waters, with invi-gorated peal
From the fuII river in the vale below,
Ascending! For on that superior height
Who sits, is disencumbered from the press
Of near obstructions, and is privileged
To breathe in solitude, above the host
Of ever-humming insects, 'mid thin air
That suits not them
And m?y it not be hoped, that, placed by àge
fn like removal, tranquil though severe,
We are not so removed for utter loss;
But for some favour, suited to our need?
What more than that the severing should confer
Fresh power to commune with the invisible world,
And hear the mighty stream of tendency
Uttering, for elevation of our thought,
A clear sonorous voice, inaudíbIe
To the vast multitude; whose doom it is
To run the giddy round of vain delight,
Or fret and labour on the Plain below.
Who in some
Down from a

, (rx.48-e3)

In this passage,
between human life

Vfordsworth

uses the comparison

and topographical features to illus-

trate his statement to Mrs. Clarkson concerning the relationship between the minds of the speakers and the
trgrand. objects of Nature."19 Speaker, landscâPe, and
thought are naturally connected when the Wanderer l-ikens
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the "fi-nal eminence" of man to a "peak" in the Vale of
Grasmere. On the privileged vantage-ground "of Age,"
the Wanderer argues, Wê discover t|¡at we can no longer
enjoy the "glad impulse" of youth (IX. 34), and\we also
lose the immediacy of being on the plains. But in recompense we gain a "mountain-topt' perspective that permj-ts us to see the underlying unity of all things.
Once the Wanderer's discourse is over, the.Pastorrs

'

wife, noticing the shades of evening on the flowery slope,
suggests a rvalk to the lake. Behind her suggestion is
an invitation that the landscape has extended: I'How
temptingly the landscape shines! The air/ Breathes invitationt' (IX. 423-24), As the company reach a bridge,
their progress is arrested by an unusually beautiful
sight:
Thus having reached a bridge, that overarched
The hasty rivulet where it Lay becalmed
In a deep pool, by hapPy chance we saw

A twofold image; on the grassy bank
A snow-white ram, and i.n the crystal flood
Another and the same! Most beautiful,
On the green turf, with his imperial front
. Shaggy and bold, and wreathed horns superb,
The breathing creature stood; as beautiful,
Beneath him, showed his shadowy counterpart.
Each had his glowing mountai-ns , each his sky,
And eacir seemed centre of his own f air world:
Antipodes unconscious of each other,
Yet, in partition, with their several spheres,
,. Blended in perf ect sti-Ilness, to our sÍght !
(rx. 437-5I)
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This is an experience of the beautiful which leaves the
uind subdued and at rest. This scene exempllfies a
type of the human mÍnd. working in eonsummate harmony with
peaceful Nature. fn this "twofold image,l' the collective
mind of the wayfarers, like the mind. of the Wanderer,

"gives back the various forms of things,/ Caught in their
f airest , happiest , att itud.et' ( IX . 463-64)
The journey across the lake is part of the preparation for the climactic experience that awaits the pilgrims on Loughrigg Fe1l. They row through a "del-icious
Tegion," a landscape pleasing both esthetically and
spiritually:
.

Cultured sl-opes,
Wild tracts of forest-ground, and scattered groves
And mountains bare, or clothed with ancient woods,
Surrounded us; and as we held our way
Along the 1evel of the glassy flood,
They ceased not to surround us; change of pIace,
From kindred features diversely combined,
Producing change of beauty ever new.
(

rx.

503-11

)

This seems 1Íke an intended reprJ-se of the entire landscape of the five-day excursion. The landscape of the
"delicious regi-on" is similarly varied and striking; the
many features are brought together in one passage to
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sufficiently prepare the mind for the most powerful experience of the poem. The beauty of this landscape
beggars all description, and can live only in the mind
that has "recorded it with love" and "with care" (IX.
51-4-L7 )

.

After a "choice repast't (IX. 530), and the spontaneous gathering of "f lowery spoils" (.IX. 538), the
pilgrims leave the shore "in quest of other scenes"
CIX, 547). They row to "the western shore'r of the
lake,
lVhere the bare columns of those lofty
Supporting gracefully a massy dome
Of sombre foliage, seem to imÍtate

firs,

A Grecian temple rising from the Deep.

(rx. 499-502)

This reached, they fo11ow the Pastor, spiritual guide
and cicerone here, üP "a green hil-1ts side" where
The vaIley, openlng out her bosom, gave
Fair prospect, intercepted less and 1ess,
O¡er the flat meadows and indented coast
,
Of the smooth lake, iri compass seen

(rx.577-74)

The pi.lgrims are nol,v on Loughrigg Fel1, f rom

where, as A, G. Brad.ley has written, "may be enjoyed
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one of the most exquisite and_justly celebrated views
in Lakeland."20 Here on this "elevated spot" (IX. 580),

the pilgrims admire "quietly/ The general- aspect o! the
scener? (IX. 582-83). The ubiquitous sun that figured
prominently on the first forenoon plays its most memorabLe part to this company on the fifth evenlng. The
rays o,f the setting sun colour the "multitudes of little
floating clouds" (IX. 597), creating "Innumerable multitude of forms/ Scattered through half the circle of
the sky" (IX. 601-02). Wordsworth's use of "innumerable
multitude," the identical phrase that he uses j-n the
description of the sublime sense (Appendix to Guide,
p. 222), indicates that this is an experience of the
sublime. The reflection of the clouds in the lake
below creates a sense of "unity sublime" (IX. 608) in
a far more spectacular and affecting "tryofold J-mage"
than that of the snow-white ram and "his shadowy counterpart. "
this "refulgent spectacle" is a "prodigal communion"
(IX. 606), a sort of covenant between "the living God"
(I. 2t2) and these simple pilgrims. This Pentecostal
experience discussed in Chapter III (pp. 192-94) is
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the most profound of the entire poem, and. occu,rs on
ltthat exalted station't ( IX. 756), not the highest
topographical point on the poetic landscape, but without doubt the experiential summit
Following a prayer of thanksgiving and a benediction, the company d.escend from the "grassy mountainrs
open.side" to the "plain" m9 pursue thelr I'homeward
course. t' From the elevaticn of the Pentecostal experience, they descend to the flats of everyday 11ving
Before reaching the Pastor's door, the Solitary exchanges farewell greetings with all, promising "That
he would share the pleasures and pursuits/ Of yet
another summerts day"'
ttAnother sun, "
Said hê, "shaIl shine upon us, ere we part;
Another sun, and peradventures more;

If time, with free consent, be yours to give,
(IX. 779-83)

And season favours."

There is here a probable echo of Ulysses.exhorta-

tory words to his "brothers" in Canto XXVI of the Inferno?1
The contexts, prima facie, seem quite at odds: Ulysses
is damned in the flames of Hell, while the Solit ãTy , after
partially recovering his faith in the benevolence of
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Nature, of social man, and of-God, is on his way back
to his cottage. What Wordsworth wishes to convey in
this literary echo is some sense of the real change
that has occurred in the SoIi tary. Dante damns Ul-ysses
for misusing his God-given intellect; Wordsworth shows
that the Solitaryo in his promissory words, ought to be
praised for using his intellect properly. He will no
longer, to use Ulysses' words, "deny experience following the sun" (1. 118). The wayfarers in The Excursion
have in a sense fol-lowed the sun. In the opening sequence the sun I'has mounted high" when the Poet fÍrst
strides across the common; it is noon (I. 593) when
the Wanderer finishes thg first part of his narrative
about Margaret; at the end of his story, the sun has
begun to declj-ne (I. 957), bringing on "the sweet hourtt

(I. 961). , After "the rising sun/ Had three times
calIed Itfre pilgrims] to renew their walk" (II. 85-86),
the fourth sun sets at the end of Book IV. Here the
words of the poem suggest a correlation between the movement of the sun and that of the pilgrims:
The Sun, before his place of rest were reached,
Had yet to travel far, but unto us,
To us who stood low in that hollow deI1.
He had become invisible,
Leaving behind

A dispensation of his evening power,
(w. 7299-1307)

\
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the t'ravellers reac-h the churchyard, Wordsworth
again--this time more pointedly--draws attention to the
correlation between the sun's journey and that of the
When

wayfarers:

. we pursued our way;
Noi reached the village-churchyard tilI the sun
Travelling at steadier pace than ours, had risen
Above the summits of the highest h1lls
And round our path darted oppressive beams.
(v. 133-37) '
While the wayfarers are within the comporinds of the
Pastor's mansioh, it is "noon-tide" on the fifth day.
As they walk from the Pastor's to the lake's edge,

"the shades of afternoon have fallen" upon the landscape (IX, 4L9). While they are'seated on the grassy
slopes of Loughrigg Fe11 a.dmiring the general scene,
the fifth sun is setting, bringing an end to the pilgrimst excursion. Between the fourth rising of the
sun and. its fifth setting, the wayfarers make their
The
journey across two valleys of the Lake Distriit.
many references to ih. sun mark the passage of time
and the progress of the Pilgrims.
Wordsworth employs solar imagerY in The Excursion

to give the distinct impression that the sunmer sun is
always present. Sometimes its heat is uncomfortable
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(I. 448-50), or "oppressive'r (V. 137), and must be
sbunned; at other times its warmth is welcome, as indieated by the Wanderer after the "past'oral banquet"
at th,.e Solitary's when he says, "Nou/ let us f orth into
the sun!" (fI. 903). This widely-travelled reverend
man realizes the pressing need for all men to enjoy
the life-giving sun. Of all the pilgrlms in The Excursj-on, the saturtaing Solitary most needs sunshine,
as indicated by his physical appearance. Un1ike the
Wanderer who j-s "stout and hale, for travel unimpaired"
(I. 34), the Solitary has a "pa1e face" (II: 499), a
"hollow cheek" (II. 525), and is "faded and du1l" (If.
501). Both his life and countenance lack the healthy
glow of normalcy. His seclusion in his "dark" "hermitage" (II. 648), away from sunshine has given him an
asthenic appearance .
Symbo1ical.1y, the Solitary lives in a world devoid
of the'1ight of hope, of social fellowship, of a. sacra'
mental relationship with Nature. His torpid life has
given him à dark, benighted outlook. Like a" seedling,
his spirit needs the vital warmth and the attraction
to light that the sun affords. During the excursion,
anemic,

the sun of fellowship and travel has brightened the
Solitary's outlook, and though the "gloom" of "self-
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indulging spleenrr is not entirely dispelled, there are
bright glimpses of spiritual awakening. In his flnal
shall shine upon us, r' the
words, "Another sun
Solitary, no doubt less "pale" and "faded" after two
days in the sun, indicates the.change the excursion
under the summer sun has effected in him. No longer
an anathema, the sun, "earth's universal Lord" (IV.

465), will become for the chastened Solitary a lodestar and a source of life-giving 1ight.
The pilgrims follow the sun in a journey that is
characterized by topographical ascents and d.escents.
From the Fenwick Note (quoted on pP.217-18) it is:r.:.':-'

evident that Wordsworth saw the wayfarers.'- excursion
as a gradual ascent. The journey is thus an emotional
and. spiritual ascent, especially for the Solitary.
This is objectified in the prospects offered. at the
outset and at the end of his excursion. Blea Tarn, the
with one
"11quid pool that glittered in the sun, /
bare d.welling" (II. 338-39), is the terminus a quo of
the Solitary's journey. "[S] hut out from aLl the world"
(IL 332), and "With rocks encompassed" (II- 334), it
has virtually

no prospect. Neither is there anything

beautiful or sublime about it:
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Blea Tarn is ,not an object of any beauty in
itself, but is situated in a smaIl, deep
c j-rcular Va1Iey of peculiar character, f or
it contains only one dwelling-house and two
or three cultivated fields. (Guide, p. 270)
Whereas the bareness and apparent "poverty" (II.

340)

ofthisabodesuggesttheessentia11one1inessand
splritual torpor of the Solit àTV , the "Fair prospect,
intercepted less and less" ( IX . 572) offered by the
hillside of Loughrigg Fe11, represents a broadenj-ng
of sensibilities for him, and. for all. The gradua-l
widening of physical prospects from start to finish
implies an enlargement of the capacity of the Solitary to respond. to social man, to Nature and to God.
The topographical pattern shows the spirltual

progress of the Solitary through his responses to
fea,tures in the poetic landscape. Between the fourth
rising of the sun and its fifth and fiual setting,
he makes both a physical and spiritual

excursion over

the landscape of the Lake Country. His spiritual
a.trophy is illustrated in his negative relationship
with the "Urn-like" va11ey in which he lives. "[P]
leased/ To skim along the surfaces of things" (III'
134-35), the 'rsick" Solitary responds quite superficial]y

to Nature. Unlike the Pastor, Poet,

and
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IVanderer, he cannot comprehend the underlying unity
and purpose of Nature. In his "Iow1y vale, " "deep

as

" he is at his spiritual nadir. With the help
of caring frÍends, the Solitary leaves the self-imposed
seclusion of his "ce11" and ventures into the sunlight
of social fellowship. On a" "rocky knoll" he makes his
aD urn,

decision to accompany his friends to another
valley and into a new experience. This desire to change
his life of despondency, quite significantly, is mad.e
on rising ground. Inside a village churchyard that
stands 'rUpon a rising ground," the Solitary experiences
further spiritual change as he listens to the Pastor's
momentous

"Authentic epitaphs, " â narrative response to a "pregnant spot of ground't in the poetic landscape. Within
the Pastor's mansion, the Solitary's spiritual pliancy
1s rendered. by his "admiration unsuppressed" to the
"landscape of the sun-bright vale, " which he sees from
Midway through the Wanderer's.discourse
where he sits.
on the necessity of believing in social man, in Nature,
and in God, we recalI, the Solitaryrs spiritupl

yield-

toward
ing was rendered by his response of "lift[ing]
the hiIls/ A kindling eye." His partial recovery of
spirltual faith is confirmed and reinforced by his
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to respond meaningfully to the wide prospects
from Loughrigg Fe11 and to the clj-mactic experience
there during the final setting of the sun.
'
The topographical pattern illustrates how the
tri-nwardly opprest" Solitary, whose mind has lost its
ability

"excursive power,'l gradually becomes a spiritually
changed person. His excursion over the landscape
of the Lake Country is j-n effect a pilgrimage through
"the healing spirit". of nature (Guide, p. 225), from
"a self-indulging spleen" and an inability to respond
positively to Nature to a partial recovery of faith
in the benevolence of Nature, of social man' and of
God.
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Notes

Chapter Four

1 Ot the lnany books that treat of lrlordsworth's use
of landscape, I have found the fol-lowing most helpful:
M. H. Abrams, Natural Supernaturalism (New York: Norton,
L97L) , pp. 1,-222; Herbert Lindenberger, On lVordsworth's
Prelude (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Presffi
æ:õã; Florence Marsh, Wordsworth's Imagery (New Haven:
Yale Univ. Press ,. 1952) , pp. 28-64; Karl Kroeber, Romantic Landscape Vision: Constable and Wordsworth (Madison:
Univ. of Wisconsin Press, L975); Russell Noyes, Wordsworth and the Art of Landscape (Bloomington: Indiana
atson, Picturesque Land(London: Hutchinson,
Poetry
scape and English Bomantic
pp.
L970),
1-107.

I,

2 "Preface to Lyrical Ballads (1805)," Prose lliorks,
p.
123

- James Scoggins, fmagination and Fancy (Lincoln:
Univ. of Nebraska Press , 1966), p. L57. Scoggins gives
an excellent analysis of the significance the sublime
and the beautiful held for Wordsworth.
3

4

rpt.

= George ll[aclean Harper, William Wordsworth
York: Russell, 1960), rr, p. 524.

(L91-6

;

New

5 Christopher lVordsworth, ed.

The Memoirs
lYordsworth (London: Moxon, 1851) , II, p. 36.
I

Memo'irs, II,

7 L.ttu"=

pp

of William

. 36-37,

The Middle Years , 1-Bt2-2O , p. 62L,
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"The Sublime and the Beautiful," Appendix III to
A Guide Through the Lake Country, Prose Works, II, p.
rt-õT- an-ãffict as being
sublime ör beautiful in itself, without reference to some
R.

:":r:.:,,t"

whom

that sublimitv is perceived, is

absurd

o
s

For discussions of the solar imagery in The
Excursion, see Enid Welsford, IVordsworth'9 SalisbJr_r}¡
F fn Oxford: Blackwell-, A966), pp. 8a-92; and Abbie
Flnãfay Potts, The Elegiac Mode (New York: Cornell Univ.
Press, A967), pp. L95-224
10
Amores, I , xiii. 40. The f amous l-ine reads,
t'Iente, õürrîte, Noctis
equi. "

11 rliad, KVrrf, 536-49. Chapman's Homer, ed.
AllardycãFñol1 (New York: Bolingen, 1950), vo1. Ï
12 Pro"u Works,

Ir, p.

54.

13 fn à letter to Beaumont, Wordsworth explains the
significance of living in "habits of exalted Imaglnation"
(Letters , The Middle Years , 181.?-29 I P._ 2Og). f n the
p
án idealized Picture of what
the poet would. have been had he been born into a different
social c1ass, Wordsworth gives his finest example of such
a practice.
14 Natural Supernaturalism,
15 P"o"" Works,

16 Letters
17

II, pp.

47.

1,o4

55-56.

The Middle Years

M"*oi"", rr, p.

p.

r8r2-20

p

. 627.
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18-Letters, The Early Years , 7.787-T805, p. 527
For a,n a
dscape
ga.rdening, see Russell Noyes, I{ordsworth and the Art of
Landscape (Bloomington: Indian
9t-L42. For Wordsworth's opJ-nÍ-ons on the suitabillty of
houses for the Lake Country, see Guide, pp. 27L-L6.
19 f,gtters, The l{iddle Years, 1,81-2-20 p . Gz1-.
,
20^^
A. G. Bradley, Highways and Byways in the Lake
'District , i1Ius . J. Pen
p. 229. L commend to the reader a fascj-natlng book, The
English Lakes, painted by A. Heaton Cooper, descr. byWilliam Palmer (London: 81ack, 1908 ) . Of speci-al i-nterest are two water col-ours: "Blea Tarn and the Langdale
Pikes" (p. 21,O)-, and "A Gli-mpse of Grasmere" (p. 30),
in which Cooper may have had Wordsworth's description of
the "refulgent spectacl-e" of Book, IX in mind when he
painted it.
.

2t
-- f nferno,

XXVI

,

tL2-7,7

CONCLUSION

The elaborate structure of The Excursion reveals

Ilrordsworth's poetic intention of presenting a comprehen-

sive picture of Romantlc man as. epi.c hero, christian wayfarer, and nature-lover. The three patterns portray
different facets of the solitary,s journey of spiritual
growth and maturation. rn his use of the epic pattern,
wordsworth espouses a new epic theme and. endeavours to
demonstrate how the .'.iùilividual can assume epic stature

, like the reverend Wanderer, become a ,,being
.sublime and comprehensive,, (I. ZSg-84).
and

,

/

The epic pattern is reinforced by the liturgica"l

pattern.

The Solitary is a ChristiAn wayfarer movi-ng

through prescribed stages of a structure that reflects
Anglican dogma.. His is a journey of spirltual chastening,
from apostasy to partial recovery of falth in the benevolence of tlthe living God" (r. zf'z). The liturgical pa.ttern adds a specifically theological dimension to the
epic pa"ttern. rt depicts the christian wayfarer as heir

to epic heroism. This new heroism comprises a desire to
worship God., to love one's fellowman, and. to rive in tune
with Nature. Embodied most fully by the wanderer, this
274
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is the heroism that the Solitary is struggling to attain.
The topographical pattern, too, is essentially religious. Responding imaginatively to Nature is, for WordsThe "sick" Soliworth, âû Íntensely religious activity.
taryts rapport with Nature has.been bnoken, and until he
meets the Poet and the Wanderer, h€ cannot 'r .

.

.'look

on [her] with a humble heart" (I. 24t), nor "Commun[e]
with the glorious universe" (I. 286). The E¡çgr_q:_o4
shows the Solitary and his spiritual brothers responding
imaginatively to the landscape of the Lake Country.
Wordsworth's goal for the Solitary is to have him, like
the Wanderer, enjoy "the peacef And. liberty of Nature"
(I. 352-53), amid which he can keeprrln solitude and
solitary thought/ His mind. in a" iust equipoise of love"
(I. 354-55). Like the liturgical pattern, the topographical is one in which the Solitary moves.closer to
the Creator. In the former he is guided. by prescriptive
rites a"nd. f ormulas of the Church of England; in the
latter he is led by the "sweet influence" of Nature
(I. 266) to à "sti11 communi-on,r that transcends/ The
i-mperf ect of f ices of prayer and praise" ( I . 2L5-L6)
.
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The three patterns dovetail to form Wordsworth's

boldest poetic structure. They portray the disillusioned
Solitary in the process of spiritual change. Unlike the
Wanderer and the Pastor who have attained philosophical
serenity, the Solitary battles.despair, doubt, and
meaninglessness of existence to retrieve some sense of

purpose in life.

In the three aspects of the Solitary's
journey we see a picture of Romantic mân attempting to
reconstruct a world of shattered hopes and broken dreams
after the French Revoluti-on. The epic pattern establishes
the genre within which Wordsworth is working, giving form
to and justifying his new heroic theme of the holy consummation between the the mind of man and external nature.

Its moral and religious functions are, both confirmed and.
enhanced by the liturgical and. topographical patterns.
The former Christianizes the epic theme; the.latter
broadens it to include the quíntessential intercourse
between "the individual $find" and t'the external lTor1d."
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